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'Only earely dn4 ne have the opPortunity o gaining new insigh

, into '.1ingeringLdilernfn liaupting obi- educational -institutions. 0,u

libraries arc filled ii,ip-i`Mi abundance of literatu're recounting the issti

and, lamenting 'the `06abletrfs.aouis VaCcaro, in this 'series of eSsa s
provides the readekNitli,_ stimulating lOok at theold isspes and.presents

fresh approacheseb'enyancing the quality. of 'edUcation 'for all Persons.

An experiencg, gilleger Administrator, Vaccaro perceiVes' the

perplexities, and has s,51kght the observaticins and visionlof educators
with rewVaing resttlfis._71The fopics vary!from curricidurn a0 the college
caleasr,to,palleetive.bdtgaining and fund-raisin& Many Of the descrip-

tions are sufficiently sp4ific ,to, be helpful and p,ush the', readers to think
mo;re-thotightfully-in- the consideration.-of.:ways in which they can_ad-

vanee their, own leadership. ' ry little more could _be desired from an

evening'S reading.' :-

A number of.years ago Paul Mort cOrnplaine that it todk twenty-
five years for a. new ideal() penetrate the' educa ional-tae demy and

another twenty-liv.e yearV,to be embraced. eed wi which ii.i
_

neivativ'e,ideas have recentiii,-been installed in. osi.1$ and Coleges alarms,

:even the-icomielasts arriong. us. Efforts to reform thd.educatidnal in-

stitutions of our nation ard numerous. It is difficult-and t;n1e-consurning
tri become familiar with the diverse-number,of ehangi g proCedures, and

more diTficUlt to assels theikeffectiveness.- All tem oft n.an.edtiCational
l'!e

, , 1 .

inno:intion fails to aceomplish the .desirecP and cherished objectives,
, i 1

-Faculty arc disappointed, students frustrated, and parents 'disillusioned.

An analysis of Such 'failiires Suggest that many attempts lo bring about

'change are in the form of iSolated factors not in har'rnony Witrother
\ , ,.elements oi tne construct,..and the momentum, ofIthe sYStem tendktmre-

ject a, transplant: Edu6tional reforrn;%to -be Sighilieant \ and suecessful,

nuts be in barmony with the entire institution and relateeffectiVely to all

aspe ts or the-total system. A full-rationale-muif-bede4eloped=for-each
peopbsed-elfarige that . IS consistent with the premiseiand strategies'

alrdadyin operation. It is the attemion to such a philosophy that makes-
this Collection qf essays of value, 7 , '

I The, authors quickly draw upon their scholarship, re earch, and ex,

perience to define The', current problems and synthesize effeetiVely . the

status of tit; art. Proniptly, and dlithout, verbosity. the., elected, essays

project the ,reader into 'the consideration of Ways to- move,foryordand
capitaliie on many 'current 'practices. (Me iS not alloweck to WalloW in

despair at the inadequacies Of the.pasf, but-ii hurled into a consideratiOn

of what can lie 1--7 not in litopian generalizations but in 'carefully eqn-

sidered extensions of carent knowledge. -. . i'
'The essays ,dramatically, and through reinforcement,' compel the

reader to: think anew concerning-Barnard Luskin's observntion that newc - _ - .



ways must fie deVelope,d-tp.deliver EdVeatiOn to's ud nts. One cainotdo
new thangs very effectivelkwith ti'aditionalimsehaiRs, .."What is,needed

!Are mew "methods, not neiriffitkutio`ns." Vaccaro, throligh his knOwledge,
and chpice -oressays, liag provided the reader with n w rnedthds.-

s

Gene L. Schilck'
'redentr.:

T1-1 'Danforth' rounda

FeIruary
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StUdents bf American higher education as well as interetted
observer's 'art aArithat Ameciea's 9olleges and universities art'ehanging
_amatically._ got only the student:movement; hut the broader 'social

Jevolution also has had a ,profoand impact on every- facet of higher
,education. The question is, ")Aihat are-the Specific forces that are cauaing
this change-And what imfact are they having on the shape of American
'higher. education?" _ .

ThoSe who teach idour4olleges know only toot well the dramatic- . ._transformatifin thatka,,taken--place:irythe_eurritulum.and in-studeat-iife--
styleS during the past debacle. While administrators Point to theinternal
and external factorS that,.complicate their responsibilities, trustees sigh
under thd weight di new legal and financial-demands thrustupon them by'
unsympathetic- publics Nia doubt-about it change has taken place in

.
. .

higher education? and theivory tower' if there ever was one, now tilts
preC#HOUSIY, ::".":

The _essays in. this ,.voltiine_do not purport tb_ treat every factor that -has been affected or that makes itself felt Within the argna of change,
.Rather, they 'are an ,attgrnpt\ to present an array of views held by in-
dividuals associated with college and.univerSity life in ordef- to clarify key
issues, crystalize, -ertakn eVentS, and offer the reader some insight into the

have brought chang_

cs

question of how'A 'priced higher education has changed, the factors that
tha e abont, and what is ahead,

,.In the first 'essay', . Lows .. Vaccaro, President of Colby-SaWyer
College, surveys the contemporary scene and some recentchanges, and
attempts to predict_ what 4meric41 higher education will look like.by the,mid-1980's. - . \ . -

A- more -specific lobk IA provided b5-, Wallace K. Ewing, Dean of the.
1,t College at Colby-Sover' College, \who' comments on the changes that.

haVe occurreth in the typical: college. ctirrienlum- and. discusses their
. -signi lica nce. . . \ -

nother ,soncentrated look at one area of change this one struc-
tural ,r is provided by Jack L. Armstrong. Prdident of Bradford COlege:-.:-.
and II. Bradley Sagen, Professor at-the -University of Iowa. Their essa

'presents an- interesting loOk at hovi curricular renewal is closely related tombdification. of the -college Zalendar.
.., ,

The next.two essays giv4 Jibe reader an opportunity to gain some un-
1 derktanding of two relatively new innovations on the American scene.

, The steady growth of non-traditional studidi is treated bY Eugene E., ,
DuBois, Executive Associate of the'American Association of Comnau
ty and Junior Cblleges and Fredrick A. Rieci, Assistant Professor at t e



Uriiversity Of; Mae)/ land. They discuss the firdserit status'. of non-

traditienal studies -and srilaw how t ey have already ',bhanged the

raditional view of eoflegiate educatio .

.-Then, Donald A. Johnson, Dir or Of the Quad-Cities Gtiaduate

Studies Center in Rock Island, Illinois, proyides a fascinating account of

theigrowth and impact of donsottia in the United States v;;itb several ex-
,

fes Of -working models.
The effect.of many of these changes isornmented.on next-by Robert

S. PO0,9-4 former Director of Admissions 'and now."Nignagei of the

Eastman\Pond Communitx th New Hampahire, in.his cssaydealing with.

. the current ,and future college admissions scene.
The following two essays deal with two highly important and

volatile matters associated with those who teach within the- aeademy.

Professor Harold I. Goodwin of West- Virginia University discusses the

impact,o(f46`ultx.unions arid collective-bargaining,on Xpieriban Ifigher

-education tiud nrciCidd- a number of -interesting:insights-into- what-the;

.fu..ture holds, The .0estion- of *pity tenur,And the_impacuof some re-

cint COurt decisions concerned with_ tholssue is ably handled' by.

1 Professor Victor G. Rosenblum of Northwestern University. His essay

treatS'Yivseleiail the recent gunreme Conn decisions that' have had and
contthue to hal a profound effect on fapulty hiring and termination

. policies.
. 4

Some consequences of the above forces are then disCussed by,Fran-

cis C. Pray, noted educatiolfal, consultant, in his essay dealing with

college and university:trusteemanship
The eventual.result of many ,of these factors and,ehanges is taken

into Account by Robert J.-Finney cif Dartmouth Colleie in his essay deal-..

ing with changing patterns in fund raising arnJ alumni giving.
tonaluding the collection of essays, Fred, and Jan Jervis of ale

Center for Constructive Change at' Durham, New Hampshire provide a

fascinating look at an alternative way of viewing ehanige and suggest a

new . model for meeting and solving the problems commented On by the .

other"ranthors.-
NPt all the autlfors who have -contributed:to this volume would

agree,,With each other regarding the severity OF consequences of the
ehankSioccurririg. On the American college campus. This is as it should

tk What they have attempted' to do is .to prcivide an in depth view of,

their oWn areas Of concern And to suggest whal the effect of changes oc-

durring'..Within them will have on the future shape of A'merican higheF-

iducation,', Collectively, they bring the reader a perseinaL up-to-date
observation of the college scene and a dimensional Study that rsieededin

these fast changing times.
It is ho6ed that this volume will inform educators, laythe and--

students of some.of the pivotal forces reshaping American higher eduea-

tion and -serve as a resource for their further study of..its attendant

paphIspi,
L.C.V: New London, New Hampshire
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The 'author 'of k ntirnereus -articles, he. has edited two
her honts including. Student Freedom in American

II er Education.

There-. is htticargument with the observaiion that American higher
education, is undergoing aTadical change in-character. Althotigh change
always has been a Part of the warp and woof of our colleges and univer-

tsitieso the changes .now occurring within academe have never been so
dramatic-'or, for that Matter, so far reaching.

It is my observation that our entire tystem of higher education is be-
ing reshaped along whollY new lines. To show the validity of this eanten-
lion I will survey some of the most salient forces which impinge on
kraerican highereducationand discuss-thesignificance-of-these-forceas
they relate to the fiuure, shape of our,colleges and unitiersities:

The fundamental starting point Of mY inalysis is the conrention that
these forces, both internal--and external, have had and continae to have a
dramatic and visible impact on our entire higher educatio-nal enterprise .

jThrs-- impact is Most e;iident when (me- cOntrasts present academic-prac-
tices, governance- patterni and numerous other related prictiees `th

those that ekisted only ten to fifteen years ago.
When one reviews the dizzying pace of social and echnological

change that has taken place in American soCiety siñcl95O , it is easY to
understand that the American.college-and university Could not help but .
change.
External/Internal Changss

The American ideal, of democratic educaetion began to be realized in
the early I900's. 'What was once an elitist system of higher learning
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Psuddenly lunged headlong tbward an egalitarian ideal or derngeratic

Frederick
education.

RuLlteethistbrian, inrreCounting this rapid,move. ph, no,
, r ,
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,

tes; '- .4
. .
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Bcbreen
i
1890 an 1925 enrollment in institutiOns of higher educa-

/ -
tion grew four to Iseven times is fast as the-population, The release
from aristocratic ideals implicit in Such a statistic was perhaps the

_Most diamatic fact about the course of American, higher education
in the twentieth century. The road from the Yale Report of 1828 to

. the University Of NebrIska course offering, of1931 was paved witb
the bodies of friends of the old-tirne.c011eges who tried to,hold'them

=

true to intellectual and social ideals that could not adequately serve
.

a democratic society.'

Most applauded his egalitarian Moveinent,- but there were-those.
who lamented the fact Professor Rudolph quptes 'a. young Cambridge
graduate studying at Vale in the -I 930's; %vibe best point about'. the
American college is that it is popular. The worst point about it-is the-

same one."'
While the 'early 1900'-s saw- dramatic chan6s in the eoncept of

American higher edueation, it took the post-war Years and the civil rights
movement-di the late- I950's and early 1960's to illustrate the exteniof
higher edudatibn's _involvement in the upward social and economic
mobility of America% citizens, We..are well aware that the setts and
daughters of immigrants flocked tp.fhe college and university campuses
in increasing numbers, but the past ten to twelve years have witnessed in;
Creased enrollments of raaial and ettinie minorities. Thig' influx Of racial

.arid ethnic Minority students.has caused draniatic changes in the college
curriculum, financial aid Practices, admissinns standatds an.d other rules

- and regulations which hasie 4nflirenced, and will continug to influence,
the character and shape of oar colleges and universities.

= As our-institutions-of-higher-education-mtoWt-a-more-diverie-stu-
dent body, not only in terms of socio-economiebeckgrounds but also in
erms of age groups, institutions will be forced to intrOduce many more

changes to accommodate the diverse aspirations and life styles of their-
-new clientele.-

In discussing -the need -for colleges to adapt to the new clientele,
Donald Godbold warns of the range of new characteristics we are likely
to witness when 'they errroll:

The new students.will include tho-sewho cannot immediately adapt:
to the traditional -methods of instruction; those whos& personal
situations are not accommodated by the typical school day; those
whose lingurstic and cultural problems tradscend present ap-
proaches to visual and oral communication; those who have an
aversion to the college carnpul for cultural or other reasons;lhose



who are aged and for -whorl) the college 'campus is' inaccessib
'thosewho are ecillege graduates and post-graduateg whos:meencern
is for nevi infornttion rather than!ebllegecredits;,;those Whoare in,
terested in imrn,ediate itio'rt-teren retraining,,and jolb .upgradipg;
those whose anxiety aboat-theattainment.of edugation;overpowers

eir motivatia to attempt-its acqiiithion; and those for ,whoM the
ntanilements of their personal lives infringe upon th-dir studies.',

. gs our colleges arid universities prepare .to, meet The educatibnal
aspirations of these riew.stadents, there, will -be inevitable streises:and
stidins rela_ted to_the need for new;cours s of 'study, different studept per-
sonnel setvices:'apd, irtdeek our tradit onal;toncept7of what a College
sshould be- and doand what it-should ifto t- be or do..-, ..

One important point of increasedJ strain arid. pressure Is_the. par -
==----ticular. syklem-cif2governance=under---w ich- each-,college-and- universit9

u choOses to operitte. Wh re authority slas -once firmly established in the
had& of a elatioelv sele t few, it is no will dispersed among competing -

- .4-nd _Often ._ dvetsary.ticions:'
The b ard of trustees itself has undergone draniatic changes. Many

boards of t ustees; bOth fn t4--Vo-,ear and [four-year i stitutiorts, now in- -

dude .faculty and student members-as full trustees While not all such
--s-, members ha1ve full voting Privileges,_ Many_ do,

-_ This ch nge in the ecimpositiorf of bbards bf COnlrol will stikely have
an impact oi the topics discussed at their meetings-1-to say nothing of the
prioritio go., n to heretofbre neglected ms in budgeting arid planning.

- With .wider representalion on boarsis of control,iniproved commtiniCa-
don and, decision making will likelY Materialize. The hOard will also

,

'become mor -action oriented and More interested in how the college- is
meeting its 9jeaixes.-

t . .,
/
, _ .

The internal governanee structures of colleges andiuniversities have
'- also Undergone drarnatie changes. ,Where power,was once-vested in the

office of the president and dean, it is today diffused 'and distributed
mong faillfy,. students, staff alumni of thd-FnostTeommon

. forms of these new governance structures is the genate. The senale ig a
roadlYrbasedsampus'body charged with helping to govern the college '.

-or university. Such bodies areiptended to bridge the traditional.divisions
Lbetween faculty,1Students and administrators. In sOme instan9as they T

have final decision-nnaking 'authority While,in other's their funatiOn is
'primariliadvisory. Sueb Irrangements haie already had a dramatiD ha- -

pact oriehadOing the'traditional relationships that; have existed betWeen
facolty and stOdents and facuity and admillistration.Thatis to sayNam-_
pus power, is pow more likely' to be earned than. ascribed/
. There aremany ..vartstions bf .-the make of the senate, 4ianning

. purely ponsultate or adviof!yA .bodiO to tr e policy making groupi. A
study completed at the qrliversny 'of Catifor 'a, Berke-14'; surveyed:the--
national population -. of colleges apd universitie to deferipine the eXtent
of their involvement in' campus governance arrangentents. Profeisdkr

. .



Hopgkinson in commenting on one interesting yariation of the senate,.
states:

f LAn interesting variation of the campus senale was what mignt ue
called the "placebo senate,- in which an infornial group of people;
representatives of many campus groups, met regularly with the
presidenrof the institution, not as a legislative group but rather as
an advisory body. These groups, usually called the president's
countil, may serve A useful purpose by providing direct com-
munication with the president. The importance of influence
(advice-giving) should not be overlooked.'

--
It is clea; that such§overning units are °tiered as alternatives tofaculty
unions and special studsrit-groups .which sleek to further the economic,
political and social sinterests of their members. To the extent that 4
broadly-based campus senates gain popularity and effectiveness, our
colleges and universities will take oka more democratic and less adver-
sary shape; ,and relations among the institution's constituencies will
produce more, harmony and cooperation. Where such senates are effec-
tive, one can expect less turmoil on campuses.

The increased in volVement of state and federal-agencies in the opera-
tion of our colleges and univcrsities is-also having a visible impact pn
their' shape and direction. The future promises more direct invcilvement
of federal and state agencies in-Campus affairs.

A dramatic example of,Chis involvement is the number of agencies
concerned 'with ensurirtg/Compliance with the civil rights _legislation.

;Colleges and universitiVhave already-changed dramatically ais a result of
the new hiring and admissions quotas required by HEW. The future will
surely witness more changes in hiring practices, wage polities:campus
life styles and:other personnel policies, which taken together will have a
lasting effect on tile shape and character of our colleges and universities.

'There is also niounting' evidence that both the State and federal
governrhent will become More involved in the financing of higher educa.
tion. We are already witnessing drarnatie.gestures and actions concerned
with broadening the basis of financial support for students wishing to
further their education. Along with this increased involvement will come
the demand for stricter accountability. These and other pressures and
changes,-exerted largely from outside the campus, promise to further
chanye the character and mission of our colleges and universities. No
longer will we be able to refer ta these institutions as isolate,d ivory
towers. Rather It will be more accurate to describe them as embattled
bastions of thought and action.

Whilc the external forces continue to exert pressure Or change from
the outside there arc equally strong forces within theracademy that are
having an impact on the shape of American higher education. By this I
mean the changes occurring in provams degree requirements, faculty

4
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promotion and tenure policis, arid many other factors related to the

day-to-day operation of our colleges and universities.
Indeed, it 'is my view that most of the internal changes we are

Witnessing are having such a draMatic effect on our higher educational
institutions that it is no longer possible to recognize our system.as purely
"American.- Some ofl the changes reantly- introduced have .been

borrOSVed or patterned froin -educational systems abroad.
Surveys of the many changes that have taken place during the past

five to eight years atld talks with faculty members, students and ad-
ministrator& across the country indicate that society is Witnessing a
miffs-formation of our total system of higher education. Emerging from,
this process is a model reflective of Ebropean cdlleges.and universities
in a sense, a "Europeanizing- of American higher education. This
transformation is characterized by a gradual but definite shift in mspon-
sibility from a rigid 'system in whieh the college requires detaikd

,adherence to minute degree and course requirements to a flexible system .
in which the student is responsible for and, in some Ways, shapes his own

- program of study.
, European institutions of higher education have long thought that

the responsibility for fulfilLing degree requirement§ rested witb students,

not with professors. Hence., requirements for class attendance, 'reading
assignments and the like were the sole responsibility of students. Not so
in -this country, where class cuts and calendar days made politemen of
teachers while the statical waited patiently to be told what:where, when,
and how. This move . toward more studentAirected responsibility in
fulfilling course and degree requirementsisfarther exemplified by the re-

cent introduction of the College Level E:camination Program (CLEP)
whereby students demonstrate their level of (attainment and knowledge

through examinations rather than through tests, papers, reading
'.assignments, recitations, and class attendance. Here, again, the European

colleges and universities have long insisted that students-j, could
demonstrate their knowledge and attainments by presenting themselves
I'm final exams when they are ready.

Another more recent and dramatic indication or the shift to the
European style,iFrahs move to shorten the ti-Me necessary to complete
work for the bachelor's degree. Both the. Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education publications aryl the Newman reports have suggested
the possibility of reducing from four to three years the time necessary to
obtain the bachelor's degree. Some colleges and universities have already
initiated three-year degree programs and more are studying ways to
shorten the time required to fulfill requireMents,

ndeed, the plan in use at Simon's Rock in Great Barrington,
Massachusetts. indicates that a more drastic revision of the traditional.
bachelor's .degree may he fortheomIng. Simon's .Rock, an experimental
collegiate institution, will confer the baccalaureate degree on those
students who successfully complete requirements combining the last two'
years of high school with two years of college. Students are accepted at -
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Simon's Rock after completing grade ten.,
This pattern is.rdminiscer4 of those EuYopean colleges and

sjties where students graduating from secondary school complete a post-
secondary course or =study culminating_ in the bachelor's degree.
Professional and graduate studies then, follow, usually in the.university.
;The Universit of Chicago during the Hutchins' years undertook a
similar experiment wheretright high school students were able to com-
plete secondary school and,collegiate stOdies in a combined two-plus-two
arrangement. .

Implicit in all these arrangements is the assumption that capable
students should ,be allowed to complete their studies at their own pace
and present themselves for examinations id less time than the usual four
years. These dramatie advances in academic affairs are accompanied by a
relaxation of the parietal Jules arid regulations that placed institutions in
loco parenris.

indeed, alterations in student-life regulations and living codes have
been so Apitmatic that many graduates are shocked to ledrn of the
number and extent ,of ciVanges that have taken place since they were orr
campui. The Moves toward more intimacy, more personal responsibility,
and more responsible living arrangements have taken place'in the large
multiversities. as well as in the small residential colleges. Institutions such
as Michigan state University, the Univerlity of Califorhia at Santa Cruz,

e and others have initiated living-learning arrangements similar to those of
the English residential college.. Such experimental colleges pl4ce heavy
stress on close mudenr-faculty contact, More individual responsibility for
developing a program of studies, more reliance on mature living-learning
arrangementS and, generally, more personal resporlsibility for educa-
tion.

It is becoming increasingly evidenuthat society, will witness-greater
movement toward flexibility fOr.students to' fashion their own programs
and away -from structured requirements. The growing popularity of the'

. 4-1-4 calendaois another indication of a move toward a system where
students may study or "read" a single subject for a specified pehod.
perhaps one or two Months, alter tvhich they may "sit" for, the final ex-
amination. There is also more. experimentation with'other types of
academic_ calendars incieding the 1-1-1-1, and The 2.3-21-2. With the
rnsave away from the prescribed lock-step curriculurri: it segms livery that
we will begin to refer to iitudents;as first year, second year and.tbird year
rather than as, freshmen, sophomores, and so on; thus removing any
stighia attached to.the" inability to matr.lculate tit the normal- Pace.

A nuilfber of new institutions have sprunrup during the past few .
years which emphasize dernoristtated student coppetence by allowing.
ursder-graduate degrees to he earned in less than four ,years. Many of
these institutions, plus hundreds of more traditional colleges.and univer-
sities, arc also accepting-CLEP scores to determine the cqynpetence level
of students. These a,nd similar new ways to evaluate student progress
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provide greater flexibility and freedom for stpdents to drop.Out and drop
. in at variouk intervals in their studies. ..,

Greater Diversity
Increased flexibifIty also promotes a greater diversity in the colle

population. The trend towar_ diveisity amemg college studefits enco

e,mic studies with wo d vocatiOns, -hot Only through formal,

passes a greater variety of soe_ -economic classes and ethnie groups as
well as different age'groUps. Increasingly, persons are eottibining

acad

..

work-stildy internships, but also through off-campus extension courses .
and in-plant training sessions. The formal reEtionship of the College of
New Rochelle with New York's District , -uncil 37, AFL-C10 is
evidence that those who have traditionally bee_ "atiide" the academy:-
now want greater access to higher educatio Those who planned the
-C,37 Campus," as it is called, felt the nee_ to redefine thetraditional
13,d7n terms that would make sense to contemporary working adults.
These and other innovations to meet the true needsof,rnore people for,.
higher education have already reshaped thinking about collegiate studies.
This-reshaping is definitely directed along the lines oflan ecleeticiEuro-
pean model of higher education.

The key word here is eclectic, since _e_ _aping is not following a
one-to-one pattern. That is; ATherica.- colleges and universities are not
adopting everything "European- from their counterparts, but only
selected modes and practices. -In fact, some rather important
characteristics of European higher education* have been rejected outright
by the American system. This is to be expected since most European
societies embrace a more cohesive set of values than does the United
States. This is particularly true as regards education and social standing.

It has long been recognized that most systems of higher education in
Eur..opean countries rest on an elitist concept: only the intellectual elite
are allowed to gcc-o.Q, to higher studies. The less intellectually endowed
students are directed toward vocational occupations. However, signs in-
dicate that some European countries are.roving toward egalitarianism,.
As Europe achieves a higher tevel of technology and as individual Euro-
pean societies become more complex and affluent. greater demand for

, college and university tsainingoand for rescheduling priorities will surely
follow. 1 .

ThisAduntry has always prided itself on following an egalitarian
ideal of higher education, although tnis ideal has not always been ap-

-.parent in practice. It took events of major proportions to actualize the
ideal-, The Civil War. World War I, World War II, later industrializa-
tion. and ,the Korean GI ,Bill convinced skeptics that an egalitarian
system wtmld work The present experiment in accommodating large
numbers of- blacks and other minority grokp students is the result of ihe
civiL rights and student activist movemenn of t'he early 1960's.

it essentially, the major thrust of innovation and change within
An ican higher educaijion is following the patterns established in Euro-
pean colleges and umversities The major move is toward more student
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respon%ibility. There can be no doubt that thg move away from in loco
pareryis and other forms of academic spoonfeeding are being applauded
by students and faculty 4like. Alumni and parental acceptance of these
changes, however, remains another matter.

After the dust of the present 'revolution has set:tled, our colleges and
universities will ar little reserfiblance to those of the .1950's. In a sense
Ameriei stand e threshold of unprecedented change and 'challenge.
To ignoreAtie ppportunities for redefinition ()Tour social and educational
institutions iA to invite- moral backsliding,

The .principles of personal freedom, equality of opportunity and
democratic government can only be realized through the informed in-.
volvement and full participation of an educated populace. If citizens arc
tio achieve the desired levels of participation and personal freedom, our
ihstitutions %yin have to discard the practices that makelhem instruments
or the old order.

The future shape of American higher education can and will assume
a more flexible, open, and egalitarian posture.As we approach the last
two decades of this century a new era looms on the horizon. In
speculating about this new time I am reminded of Professor Rudolph's

, statement on the .post-Civil War reforms in American high education!
C...,T1le new era, which was about to dawn, would pass the old-time

college by or perhaps convert it into a precious preserve of gentility
or into a defiant outpost of denoininationaliStn. In any case, it
would never be the same again.'

These words ring true once more. The changes that are occurring re-
m \nd us ghat American 1-14-ier education will never be the 'same again.
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LACE K. EWING

Rcsliaping he Curriculum:
What It Means After All

Wallace I( Ewing received his Ph.D. from the Ll niyersi-

ty of Illinois. 'Fie became Dean of the College at Colby-
Sawyer College in 1972 having previously served as a

Fulbright Lecturer in Tehran, Iran.

To point out that higher edcation is undergoing a van ty of un-
pleasant stresses and strains hardly .seems necessary. The mass media and

the leairned Jouma.ls consistently carry reports and cdmmentaries about
what ails education a-t all levels. ocFasionally there are 'even suggestjons

foc possible corrections. One aspect of higher education that has received
its share of attention iR the curriculum. The point,- of the commentaries

may vary from writer to W.eher.-but there is rio doubt that some aspect of
--curriculum- is the iarget. The amount of time and space devoted to the

e. critiques has been:rather large, yet the question remains, what is the real ,

impacl of the sucggested changes on the shape and haradter or higher.

educatioM Hati anything substantiVe ahd enduring developed'from the'

reforW v

As a former studeOt 'who ran 'the academic track in assorted
fieldhouses (and in various degrea of. breathlessness) and as a present

teacher and administrator. I am especially.pware of the- need for ahange

_ in college curriculnms.Perhaps- it is signiricant that the word currieulum
derives from the Latch wOrd meaning race, race "course, orlap..Stildeirits;

graduate as well as undergraduate, might only add that,.hur,dle- should
he part of the current dertnition-, if not the etymology! In'this essay I wit).

use curriuulurn to refer to the academic track the student Must run from..

the time he enters college until the time he departs With -sgrne sort of

degree in hand The reshaping refers to any modirication of the tock that

is taken.place in recent years at. a particular InAnution: however, only a

few samples a those modirreations tha.t are somewhat dramatic in 'scope

and intent will be cited
Until quite'recently, most college curriculums were highly standar-.
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dized, patterned after ihe curniculum establisbcd at Harvard Which had'
used Cambridge (England) as its model.! In general terms, completion of- .
the standard, formal curriculum required four . years of on-campus, °

-collegiate study, satisfactory completion of prescribed courses and.eleci..
Jives," and the...accumulation ola set numbeed Semester credits, tistfally
120, Students selected a major subject plus one or more minors, and
graduated- with.,pither g bachelor of afts degree or a bachelor of science
deuce. For the most part, the lectUre system was the favored method of
instruction. Knowledge wai considered absolute, finite, and amenable to-
gequencing and segmentation. Instructional theory was- quite
simple:- teachers had knowledge. that .students lacked; the teacher's job
was to relay that knowledge to his students, and il was the student's job
to absorb it. Presumably, the learning process was uniform among all
students. They a pursued identical gq,als at, the same rate of speed. The
efficiency Of the system was indicated by matching teachtr.inpnt with stu-
dent output; thocloser the match, the more efficient the process (and the
higher the grade). The classroom, 6f cours.e, was teacher-centered.

A few years ago, however, educators gad students began earnestly to .
inquire after the health of the 'iNtablished, Curriculum and its underlying
assumptions. If the symptoms of discOmfort were somewhat vague, the
suggested cures tended to be rather definite: reihape,4he curriculum s

structure, the mechanical process of getting a degree. Inteneral, there are
four ways. or combinations of ways, by which-the standard citraculum
has been Modified: .( I) by reducing the numbel- of credits and/or :by
changing the specific course requirements; (2) by shortening the calendar
time required to get a degree,(e.g encourage students io go tO 5urpmer
school cirtq take heavier course loads); (3) by .giving credit -by examina, x
don Tor learning achieved through infarinal inStruction or'throu'gh ,life
experiences; or (4) by combining some portions oflthe high school and
college. experiences. One or two examples of each of these structural ,

s modifioations should suffice to convey the .wdy they work.
,Credit reduction seems to be reserved primarily for use by better

than average students. FOr instance, Bethany College in Lindsborg,,Kan-
sas has a special program for "intellectually superior students' that re-

-quires only twenty7seven courses for graduation; No credit is given for
college-level examinations and no more than feur experienee-based
coursetoare accepted. for .c,redit, Students must maintain at least a "B"
grade average to stay in the program: Similarly, the Columbian College,
of Arts and Sciences at George Washington University allows students to
graduate after ninety seinekt'er hours of work,`.but halT of that work must
be at the -A" level, On thatcher hand; tmmaealate Heart College in Lds
Angeles has rro requirements .except the accumulation of 124 credits
which can bc obtained through non-campus, nbn-course e0erienees:
thus I HC abandons the prevailing.concepi of pre%cribed Courses-while ft
maintaing the idea of a fixed number of credits. A variation of this
ibility is fctind at Webster College in St. Louig where full freedrim'ofk
course-selection is. allowed mnside the student's major field. At Ripoa



College. tuderus who( maintain a 2.75 grade-point average and who

carry 1 19 :hours per Semester May qualify for a reduced-credit degree
program that requires-only 112 hours for graduationAs at Bethany, op
equiyalerity tests are allowed. Alsqi all coursbs must be taken in
residence. The State.URiversity of Newt York at GeneseOhas Categorical-

ly reduced its credit requirements for the bachelor degree from 120 to 9,o

for all. studentS, 'mit :only for those who are academically,Superior.
The time,shortened curriculum seems to be the most talked about ,

reform that has been-suggested, especially since the publication_ of the

.Carnegie Commission's 1971 r6rort Less Time,.More Options, One Of the

major recoinmendations 'a the Commission was the reduction of the
baccalaureate curritulum by one fulilear.2 In support of a time reduc-
tion. Ernest Boyer writes that .. there has been almost tib comprehen-

. sive, thoughtful scrutiny of the concept that 4 college edueation should
be anything but four years since Harvard was established,in.14".6. Tyr-
belief is tihe mosysolidly lodged piece in the convedtional wisdom of
academia.-1-Xt Colby-Sawyer College, students may finish curriculums

in business admirlistratibn, music, theatre. or 'dance in three calendar
years, but only if they complete some of the ,requirerbents during.
Summers or.fif th9, take overloads during the regular acaclemic year,

Although time-shortening anecredit-reduction would'seem to comple-
ment-eath other, it appears that in most cases they do. not. In fact, for
Wind 'schools time-shortened ha,s come to be synonymous with corn--
ressedner school optiooshnd overloads have bon available to

qualified studepts for many year,
The then] inethod of reform; giving.credit through-tests, is gaining

rapid acceptance.in American higher .-eddAation:. At Elle-coluOblan

College of Arts and Sciences,:referned toevailier, a student is allowed to
hpurs-for.credit and/oi ,ketiver ofsrequired cours:es out

.of -the IN/ ,haurs needed for graduation. Staten Island CommurqtY
College aaepts up to thirty hours of credit for non-classroom ex-
pegiences.. the r5maining ninety setriester hours oeeded for graduation

must be ;it the LC level or better. Harvard has been 'granting credit

through equivalency O'sts since 1955, and other well-known schools have

!leen following thisprocedure for similar lengths of time. The College-

Level Examination Program (CLEP) of the Educational Testing:Service
has in-ade it easier for schools of all sizes to ibe more flexible in giving
credit for standardized equivalency tests. in the form of both geheral ex-

aminatio s and subject exioninations.
_yhe cot tried of the four means of reshaping the Curriculum is in

the 7irea f high school to college articulation. in,the New Yock state tin

iversity s stern, three mOdels ace being experimented with: four years or

high scho I and three years of college, three years of high school and four

years of c Rego, and threcyears of high school plus three years of college

with a o c year transitional period in between. SUNY at Albany

matriculat .s, twelfth graders as full-time college students. More common
'aMong co leges is the admittance of high school students into a limited
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. number of collee courses orra seigted basis. Dickinson College in Penn-
sylvania pas KO such a progranfsince 1966. d

.

There-are lerious reservations about some of the reforms.that have
been talked ab4t and/or implemented, For instaae, Derek BoIC, presi-
dent of -r-rarvarr,d, preseritS a number of drguments rejecting the basis

.upon which th Carnegie-Commission on Higher Education [Milds its
case for three year bachelor degree curriculums. Among his arguments,
Bok points out that simply because students are receiving more,educaL
tion in, the high schools does not necessarily mean there need be less
education in the colleges, nor does the earlier physiological and social .

maturation 6f today*s students have any apparent bearing on 4iow Ipng,
the undergraduate curriculum should be-. Bok continues:

What must bssneeded is a very different aurriculuathaP tries ex-
plicitly to take account of the fact that the student bMIn 'cornprires a
different population with a different set of aspirations than those
attending the so-called preslige institutions from which all too
many colleges and junior college curriculums are adapted at the.
presenr time.

Furthermore. Bok argues that students themselves seem to reject the --, time-shortened degree, and that the fourth year cock!" be used as a time to,
obtain non-academic experiences.-

The Chrbnide of Higher Education reports that few institutions are
-actually implementing a time-shortened curriculum: "So far, about 30
institutions have what they call three-year bachelr' programs and
another 20 are in the planning stages . .." The "Mronicle cites -three
reasons why the shortened calendar has received less than popUlar sup-.
port: (1-) faculty concern about academic quality; (2) student lack of in-
terest:- 'and, (3) uncertainty about the financial impact, since time-
shortening may not effect the savings to the institutions that was hoped -
for..and savings to the students may be relatively insignificant, if summer
study is requiree '.

Students may be less than impressed by possible time reductions in
degree programs. as .Bok and the Chronicle indioate. but my own obser--
vation has been that students definitely are interested in the. curriculum
as a whole and Wjil go to great lengths to obtain their degrees in spiteof it
rather than because of. it. Requirements are indeed hurdles that the stu-
dent can run around, if he is clever enough, as well as jump over. After
confirming that students do pay little attention to the curriculums, Lewis
Mayhew states,"There is evidence that students a: ually do fashion their
own curricuht and use instructional resources 'f their own ends, com-
plying filth insiructor-imposed organization only out of superficial eti-
quette. The problem of elasticity. Mayhew says, must be approach-led
by different institutions in different ways, according to "the nature of the
institution and as students."

There are probably as many variations of curriculum reform as there
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are college's, particularly if reform is defined as any modification of the

existing curriculum, I cannot shelp but question the long-range mea'ning

'of most current reforms on a number of grounds. For one, there is no

longer an "ideal,'7 "perfecji or "Platonic" model which can act as. a -

pattern for all curriculums. When the Harvard'curriculum served as the .=

model, divergences from the pattern were immediately aprarent and

;Measurable. Since the model itself is suspect, there is no point of
reference from which new or _remodeled curriculums can be viewed. Of

course, colleges continue to borrow certain.concepts en masse; for exam-

ple, the 4-1-4 calendar was used at only six schools prior to 1967-68, but

by 197V-72 two hundred and thirty-six 'schools had adopted it. Schools

such as Mount Vernon College in Washington, D.C. have made calendar '-

changes that are bound to affect curriculum content. Mount Vernon has

inititated a modular calendar in which courses may be arranged in three

week, six week, or twelve week segments. A calendar of this sort allows

the instructor to lit length to course content rather than fittirtg course

content to length.. Concomitant changes in instructional approaches are

natural outgrowths of the modular calendar; for instance, conventional

lecture systems will not work for a three week course. Nevertheless,,it

seems to me that in general such reforms as cjilendar changes are

manipulative rather than basic. As has been indical.ed; the four year

curriculum is an historical accident and the school (Cambridge in

England) which served as the model fot Harvard has since reduced its

curriculum to three years while Or imitators, so to speak, have adhered

to the original model. Furthermore, current changes in curriculum tend

not only to be manipulative but ad lwr. For instance, the looseningof the

foreign language ;requirement in some curriculums, whether justified or

not, often occurred without 'consideration of its effect on the total

'curriculum. In other Words, institutions'tend to be more independent in

changing the details of their curriculums than they are in changing the

overall pattern.
There is, however, at least one school that is going beyond revision

of an exisking curriculum. The School of Dentistry at the University of

Michigan has established a Department of Educational Resources which

is devising an entirely new curriculum.that was ready for implementation

by September 1974. Under the leadership of David Starks and funded by

a federal 'grant, a team of more than sixty researchers-has talked with the

faculty, students, and administrators in an attempt to identify the objec-

tives of the curriculum as well as the objectives and cdntent of specific

cou rses.
Although the details of the new dentistry curriculum are far from

settled, it is clear that most previous notions of what a curriculum should.

contaih have been discarded. The degree, which will be mastery-based

and built around principles of behavioral objectives, will allow students

to begin study at some specific point in time and then tp move on at their

own pace as they master the various specified objectives. Use will be

made of computer-assisted instruction, video tapes, slides, and filth-
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strips. However, the mostannovative aspect of the new curriculum will be
the utilization of students as valuable resource.personnel, as courses will
be constructed in a way that will allowleachers to take advantage of the
background and preparation of their students. Thirty students bpgan the

'new curriculum in the fall of -1974', along With one hundred and fifty
other students who will follow the conventional tiack. ,

The curriculum developmeuts eilt the University of Michigan un-
derscore the view that fundamental to meaningful change in the
educational experience is reform not only in the formal curriculum but in
course content and teaching methods as well. No matter how the student
ohtlins his'acacitrnic training, o matter how rigid or flexible the struc
ture in which the student is placed. no matter what length of tinie it takes
to earn a degree nor the number of credits that must be accumulated, the
real importance of the student's forrhal educational experience is what
happensin,thg claSsrpom. Running laps and jumping hurdles are seldom
considered byistudents to be -relevant" or to have depth of purpose.

Instead there are a number of questions that must be askedand
answered. How are the view of the student put to positive use in the
classroom? Does the student learn to appreciate the dignity of his own
life, to tiust the validity and importance of his own experiences. Snd to
shale them with others? Is he. in turn, prepared to listen and to accepl the
validity pf- their experiences? Is the student taught to accept inevitable
change? Does he recognize learning as a life-long process? Can he use
different learning approaches for different subject matters? Can he syn-
thesize as well as analyze? These questions and dozens more like them
need to be asked if the curriculum, in all its asucts, is to be a vital. int=
portapt, and desirable part of each student's life .experience. The
orthOdox views of higher education simply wilt not Ineasure up to the
demands of the world as it moves into the twenty-first century. Teaching
practices must change'in order to meet student .needs and the needs-Of
society as a whole. Few courses cantle viewed as ends in themselves, but
'rather they must be seen as instruments to help facilitate the growth of
the person. Education cannot be self-serving, preparing the student for a
vocation, important though that may he. The more basic issue is,whether
or not the student can learn to live with himself and with others within
the confines of his chosen vocation and the limitations of his environ-
ment, and yet able to see beyond them.

In order to transcend superficial restructuring of the curriculum, an
increasing amount of research will be necessary in order to measure how \
effective present academic practices are, to pinpoint what exactly is
wrong in higher education; to determine what future needs may be and
.ultimately to make concrete predictions about the shape of higher educa-
tion in the future. Goals must he determined before the mechanism for
achieving those goals can be devised, but mechanisms that are adopted
without prior research and experimentation will afford higher education
flute good. If firen strategies for reform are to replace mere groping and
manipulation of structures, data about educational-processes Are essen-
tial.
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There ar o major coustraining forces at work that inhibit radical
curriculum chan'e. First, all insfitutions tend to he conservative arid self--
sustaining, and second ,. it is easier for humans to criticize than to con-

struct. Change of the sort that seems necessary is viewed as a threat to the

continued existence of institutions of higher- educatiein and to the in-

dividuals who feel secure in the conventional ways of doing business.

Yet, it is necessary for institutions of higher education to change, and it is

necessary for them to credte new approaehes to learning, because the

basic educational assumptions underlying current academic practices

have lost their certainty and their makie.. For one-thing, our concept of

knowledge has changed. Knowledge is seen as relative rather than ab-

solute. and as infinite rather than finite; it is less amenable to sequencing

and segmentation; it is fluidirather than static; and, most important

perhaps, it is growing profligiously.
Emerging from these new concepts of knowledge is a revised theory

of instruction that is very much in the formative stage. The various parts

of the theory. while often amorphous, vague, and -ambiguous, are inter-

related IQ the point where it is often difficult to separate cause_ from

effect. Nelvertheless, a few elements of the new theifiry are taking shape.

Certainly the classroom is becoming more studentipentered. The shift

from study of subject matter to a problems approach has brought with it

an emphasis on how rather than ivhat and an emphasis oa doing rather

than memorization. It is clear that educational goals are, not, uniform'

among students, nor art their paces of learning the same nor even

,imilar: lockstep learning simply will not work with today's students,"and

so individualized instruction and independent study have taken on new

importance, Given the relativity of learning, even the grading system has

come under a rather disjointed attack and is yet to be resolved.

Whatever theory of instruction is finally developedand there is
likely-to he more than one, the technological advances of the last few

decades will undoubtedly play a major role. Such instruments as video

tapes, closed circuit television, and computer-assisted instruction will

lend themselves to classroom use in the future, and without the letdown

that followed the disenchantment with the language laboratory where

too much wa's expected tdo soon. At the University of Illinois, the
Computer-based Education Research Laboratory has develbped a fourth

generation computer-ossisted device labeled .PLATO. (Programmed:

Logic for A utomatic Teaching Operations). PLATO, which is 'seen as a

clasroorn suppkment: will havemore than four thousand terminals

located throughout the state of Illinois. each operating at a surprisingly

low cost per student-hour. Numerous prOgrams are already available and

more are being authored each year: PLATO IV is by far the easiest to

program, the easiest to operate: and the most versatile yet developed by

the University ot Illinois: yet it only hints at what may be done in the

fut Lire, o

Teamological advances have opened up the world-wide community

and have been directly responsible for-the shifi-in America from an elitist
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philosophy to an egalitarian p ilosophy; more people want more advan-
tages,than ever before, induding the opportunity for a meaningful educa-
tion. Nbw, more than ever before, there is recognitiori of the individual's
worth, regardless'of racial or ethilic origin. i'greater variety of fife styles
must be accommodated thdri in the .past, and the value of all cultural
heritages is now recognized. Along with these changes is the rejection of
authority by virtue of position; especially in ehe Classroom. Recognition
of individualyorth= includes yhe right of the individual to question those
placed in b.ver 4bove him.

Furthermbre, ale technological advances of the twentieth 'century,
the rapid growth of the population, and the move away from elitigt
theories have led to a number of significant changes in our educationd_
concerits. For one thint, it is-clear that education is continuous: As new
jobs are formed and as old ones are phased out, armost over-night, new
skills are demanded and old skills must be up-dated. The point is well-
made by Boyer that the educAional process is a continual one:

The notion that education is.. something one gets only before going
to work must be repfaced with the idea that-education is a lifelong
process, going on during, after, and in between work. And in so do-
ing, our colleges will increasingly move from the notion of
educating youth to educating people, with the barriers of age remov-
ed.

The central qu stion after all is not how much education, but when
and under what conditions education can be of most value to in-
dividuals.'

Of course curriculums must be made pertinent to the needs.of thea people
comprising the various age groups, but again the more crucial element is
what takes place in the Classroom between teacher and student. Mere
maniptilation of.the curriculum is not sufficient, whether it is manipula-
tion -of the calendar or the number of credits required. cAs Boyer phrases
it, educators must rethink "the qraire under-graduate curriculum,' es-
pecially in relation to all that has gone befOre.-'°

It seems that, unlike the weather, everyone talks about curriculum
reform and a feW even- try to do sbmething about it. David Baylet has
written, -The plain fact is that curriculum reform changes nothing that is
worth.changing."" I-do .nOt think that it is too sweeping to claim that the

:future of higher education in America depends on the willingness of
educators to'specify goals and to accetist change in the curriculum. The
curriculum 'is higher education; the strength of institutions.depends on
recognizing and meeting the challenges of ,a world grown smallemore
complex, and ever subject to future shock. Institutions of higher educa-
tion may survive without changing their curriculums, but they are not
likely to be the dominant social force they could be if they did change. in
addition the very diversity of needs that are manifesting themselves
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..
point to the necessity. for a variety of types oF institutions to meet those
needs. The growing complexity of our current world defies the formula-
tion of any one curriculum model; instead a multitude of curriculums is

necesSary in order to Meet the demands of a changing student population
and or.a changing world.

In summary, to spcakoof curriculum feform means going deeper.
than manipulation of the mechanids of -degfee--geuinr If reshaOng the
cur4-culum is to'llave any significance, what is necessary is mating Khe
educational experience essential to the needs of all students of all ages.
Equivalency testing may be a pactial step in that direction, and perhaps

conflating the high school-college experience is also; I havb less con-
fidence in the efficacy,of time-shorten$d curriculums or credit reduction,.
since they do not see to get to the heart of reforin IstoWever. the Issue of

\ revitalizing the cont f of the'curricultini is every bit as irnpodant..as
reforming its structure. the two problems had *ter be worked Out
simultaneously.

FOOTNOTES

'For a condensed histoq of the four year curriculum, see "Ho% Much Time
ftir F7_docation," by Erne0 L. Boyer_ Educational Record, Fall 1972 (L111/4), pp.
271-28p,

'Less Titra More.Optams. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education,

January 1971. passim, , ,
'Boyer, op. eli.. p. 272.
Derek Rok, "The Thke-Yedr Degree,' Colle
pp. 14-16.
'ChroNde ol Higher Ethuiwii. May 14, 1973, P
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Changesii Calendar and Concept:
Small Cli'angail Large Consequences

Prior- to assuming the presidency of Bradford College
Jack L, Armstrong was Dean of SpeCial Academic
Programs at Macalester College.

H. Bradley Sagen is Kofeisor of HigherEducation at
the Uniyersity or Iowa and former director of the North
Central Association Committee on. Liberal Arts Educa-
non.

,

During the late 1950's .and early 60's,- higher education was pre-
, occupied_with aceoinmodating a SteadY increase of students:Despite the

cOntinued growtk in enrollment, some institutions reeognized that finan-
cial resources could not be expanded indefinitelY, and thatmore efficient
Modes of operation had torbe fOund. One proposal.given wide publicity
(Tickton, 1963)' was to .make batter use of both human a'nd 'physical -

resources by operating college camPu§es year-round. Eventually,over one
hundred institutions, including several stateWide sYstema adopted some

,forrn of year-round calendar 4- .41

By the mid-1960's the college calendar had Brice again become
major topic of disaussion on many campuses. The contekt, however, had
changed dramatically. The issue was no longer year-round operation, but
a growing debate 'Over the "failure', of undergraduate education.- While
thii failuret0d been first observed by analysts such as Clark Kerr and
Nevitt SanfOrd in the early 1960's, it was students themselves-who most
foicefdllyldireeted attention to the problem.-By 1966-67 the student
moVemenC a child of the civil rights--and anti-war movements, directed.

. itself . also against educational institutions. -,

Appraisal of student dissaiisfaction with higher education is dif-.
ficult. Many students were clearly dissatisfied withspecific denier':
as excessive lecturing and 'over-emphisis upon' grades.' But- alit; sic
issues were more pervasive. Among the young,-there wai no doubt-that ---
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profound changes were taking place in the United States and that still
more fundaYmental changes were to come. Thecivil rights movement, the
emerging concern .witly Viet Nam, .and t6e development of a viable
''-counter culture" were seen as mapifestations of a much more fan-.
damental revolution which would change the nation in ways net yet-fore-
seen. In this ocintext, American colleges and universities were criticized,

--not-so-much-for-their-specifieshortcomingsaolinstruction, bukbecausein____
the midst of These profound crises and changes, institutiOns continued to
offer the same fare as though nothing had happened.

Ironically, although thelarge universitieS were the most criticized,
the small private liberal arts colleges were at first most affected. If educa-
tion was everywhere equally dull, the larger institutions coald at least
offer more freedom and "acti9e, a wider eXtracurriculum, ahd generally
lower costs. For these and otkel repsons, students_gravitated to -larger
stitutioni. The projected enrollment increases!'_which had_ led small
private institutions tO consider year-round operation did not oceur.
Instead, carnpetition 'for.students increased.

With these items and others constituting, an agenda for the fun-
damental reform of undergraduate education', the faculty response to a

.discussion.of calendar change,-piteularly at private liberal arts colleges,
may be explained in one of twd wozror a combination of the two. Fer
some faculty, calendar change and t%curricular feform which' it might
-produce, provided a means- of achieving-4k educational improvements
demanded by students and sought by theiafaculty; Ai the same time, to
many laculty, of a 1 possible reforms, calend-hange was among the
least 'threatening. To many administrators it v«,as also the least. costly- ,

Indeed, calendar change seemed innocuous compared to a fundainental
overhaul of the faculty reward and status system_ or changesin the con-
tent or process of education. Faculty thus began to discass the calendar
with thesame fervor they bad earlier shown in debates over distribution
requirements. Consideration of 10, 14, or '17 weeks as an optimum calen,
dar.term replaced the question 9f two versus three courses in the natural ,
sciences as the favorite academic exercise.

Resulting changes are ilinstrated in a survey conducted in 1971 by
the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Of-
ricers which concludes that "a. calendar revolution" has indeed taken

'place. The survey shows that between 1966-67 and 1971-72, the number
ef institutions on the traditional semester calendar fell from Acerb, 1,800
to 637 With a majority moving to an early semektstilan460 total by
1972) and Smaller numbers adopting quarter(10), 4TI-4 (236) or Other
calendars. The number on the early semester had increased by twelve

mes. gince 1966-67 and on 4-1-4 by forty- tithes with a fifty percent in-
crease in the quarter system and a slight decline in the number on a
trimester (77).

The New Calendars
In overview, some of the, reasons for and theeffeas



different calendar changes are as folloWV,
Early Semester

The purpose of' the early semester cal ndar is o -eliminate the in-
terruption of the semester, particularly toward its end, by a long Period
of--vacation. Both students and faculty have long disliked the loss of cone
tinuity_in -Courses whick Nsults from this schedule..1h,,addition, students

haVrfekriteirthe IlisiiiptiOn of 'their_ ,racaiiiiii:15Y-itie-Preptfration of
papers and stddy for exam,s or the anxiety produced by not engaging-in
such activities When needed.

, In -general, this 'calendar Change hag not been stimulated by .any
desire for educational". reform and 'has not produced any special
curridular changes,
The Quarter SPstem .

-The-Move to-4 qUarter system by approximately -200 inttnutions in,

the past seven years was motivated by the following considerations: (I) ,-

To some faculty, the'quarter system offered a more acceptable means by
which to eonclude the first term before Christmak- than the alternative cif -,-

'shortening the semester; (2) It provided a ,way of breaking up the long
peribcfbetween Christmas and, J une; (3) In the case of the quarter credit
system, it packaged the courses into smaller course units which Were ..

more appealing to .some; (4) In the ease of the 3-3 adaptation of the
quarter systern, the restructuring of the curriculum reduced the number
of different Cowsek being taken by the students or taught by an instruc-,
tor _ _

tinder the ,regidar quarter system in which a student may take as
many aS five or six courses at a time in a period Of ten weeks, it is the .

authors belief, based on experience, that learning might be impaired'by
the continuous pre-occupation-with exams. The 3-3 approach has merit
in its reduction of fragmentation of tllc4uad of both stude ts and faculty.

While generally not producing a y extensive egucati nal experimen-
tation; except in a few institutions whtre live week !nodule have been us-
ed, changing from_ a semester system to a quarter system, es ciaHy a 3-3,
'often necessitates a curriculum review and reorganizatio Such re-
examination of a college's curriculum -on a faculty member by faculty
member and a department by department,basis is a valuable exercise in
itself.
Year Round calendar.-,

In a, new_ way the year-round calendar is making a slight comeback.
Earlier attempts found shat largenumbers of students Oould not volun-
tarily choose to attend classes in the summer. , A few institutions, .
however, have been successful in requiring-that all students attend one or
two summer sessions in lieu of a term in the regular academic year.
Success with this approach might produce the next major variation in
calendar change.
The Modular Term 4-14 and Its Variants

'The calendar change which claims the greatest effects on the
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educational program, as:well as the greatest growth in adherents, ex-
,

'eluding the early semester, is the 4-1=4 format and its variations, Motiva-
tion based on the desire for educational reform rather than Ad-
ministranye convenience or moderate curricular revisiOn forms Ihe_

backgrOund for, the "4-1 -4 movement."- By 1973-74 this calendar format =
had attracted Oyer 400 institutions to its philosophy.

The basicidea bran, interim carrot be considered particularly in-
novative or new. Bennington College, whenTIWpcnec110933-, inehidid
rrine-week off-campus, non-credit work Activity sandwiched between two
14-week terms. Prior to that, Harvard developeAl a three Week readipg
period at the end of each &semester (Angell; 1968)J1

Neither of_these arrangements, howevci, exploited the basic strength
(Sf the interim plan - courss which would involve grdups of students and
faculty in, a single activity for a four-Week period Of time. These activities,_ _partieularly those involVing off-campus- study, 1often,--could pot be
scheduled during the regular semester because of competing activities ".

and other demands.
The -interim -plan had-gained- considerable visibility by the- mid- --

1960s hecatie ipf the rather inn6Vative activities of a number of in-
stitalions: The 4-14 in its present,general form was first proposed for a

ge "'ht. Massachusetts which was to be established as a
co ye ventare by four Massachnietts institutions. (The institution
was later established us Harapshire College.) The first implementation of
4 1-4 occurred at Florida Presbyterian (no*/ Eckerd College) in 1960, and

then at-Colby-College(Maine)-in--196 kin each-instance-the-interim-plan_,
was developed'.Ouite ipdeperidently of the, other, although Florida
Presbyttrian was aware of tbe New College Plan: The tOlby Calendar

s developed priMarilY to end- the regular, semester -before Christmas
-nd to provide a. period for eipatimentation and .facultY, development.

Florida Presbyterian interith was, developed "to hirther the major
tducatioriiif goal Of the'institution, the capadity for indepehdent study,. In
l962,),Smith-.College initiated a loosely structured interini term, whieh it
discontinued after four years. Although Macelester and Gustavus

,Adolphus Colleges in Minnesola followed later by, a limited number :of
other institutionS, adopted the interim plan in 1963, several years elapsed

,before any significant number of colleges joined the Movement.' The,
number of institutions with interims increased from less than 50 in 1968

to approxiMately 200 by 1970 to _an estimated 400 pins at the,present-

The 3-3 calendar' reduced the number of courses' that the student
would take at auy one time and provided terms short enotigh.that the Stu-
dent courd spend one term Off campus end not miss half of The academic )

year. But the majority of collejes whieh adopted-a new' calendar, Other
, than the early semester, opted for the 4-14. The 4-1-4 contained InoSt of

the major benefits of the 3-3' plus the major advantage of heibg more
amenable to compromise in 'Aewral key 'areas. These areal' in.
eluded: 'retention of the basic semester format- Oruro! of experimenta---
tion, and access to consortia:-

=



Retention of the Iti.cie 'nester Forma
Faculty at most !undergraduate liberal arts institu ions

overwhelmingly favoredthe semester plan for traditional aiurses. ctr, .

ding _to many faculty,the sixteen' Week period with classxineetings thi4e
days pet week is ideal for 'priiientatiork.and syn.thesis oViaterial-in a-
variety of fields. A s a further practical matter, any_calendar reform Whis.b
w ou IA FCAU ire substantial.tetsttucturing_df,O.istimcourses-w-): ikely1101'
be opposed. 4-1-4 required only 'a, modest reStructuring Orb., clitiOnal,

As

courses and proved acceptable if not oPtinium for all but the most cpn-
servative faculty: , ,=- -,,,

At ninny institutions, the intrirli plan was co bineck with_ a
proPosal to shift from a syStem of cpurses with variable cre ts to,courSes
of equal credit Value, thus literally tonstacting a four co e, one cquise,. .
four course calendar. Experience with seVeral institutiO4prove l ibis was, - tomore dill-mill( to adopt than the interinfeoricept becauid the- otirseunit

,,.system involved a more fund4mental restructuring of ex istini .courses.
- The mokt important compromise encouraged by the interim, Wan

, .

-was hetw-Cen'those.who wanted essentially to maintain thefratus quo and
those who desiredvome form of experimentatioh andinnirvation. Tihe in,-,
Eerim calendar pYmii innovation within acceptable limits by crfaTing a,
structure for experimentation in -the imall -college quite similar to that
foand in-the experimental college or free university at larger instittitions.

Because most small colleges lack the resources to create a separate
experimental unii the alternative is to devote part of the time of all facul-
ty-and students-to-innovationEly--allocating--the full resources otthe in-
stitution to innovation during the interim, the necessary -critical mass"
for effective innovation is created. At the same time, the requirwent that
experimentation will tale part primarily,during the interim '5, ermits a
greater degree of control sinee innovatidn is confined to A Iiinital period-
'of time.

Both the experimental college and the interim calendar are corn-
' promise structural changes appropriate to different types Of institutions.
In the gas's of the experimental or cluster college, the task of innovation is
assigned to a sub-unii of a larger, more coinplex institution. In the in-
terim plan the task is assigned to a limited period of time.
Access to Consortia _

For smaller institutions especially, the cdnsortium _movement
replaced year-round operation as the panacea for financial. problems,

_

Confronted with Mounting criticisms of higher education and the grow-
ing competition for students from 'public institutions, small colleges,-
found they lacked the financial capacity for new and improved programs.
Innovations such as study-abroad Washington semester, as well as
new
beyond the resources of most sm colleges. Criticism and competition

progrims in fields such as ur an studies and computer studies, were

literally forced 'smaller institutions to work togethef.'d
Establishing inter-institutional relationships, however, proved dif- _

ficult foi many schools. Those with few peighbors faced problems in



.

sharing faculty and risourceS. Mostqcolleg-es did mit Wanti"\to "bitir"
,

through eooperotion. whar they considered to be !distinLiive
characteristics: Finally, eirything tr,om athletic schedules.- to heavY .

graduation reqUii.ements inhibited cooperation. duripg the academic

year. . .,.

By,concentratiitig mahy of their joint efforts in a foukvreek pentid,
-- colleges could;amAssIeseurces- for,costly-progyams.-BYlimiting-studtntsi_
.'Ito one activity, barriers to cooPerative instructional progcams were over- _

come. Several consortia; such_as the Associated Colleges of Central pn.,-
sas, organized with the understanding that institutions Would addpt a
common14-1-4 calend&r, Other coklegei famed limited agreements With .
sister institiltions_to initiate splcific programs during -the interim.
Cooperatiye ventures' qow Occur thsough coneacts established by the
érganaatio ra nearly Aalrof theintitnpi plan_se.hools into the Associk. -,

tion for Plinovation ih HigiceP Esicatton ,' setiginaltx The 4-I -4 -
Confe nce.

,.,

V. / a.

Other Effect's of 4-1-4 .
The sch uling-chatge of an interim alsotenCburages both faculty

. ,

and itudents to play-,a greater variety- of roles. -In:most regular term
. courgcs thkrolesqf lihe faculty member is ta-7diSseminate inforMation
thiough lectltres. Fortanately, few faculty have been :b5oll-ardy edough to
lecture the fifty plus hairs required to .offer an.equivalent course during
the four week interim term. Instead; faculty, during aminterim, typically
shift-to-roWassociated_with_advancedinstruCtion, mkt; as resource per-
sbn, driCussiarrleader.-and research toordinator. Students assume
similar roles and g herallytake4nOrelesponSibility for planning and hit-
plcmenting interi couries ... probably the most interesting faculty foie
_changes have actirred in 'those; student initiated courses which are out-
side the teacher's area of expertise. Ideally, thefaculty mernbei becomes
a co-learner and hopefullyserves as a 'model of the process of learning or

, ,
problem solving.

In our experience, the Most important outcome of the interim term
has been the stimulation df innovatidd generally. The 4-1-4 interim
provides a period Which inVthe minds of most faculty and students is

devoted to doing thinp -differently!' The interim thus 'establishes the
-norm of innovation for at leasto limited Period of lime dttring which
faculty 'and students may'qy out creative educational ideas under .
favorable conditions and -Without fear of loss of statiis. :

For the individual facuqy member the.bOrrier to innovation is often
fear 'of what might happen as ;an unanticipated .consequencd of ehange.

The interim by providingAir controlled-experimentation permits facul-
ty members to experience 'd to aValuate 41) innovation before having to

A
commit themselves to a r t t:,changeively permanen.,

. . . -
While adoption 'bf a- pnocJ in the acadettijc year devoted to innova-

tion is an important outi4ie in` its oWn rightlhe lasting importance of
the interim may well beté carry over- of innovition to the. remainder --

,
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- of the academic year:-Although -the structure or the interim 4acilitiales a

certain kind or innovation such as the intensive study :of a single area,
changes develo d dudng an interim .6.21 be carried out during \the=
regular acaderni year with littleti no modification: In this respect the-
role of the -inte iul in faculty development and organizatio7E_il .r.ene al
should not he o erlooked. These factors have beedme literallya matter

survivaLfor--40' e-institutionS. -7.- . , ---..- ----'.----
The,same stimulation of ftirther innovation hag occurred in the ar

of inter-iiisiitution'al cooperation. The interim create; an cipliortunity
explore Cooperation on a limited and informal Basis without making pe
manent commjtnlents..By focusing on a limited period of time, withou
sacrificing-existing programs, inkitutions 'have been able to channel ap7
propriate resOrces to inter-institutiorial projects. More extensive forms \

_ ,of cooperation were made possible at several ingtitutions by the favorabl _:

response or tfreTaculty and stiidents o pilot programs carried out during
an interim.

Often innovative structural ç4ange is important not frit-direct but
for indirect-effects. Indeed, the m t important outcomes are often un-:
foreseen. For example, th5 basic nitention of President Eliot's elective
system -t an earlier structural change.- was to create an open curricular
urarkit for the student. But the mOre lasting consequence Was.to free the
faculty to teacha specialized subject based upoilttheir own research, TIris
in-turn provided a market for the research scholars produced by graduate
schOols and helped create the Wademic revolution" described by Jenck&
and Reisman.4

In summary, the interim plan,hy virtue of a simple calendar change \
involving four Weeks or approximately I I percent of the tOtal academic
year, created a. vehicle for innovation which ha's brought about more;
radical educational change at many institutions than had occurred in,the

r.-preceding 50 years..
- .

Would these changes have occurred anyway7,Many have been im-
plemented at:institutions' which did not adopt theinterim calendar. But
the cost has often been great; particularly in terms of faculty morale. The

-interim, like th,experimental eollege allows faculty to try qnt various in-
novations without- major commitment to adoption of chdnge. To those
who insist that the present form ,of higher education is beit, the interim
should help to,pro-ve that change can be introduced,and examined
mithout disrupting the basic educational ,program, To those, who believe,
that nothing less 'than reconstruction of undesgraduate education will
suffice, the interim provides one vehicle fork the evaluation of matiy
educational proposals:

.
.: Resulting Changes in the Educational Structure

Calendar changes, particularly those .involving a relatively ex-
perirnental modular term, hdve stimulated a 'number of., curricular and._

structural changes which may have a much more significant impact on
. education than the calendar changes themselves. . . .



On the her hand, ther ;ate some faculty thatbecamd copvinced of the

Th growth of cr dit-bearing- work-type experiences could be

defende as a trend wide is'eo-incidental 'with thai,of calendar change .

merit of granting credit'for work-itudy or cooperativeedtkation projects
througli, their invOlVeMent with such activities during an interim term.
These ei eriences involve the active "'learning by doing" that ia so im,

_

portantl 'roday'S'Students:Thiough-modular calendars or semester-inI ------

-,s- tetnships1- they also can involve a -personalizatian,and intensity of ex-
; perience% a"total hamersion",- that may haye some definite learning ad-

. .
vantages, in addition to meetfng Students' emotional needs.

. Flexibility ,in credit certification is also related to 'The increasing
diversity 'Cif student bodies at many institutions: students frail lower
socioecon'cimio and minority groups, retired persons, profeasionali

, , ,
i :needing, continuing -education,--Vmmen seeking.= enriehment_rin: Their__ _

_. _ .

traditional toles or educational assistance.fOr rerentry into the labor
marlcet, many young pedple following anon-traditional time 'sequence in

- obtaining their edudation. :
-,, The mOdular calendar, first in the interim term arrangement -and

I
more recently in., one course,module possibilities, pioneered by Mount
einon and ',colorado- Colleges, puts a group of students, and ode or

_ore, faculty togetiTer for an intensive peribd of time withwit competing ,
demands, froai=other courses,.laboratdrics, field trips, etc. Under these
conditidits faculty arid-, students both seem More willing to modify the

= tesponsibility_fotjheir own_learning and for the teaching of their-peers.
While perhaps not equally appropriate in all disciplines, a, new ern-Oasis
on "cOvering material" through reading ourside class tirne and on diseus-

..

sion for emphasis' or clari cation in .class often emerges. CourseS may.
' also-involOe newidiniensio s of cooperative effort (among' students) in

learning and (between students and faculty) in determining.what is to be
learned: .

The adoption of 'a modular calendar id- which students take one
:course at a time pf vary their course load from term-to term provides new
options in types of exPeriences and in point of enrollment. Mount Ver-
non, for example,: has the unusual Situation of concluding the year with
more students thah it began the year. The modular arrangement creates a
greater number Of entry, points.

, . -Summary
Reducing the number of conflicts- with other cotirses through the

one or two course 1oad pattdrn, permits greater use of off-campus
resources,- including cooperation with other institutions. As students
pressure for "relevance" and limitations on institutional resources
pressure :for 'cooperation, a ' calendar which can respond to these
pressures will become more and more attractive. -

The academic calendar is often dismissed as an inconsequential ele-
ment _in education, CertainlY there is no direct evidence that more
learning takes place under one calendar system thiaii under another, tut'



calendar change_doeS appear to be associated _with modificationS. in the
_educational and organizational structures of an institution -

modifications which we must hope wilL enhance the learning environ-
. men t

Year-round operation failed in part because students could not be
induced to attend a full semester or quartet term in the summer
However;:the-emphasis-has-now shifted-from-accommodating greatl3Pm-.
creased numbers of students to expansion and acceleration of programs:
for current. students.

Few students appear willing to attend college year round, Bin with a
restricted job market for summer employment,-many students may/enroll
for some work beyond the.traditional nine month academic year fhther
than spend ad entire sUmmer unemnloyed. To accommodate t4these
students and others, many institutions now offer split!.'. Summer sessions

.and this trend will undoubtedly continue. Although the 4-14 calendar
provides no barrier to sdmmer terms qvarious types, a I calendar, .

wittelt places the interim at the end of the academic year, proVides a much
:befeer vehicle for extendidg the calenqar and at the same titne'solves--.
several problems which result from the interim.

An extended calendar consisting ,of) several terms would: a) help to
accelerate degree programs; b) dpgrade ties with current internship,.
public service, and ,trayel-study abroad probrams; c) encourage greater
flexibility in courses by allowing-them to'be offered for periods extending
over one' or More surhmer terms; d) make better use of auxiliary facilities
and personnel by scheduling terms which reduce their use at the end of

*the academic'year;and which lengthen the income Orgclitcing period; and
e) increase-faculty salaries for those willing to teach several/ summer
terms. =

The emphasis on calendar reform may eventually lead to i decreased
emphasis_tipon the calendar itself. Obviously any complex organiiation

-

such as a college must; have some schedule for bringing groups of people
together to achieve the goals of the-organization. At the same time, the

. traditional academic calendar appears to have been shaped more by
national holidays, final examinations,'ind registrations than by a con-
cept of how,to improve instruction.

In- the future, students may construct their programs by enrolling in
a varietY of courses which begin and end at different times depending on
the needs of the course. (This system seems better suited to larger in-
stitutions which can offer a greater variety, of course opporttinities from
which to construct individualized pr.ograms.) Modular instruction is now
being offered at a number of institutions within existing courses and little
change would be required to offer these experiences as separate courses.

This kind of scheduling is already ,presenv within professional
schools such as medicine and dentistry and within undergradute
programs such as teacher eductition or engineering. The ultimate compli
ment to 'calendar_ reform would be for institutions to devise,time and in-
structional frameworks in such a way that the schedule is_dictated by the

3 5



imational needs of the Individual student rather than by administrative
cntisidcratiOns and lack of sufficient resources:,

Any organization mnst constntly renew itself bk adapting to chang-

in conditionsi or face the tbreat of decay. TYpically rhe chier barrier to

organizational renewal is not incompetent personnel, but obsolete
-organizational structures and regulations which .preclude even the
systematic-consideration-of change thfoughexperimentation-and evalua--
ion.

:In -eomplex institutions such as colleges and univerSities the answer
to institutional renewal is not .the abandonment of all structure; as
proposed by various counter-cUlture utopians, but" the creation of more .

viable foim's of organizatiop and operation'Wheie openness to carefully
considered change becomes one 'of the major Criteria by which the institu-
0On-evaluates-itself. Judged .by this criterion the-interim-modular platts
-and other calendar-changes have opened institutions to new ideas.and

Opportunities; to increased flexibility, and educational options; to oprior-
tunities for faculty and staff to renew thernselves professionally and per-
sonally;:and to the potential of structural reform for improving the quali-

ty of, education. Few educational reforms in the past fifty years can make

this claim.
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-EUGENE zatiuseis:,.

on-Traditional Study
Burgeoning Force in

Reshaping' American Higher Education

Eugene _E. DuBois is cUrrently Executive Associate of
the American Association of-Community and Junior
Colleges. Ele-is the author of numerous articles and,
reports -dealing with ctrnmunity 'collige;education.

Frederick A. Ricci completed his graduate studies at
Boston University and ,IS currently an assiitant
professor at the University of Mariland. ,

Not until the pressures of a changing society begun to build or the
c amorings of the youth culture for pew and more meaningful ex-
p_Fiences emerged did the house of learning begin to examine itself in any

. major way.
,

In America, higher eduption in the sixties brought about recogni-
tion of minority-students, Blacks, Chicanos, Pueito Ricans, Arrierican
fndiana etc. The emergence of the career education 'concept, educatiqn
for life., 'and special higher- education increased Ihe need for neW
programs and non-tradik!onal study.-- Although society ho played a
significant 'role in- changtng education, one must remember that it, is
education'that changes society. For example, college graduates tend to
act more effectively in, the care of their health, in the purchase of goods
and services, in theinvcstment of their money, and in the care and educa-
ion of their chi-ldreri.' .t

Today nearly twenfy -percent of an avernge lifetime in the United
States is spentjn .substantial attention to fOrmal education - 12.6. years
out of 71 - and ihe percentage has risen rapidly during the past century:2
Higher education promises to be -more and more dapahle of exercising
teadership .in all phase-of our society.

_

Bernard Luskin, Vice-Chanceflor, Coast Community College



District, Costa Mesa, California, in-a telePhondiscussion with AAPC
Journal editors, stated that -the, dine is soon approaching when we need ,

topring together the experiences that have been gained so far for those

who would like .to take advantage of them, New ways must be developed

to deliver education to the studenti. One cannOt do .new thingi -very
differently -with traditional mechanisms._ We must provide- new, .high-_
quality materials tle coriiiiididliii(atifigthacwharirreally'needed are H-T=

new methiads, not new institutions.'
Moder for Non-Traditianal Designs

It would be impossible to include here all of the current attempts at

ton4raditional study or innovative designs; others have prepared

descriptive reports, and references are Made' in the bibliography of a
selebt few. The situations cited here have been selected for illustrative

purposes only, for certainly other designs are-equally-meritorious.,
A simple Model whicli appears to be recurrent in their- non-.

traditional designs might be the following;
Establish Objectives -

Examine Constraints Determine -Alternatives

_ Prepare Learning Desigrilqi.Learning AetiVity

The various formats req:reseWmodification -of indiVidual courses to

; the use of simple programmed materials to more Sophisticated learning

33ackagei and computer aided designs. By -simple," it is not meant to in-

, _ fer that time, energy, and testing must not he employed. however,

-,_imple" might representlow level-oflearnink-such=as-in=elementary
arithmetic with a teacher7rirePared exercise.

Established objeetives for the learning experience, and examination

of the Constraints are ustially employed. The constraints may be`minor or .

rather formidable. Such constraints might be time', money, or,reimirces.

Teaching an alternative design might be determined and esamined.-These

alternatives would then have variations or levels of acceptability ristilting

, in One or more preferable'alternatiVes, The-result would be the actual

'development or implementation of a new learning design or learning ae-

ivity1
This rather simplistic model obviously requires considerably more

tegting and retesting-than this shost descriptirTi Would imply lioweiier, it

does serve as a generalized construct'with which one might examine new

&Signs or non,traditionat studY. 4

-Another design used to deliver education to studdnts is the, concept

ofandragogy, Andragogy, **the art and science of helping adults to learn

has attracted considerable attention in recent Years."' Andragogy is bas-

ed upon four assumptions about the characteristics of adult learners. I)

othe adult enters the learning experience with a coneept of himself as a

matatre human being with values andan adultness unique to himself; 2)

as-an adult, he has a' body of pAsie.ppettences which he may utilize in

rmining that which is releNidnt:Aokklearning needs; 3) his readiness

to !evil is modified hy his cIevelopmt,ttaks -and his social role; 4) and



unlike the youth his time pc spective is one of immediacy and not future
oriented, thus his learning shifts from subject centeredness to problem
centeredness.

-The design _of learning experiences for ackil0 obviously has im-.

plications foryonth learners. The barniazing-of tlie classroom wherethe
studentincomes in adtive participant, rastothbsible for his learning; helps
to enhanee':iiirdiFiEtion..and thus-instillt independence rather than-air_
apathetic reception of learning

-1'vsretn's 41i-tj;iiiach to Instrzte.tion
The field of systems development has taken on wider implications in

redent years. Long utilized in government and industry,, educational
planners. Ikid administrators have.determined that there is a place for
systems approaches in education.

Mageratid Bead& SaY:
systematic course development is.no different tban systerrhatie

de:yelopment of an airplane, or systematic design and construction
of a building . The 'tools are diffoienL but the procedure is the-,sarne.

Essentially, the three phases of the procedure ask uS to:
Determine' and _describe what it is we' want .to- achieve.

2. Do what is necessary to achieve the desired result.
3. Check to see that we have succeeded in what we sit'out to do..

_ In developinginstruction,this-means:
I. Deriving and describing the objectives in meaningful form,

,

2. Develthping lessons and materials designed to meet these objec-
.tives and trying out the course.

Determining how Well the objectives were achieved and im-
.

proving the course to improve-lhe results'
The systems approach to instruction received its greatest impetus

from Professor Samuel Postclthwait of Purdue University ill° the field 'of
botany. It was here that the Systems method was utilized to decrease the`
number of students failicig bOtany and biology courses.6

When Oakland Conimunity,college in Michigan oponed in the fall
of 196.5 under the leadership of,President John E.. Tirrelk that institution
initiated one of the largest experiments in non-traditional stUdy. Oakland
enrolled almost 4,000 students that4all-r-and-all-of---the-itudents_were ex-
'posed toinstruction through the systems approach or audio-tutorial plan
of teaching.

Features of audio-tutorial teaching at Oakland CommunitY College
were the following:

I . A degree of flexibility in the relative emphasis given in various
courses to General ASsembly 'Sessions and to Small Assemblx

-Sessions.

2. A degree of flekibility in _the relative emphasis given-in various
... courses to required attefidande at General Assembly Sessions-and



A

at all Assembly Sessions, as well as to scheduled attendance at

lndivi ual Study Sessions..
3. The d p nt and -use in all :learning laboratories of,

"Oakland-desig d" study carrells, specificallyi !Mimed for
audio-tutorial teac in acd providing facilities for the use- of

rials-by-individuat students.,

4. The gse Of '"functional caching teams" in various tp-ttles--cpn
sisting of a coordinat r associated instructors, tutors, mOCrinis
experts; and laborat ym,siitantswith gvery team member hav-

ing speific rec sbilities appropriate for his backgroun-d of

education an experience,
The chart from Oaklarid which follows further describeg the

rationale and.functioning of andio-tutprial-teachingthere as compared

with "conventional" teaching.7



AUDIO-TUTORIAL TEACHING AT OAKLAND COMMUNITY

ZOLLEGECONiPARED WITH CONVENTIONAL MEtHOD

Machin ement Conventional

Objectives

course Outline

Course Conduct

Grading

Knowledge of Results

Emphasis

Nonbehavioral, generalized, Student

guesses or assumes:

Chapter, topic, textbook, test dates.

Three weekly lectures, outside reading,

-trouble confelinces" arranged.

Twice a year.

Twice a sem ster long delays. Formal

faculty test written by students in a

group,

Teacher

Text

rest

Grades

Inistructional

Oakland Community College

Behavioral, specific, detailed, Given to

student at start of term for each unit and

s,tudy per,iod.

Detailed steplby-step (*wives a

media chains t be, used:

One weekly assembly, in,dependent self.

study, multimedia, small seminar

groups, much tutorial aisistancc.

Weekly al least, twice a year, and sun-

Ma ry. reports.

Weekly, immediately.. Selfitesting.

Written, Oral, group, :Ind individual ex.

amirr ons and quizzes.

Learner

Multimedia

Feedback

Achievement

,

Learning



Although at Purdue the audio-tutorial approach to instruction was
limited to individual courses, the unique feature at Oakland was that it
involved the entire college; however, only those prospective faculty that
indicated a desire to teach in this innovative manner were eventually ap-
pointed. The college turned to industry for assistance in initiating its
plan. Litton Instructional Materiak Provided a two-month workshop for
the faculty, instructing them in determibing bebavioral objectives,
designing materials and instructional aids.

More reeently other institutions have attempted to utilize theaitdio-
tutorial approach to instruction. While the tirne,money and effort that is
required for this non-traditipnal approach is considerable, its propon,ents
believe that the desired results are worth the expenditure.
Nan-Degree Special Programs

Today's society needs are being heard, and change is taking place

primarily in the Junior and Community College phase of higher educa-
tion in providing more relevant learning experiences." Estimates in-
dicate that special and internal degree progranis are:emerging each week:
The Commission on non-traditional study conducted a survey which in-
dicated that 1,000 to 1,400 non-traditional study programs now exist in
institutions 'of higher learning and that most of them have emerged dOr-

ing the past two years. The new degree programs contain one or many of
these elements: College credit for (a) life experiences and ac-
complishments; (b) learning occurrences in industrial and/or business
settings; (c) proficiency by examination in subject matter; (d) cor-
respondence coarsest (e) computer-assisted and media-assisted instruc-
tion; (f)- independent study; (g) regional counseling and learning centers;
(h) seminaTs; (i) utilization of community resources; and (j) traditional
classroom learning.'

Special degree programs thus allow a-grcat deal of flexibility for the
student and permit a wide range of field experiences which do not
necessarily confine the learning experience to the traditional classroom.
The Bachelor of Liberal Studies and the Master of Liberal Studies
degrees, have thus provided a refreshing alternative.to the traditional
educational experiences in higher education.

New degrees in the Communitx and Junior Colleges may be looked

upon as pioneers in the non-traditiAal era. The state Technical Institute
of Memphis inaugurated an Associate of Independent Studies Degree
which majored in each of the areas offered. The recipient of the degree
will have indicated that he has been certified through testing and evalua-
tion to possess abilities normally required by the graduates. These
abilities, however, are acquired primarily on an independent basis. At
Spoon River College in Illinois an Associate Degree in Liberal Studies is
offered for students twenty-five years of age or older. Commencing with
an eight week seminar of two-hour weekly sessions, they pursue their ef-
fort through independent study. The twelve learning centers of the Ver-

mont Regional Community College Commission, can meet student needs
for.instruetion anywhere within the state.
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Special degree programs are relatively new. These programs are a
-departure from the traditional academic experiences operated by in-
stitutions of higher education. Most authorities in the field believe that as
more adults return to the university or colleges, the need for special
degree programs will be recognized and that the number of institutions
providing these non-traditional degrees will increase,

The first special degree program began in 1954 at Brooklyn College.
Eventual 1,y a host of other institutions recognized the special or unique .
learning needs of adults and -instituted similar programs with various
modification.

The early institutions to initiate programs were: Syracuse UniverSi-
ty, The University of Oklahoma, Queens College, Goddard College,
John Hopkins University, San Francisco Theological Seminary, New
York University, Boston University, the University of South Florida,
Roosevelt University,'Brigham Young University and the State Lfniversi-
ty of New York, College at Brockport.

These degree programs evolved out of several working conferences.
Considerable effort by the now defunct Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults gone impetus for the establishment of ;everal
specific degree programs.

While there are several differences in individual programs. Liveright
categorized them according to four variables:

I) the amount of credit which was must be earned through regular
on campus classes;

2) the total residence requirements. .

3) the extent to which special methods and media are utilized; and
4) the extent to which the credit hour system is replaced by other

means of measuring and reporting progress,9 _

In addition to the objective of providing liberal education, most of
the programs have other common objectives, such as the following:

I. They attempt to instill a desire for learning and to provide skills
of independent study so that students may continue self-
enrichment study beyond the degree,

2. The curriculum is interdisciplinary, emphasizing broad
knowledge and understanding of basic concepts and the in-
terrelationship of knowledge rather than the accumulation of
factual information.

3. They attempt to develop skills and habits of study and research
in a particular discipline or problem arca.

4. They are designed to meet thc special needs and interests of
adults.

5. "Fhey permit adults tc pursue a degrec program in a manner and
under circumstances convenient to them,

6. They provide opportuntties for student evidu don, program
evaluation, and educatioal research.n

..
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Guided independent.study is a major eleMent in most special degree
programs. Typically the independent study program is planned by a
faculty member in conference with the student, and the two continue to
work together throughout the period of independent study in a given
area or on a given topic. The importance placed on independeht study is
appropriate. Fxpezience-and research indicate that many adult students
are willing and atilt to assume large responsibility for their learning
through guided independent study. With reasonable guidance and proper
materials, adults easily learn through various techniques'and procedures.

independent study is i convenient means of learning since it permits
the student to pursue his studies at,a time and place of his &loosing. It
also permits flexibility ip his rate of progress, allowing him to-proceed at
his own pace according to his ability, i(nitiative, self-discipline, desire, and

available for study,'
The University Without Walls

The University Without Walls (UWW) is a program of the Union
for Experimenting Colleges angl Universities located at Antioch College,
Yellow Springs, Ohio. A consortium of twenty-five institutions joined
together to encourage research and to experiMent in many aspects of
higher education_

The Union began with a grant of $415,000 from the United States
Office of Education. The Ford Foundation gave an additional $400,000.
Recently UNESCO gave an additional grant of $10,000 to begin plans
for a University Without Walls abroad.

. Among the participating institutions are:
The University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio
Shaw University, Raleigh, North Carolina
The University of.South Carolina, Columbia South Carolina
Bard College, Annandale-oh-Hudson, New York
Goddard College, Plainfield, Vermont
Howard University, Washington, D.C.
Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri
Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, Ncw York
Westminster College, Fulton, Missouri
In general, the plan of UWW is based on flexibility and individual

responsibility of self direction. The UWW's annual report reflects this
flexibility as it relates the general plan_

In the course of planning, each University Without Walls in-
stitution agreed to develop its UWW program around certain key
ideas which constitute the basic components of the UWW plan.
These included:
1. Inclusion of a broad age range of persons (16 to 60 and older) so

as to provide an opportunity for persons of all ages to secure an
undergraduate education and to make for a new mix of age
ranges in our programs of undergraduate education.

4 4
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2. Involvement of students, faculty members, and administrators
in the design and development of each UWW unit.

3. Development of special seminars and other procedures to
prepare students to learn on their own and to keep students and
faculty in touch with each other; development of special training
programs to prepare faculty members for the new instructional
procedures tO be used in -the UWW plan.

4. Employment of flexible time units-so that a student could spend
varying periods of time in a particular kind of program ex-
perience. Programs were to be individually tailored by student
and advisor. There would be no fixed curriculum and no uni-
form time schedule for the award of the degree.

5. Use of _a broad array of resources for teaching and learning,
both in and out of the classroom. Development of the Inventory
of Learning Resources as a guide for program planning.

6. Use of an adjunct faculty of government officials, business ex-
ecutivss, persons from community agencies, scientists, artists,
and others as- a regular paFt of the liWW's instructional staff;
development of an extensive seminar-in-the-field program to
draw on skills and experiences of this adjunct faculty.

7. Opportunities for students to use the resources of other UWW
units.
Concern for both cognitive and effective learning :. development
of new assessment procedures, with periodic evaluations to in-
clude both students and their advisors."

Students proceed at their own pace at UWW and the graphic
representations below illustrate the various stages and sequences of
learning experiences in which -a student might engage.
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Mr, W,; age 25', presently working in community organization.field; has had two years of college: would like to work toWard tin=

dergraduate degree in held of community organization:,

2 years

Continue full.time employment as community organizer for black social service agency, with increasing responsibility

for insuring community participation in proposed mental health "outpost"

9 months 6,months 9 months

Submit proposal for "outpost" design. Assist with group therapy sessions at Schedule & coordinate plans for "out=

Weekly sessions of group therapy train neighborhood centers: post." ()like community resources to

ing: plan & present a black culture multi .

media show,

Concurrent independent readings in sociology, ps4ology, black history, etc.; weekly meetings with adviser;

vanced course work in community planning and ha an relations.
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Miss f,fr, age 18: ent ring college freshman; interested in work with children; would like to coMbine with interest in photography'''

MLIiLw

9 months

Independent study in educational psy .

chology: weekly meetings with adviser.

College course in sociology; one.half

time internship at children's learning

center; projectplan and establish

extra.curricular photography program

for grades 3.6 at elementary school,

1 year

4 7

3 months

Part.time internship at youth agency

neighborhood center; indipendent

reading in child psychology; diagnosis

of learning problems,



It has not been easy for these institutions, each with a history of in-
dependence, various tuition rates, and programs to cooperate and work

as a unit. It is firmly believed that the UWW benefits from its very diver-
sity. The role cif the Central office located at Antiock has been one of a
catalyst, or a coordinating agent.

The UWW has been very ,successful, and already ancillary projects
have emerged such as the following:

Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation
At the initiation of the National Institute for Mental Health

(NIMH), the Unioni, has held several meetings.with staff members
of NIMH about adapting UWW to the rehabilitation and staff.
development needs of drug and alcohol abuse centers. As a resull,S,
the Union has submitted a proposal for joint funding by NIMH
and the U.S. Office of Education. Under the plan, Northeaitern
Illinois University and Chicago State University would collaborate
with the Illinois Drag Abuse Centel in a UWW program designed
to meet program and educational needs of staff members and
patients at the Illinois Drug Abuse Center. A similar program is
contemplated in Philadelphia. where the Urban Education Center,
an affiliate of Antioch College. would collaborate with the
Eagleville Drug Abuse Treatment Center and other agencies in the
development of a comparable.UWW program for patients and staff
at the Eagleville Center. The Union would be the accountable agent
and would co-ordinate and evaluate the project, attempting to
determine whether it should be replicated with other drag abuse
centers.
Penal Institutions

Northeastern Illinois University is negofiating with the State
Corrections Department to establish UWW programs in various
corrections units. Programs might include both inmates.and prison
guards. (The University of Minnesota already has 4 students pur-
suing programs from behind bars.) Loretto Heights College, Shaw
University. Antioch, and other institutions intend to work with
local corrections units:
International Component
In addition to a network of institutions in this country, the original
proposal of the University Without Walls contemplated Ole
development of UWW units in other countries. A grant from the
United Nations Educational, Cultural aQd Scientific Organization
will enable the Union to undertake conferences with institutions
abroad as potential UWW units. The first conference was held in
the late spring and summer of 1972.
UWW as a Model for Teacher Preparation
AN previously mentioned, one of the UWW units has just receiveda
Title VII bilingual education grant to assist Navajos, working as
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aides and trainees in two Navajo schools to acquire undergraduate
degrees and teaching certificates. The program being developed for
these persons builds on the basic ideas of the UWW

More recently, the Commission on Undergraduate Education and
the Preparation of Teachers brought together several presidents-of
UWW institutions and other educators to explore new ideas for the
preparation of elementary and=secondary school teachers,and im-
plications that, the UWW model might have for such teacher-
training programs. A number of ideas emerged from this con-
ference as to ways in which the University Without Walls model
might be more directly applied in the preparation of elementary
and secondary school teachers. These ideas included (I) local com-
munities: might take initiative in recruiting, training, and ac-
crediting the teachers and school administrators they deSire; (2)
potential goad teachers might be indentified in early adolescence
and given guided experience in teaching projects; (3) pairing
students well-versed in theory with para-professionals rich in ex-
perience may be educative for both; and (4) a new professional role
in education, the street worker, employed-by schools, is ernerging.
A proposal is now being prepared on how UWW units might test
these ideas."
High School-College UWW Model
As a result of inquiries from several superintendents of schools,
high school teachers, and principals, the Union is contemplating a
high school-college unit where students might begin UWW
programs early in high school and move directly frorri there into a
college UWW unit. Triitial discussions have been held with Dr.
Harvey Scribner, Chancellor of the New Ydrk City School sYstem,
and the Union hopes to evolve a proposal in cooperation with Dr.
Scribner's office in the near future." A meeting is also being
planned with a committee of school superintendents (a subcom-
mittee of the Commission on Education and the Preparation of
Teachers) to eplore such ideas.

SUMMARY
American higher education is presently on the threshold of a new

era. The costs of education have encouraged the emergence of new forms
of mlinagement and non-traditional- programs. The flexibility and in-
dependent study inherent in the non-traditional programs cited in this
chapter provide the educational benefits occurred from self-directed
learning as well as cos: savings.

Although the non-traditional movement is an answer to the !Nill for.
the social influences in American society, one must be aware that evalua-
tion On a continuous basis is needed.

Thurman' White. a pioneer in non-tradition II education has
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suggested numerous indicators that could be used for examining non-
traditional educational programs."

If a person is to become a successful learner throughout his life,
there must be self-direction as well as the knowledge about how to obtain
those resources which will enable him to continue his education. Non-,
traditional studies holds the promise for sucfi self education,
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During the last decade a variety of factors evolved which set the

stage for the development of the consortial movement. A diverSity of in-
fluences has had a common effect; that is, a climate was established
which condoned the attitude that institutions of higher education can
eomplcment one anotIler This chapterwill study these factors and
speculate on their long iange impact.

Prior to this examination a defihition.of what a consortium is woulcl

be helpful. In the Encyclopedia of Educalion Eldon L. Johnson wrote':
...a co,nsortium in higher ed cation is a voluntary combination of

three or more higher educatit nal institutions for thq joint attainment
of one or,more mutually desir d objectives through forrnal machinery,
usually characterized hy speciaofflcrs, a rdpresentative policy-making
body, a separate budget, auth rity to sustain and extend itself as a new
corporate entity, and common programs distinct from those of the con-
sioent members."'

In 1968 kaymond Moore defined a consortium as. "an arrangement
whereby twO or instituti msat least one of which is an institution
of higher educationagree to pursue between, or among, thm a
program for strengthening aademtc programs, improving administra-
tion. or providing for other -pecial needs.-'

The factors, which havt4 influenced the development of consortia .

might be classified' under tso major headings. The forces direcirly en-
couraging cooperation will tje discussed first; and then, secondly, the in-
direct forces
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. The economic retrenchmedt of the late '60's forced many aeademic
administrators to think in a way completely 'foreign to their exOrience,_
Their professional concerns had only been with increasing nuMbers-of

. .

students, development of new programs, new federal and state fundi, and
s' expanding campuses ari7:1 budget support for all of these sectors. There

seems to be an inherent humati quality tharsays eooperate when the go-
ing gets tough. During the last five years the going has been tough.."Ac-
c untability" was.r.a term- Y71 hich receivedeqnsiderable notice at the sarne

e that costs fOr everything skyrocketed.
So it has beenin.higher education ttrat administrators have agreed to

some cooperative. effOits. They, ,have agreed Po _caoperate,_ sometimeS
reluctantly assurrting that their jOint efforts wOuld saVe money. The
assumption has proven to be false in' raost cases. Henry A. Acres'Wrote,
-The consortia arrangement, however,' has not yet provedits ability to
relieve members of their immediate caSh squeeze, and institutions about
to enter - or already in consortia should be realistic about their expee-
tations-_' The only consortia which have saved money are those whose
founding purpose was to seek economy. When cooperation was sought in
ofder to economize by volume purchase:of supplies and equipment, '-
savings have been realized. Further fiscal efficiency has been gained by
the joint utilization of equipment:and the pwchasing of services.

Acres feels that to date consortia have not saved money and
therefore. "The next phase in consortia development may locus ori;:'
programs designed to save funds_ To date, liowever, such a goal is more
aspiratiOn than achievement.'The clear statement is that consortia have
pot demonstrated the fiscal efficiency that had been anticipated.

In spite of the fact that consortia have generally not proven to save
money, they, have _increased the sery(us .provided and improved,.the
quality of many programs. Although one of the original reasons ?Or
cooperation has not been substantiated, the successes enjoyed thus far
arc indicative of the potential which consortia hold. The federal govern-
ment Jisc well as several states have encouraged cooperation. The en-
couragement has come by word of mouth and directly in guidelines. For
eXarhple: Title III, the -Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary
Education" and in. Illinois the -Higher Education Cooperation Act-
have both specifically encouraged cooperation.

Some consortia have been organized strithly as a reaction to
guidelines published by tax supperted kind private agencies, It is almost
axiomatic that interinstitutional cooperation based solely on the poten-
tial of additional income will fail. This does not refute the, fact that
cooperation hm& s. been encouraged by -philanthropic foundations and
governmental agencies.

Some consortia have been developed to provide more and better ser-
vices for. their -students and faculty "of member institutions. As the job
market became a concern, institutions whith were geographichlly close
cooperated in collectiyely.strengthening their placement services. Cer-
tainly consortia have brought ro light many formal and informal
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arrangernenti for -cross registration 'and/or cooperative teaching
assignments.

One of the most responsible positions in privateeducation has been
the Director "Of Admissions: Irv-a sense, he has controlledllietddget-,of
the smaller private schoolksince 75% or.more of their opetating capital
comes from!tuition More- recently,the tax supported institutions ,heve
likewise had an ,adtnissions stalt VA the road-. SiVeral donsortia, such
a's The 'Associated Colleges of the Midwest and the' Union of.Indepen-

.
dent Colleges of- Art, have been most influential in promoting
cooperative admissions activities. Since sodial and ecOnomic'pressures to
attend colleu are Waning, this is a most promising activity.

The eongfirtia movement can help small scbobls survive. In the
ERIC Retort, -Copsortia in American 'Higher Education", Lewis
PattersaC 'W`hte, "By- pooling their stuftnts and other resources for
special programS, member institutions in a consortium can mount new
programs that were ruit feasible unilaterally because of their limited
numbeF of studerits."vThis is one of the most prudent ways for a small
school to provide the breadth of opportunity for its students and still re-
tain 'the small-private-liberal-arts identity; Today'4 students have expec-_
tations far beyond what the small institution can individually providet.

Students are no longeratteriding college to avoid the draft. Certainly
because the job market is flooded with college graduates, youth are quick
tp point oiul that a college education does no( guarantee emplOyment of

any kind! The concern for liumaniKinp.ow society, and the emphasis On

social Wejfare has had an itnpact away from -materialism with a conse-
quent .dpwn-play of the social-status rIce'd for all 18-22 year old youth to

be in colleie. And finally, there are fewer 18 year olds now than there,,

were in the 670's, Each Of these factorsehas.had an impact on the thinking

of administrators and facultylks enrollments have stabilized or decreas-
ed, many professors have looked foe more effective ways. of relatidg to

their constituents.
Consortia provide a,way for institutions to respond to the pressures

for involvement in social concerrit. Con'sortia may also be responsive to a
society with more leisure time - Consequently more time for-either full .

ftirne or part.time study.
A final factor which has had a direct effect on the development of

consortia is the recent influence that state legislatures have brought to
bear on institutions and faculty. President Perry of Florida Internatronal
University has suggested -a new slogan for Ameridan Higher Education -
Service or Silence." Tins attitude is supported by many sectors, and the
Consortia movement is one way of responding quickly and strongly.

A number of indirect, subtle factors have likewise had their effect on-

higher education. The .knowledge explosion, which is not subtle, has
mc:int that', WilYersities need to bring mote continuing educatioh ()Ivor-
tunities to theii constituents. Several years ago Margaret Mead suggested
that for most occupations it was necessary to retool every five years. The

impetus for additional schooling is clear if the average occupation
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beCornes obsolete in five.years. Each year we also have more new `ob
-titles added than are deleted. Some of the people who take up the new
jobs will need speaial training or education. The point is that the labox
forge faces both.of these situations which requires employees to gain new
skills or competencies. One of the ways of updating people is through_the
educational opportunities_a_xonsortium.,can-provide,-.-------

A seeond indirect factor influencing cooperation in higher education
is the general Mobility of the public.. This is particularly true for the
young, upward Moving executive. The young.college graduate is given a.-
variety of job assignments during his first few years of employment.
Typically, the busineis or industrial firm will assign a person to a.two or
three year position, and then will move him to a new site.with increased
,responsibilities. Mobility such as this might tend to discourage the return _

td.schobl. However, if a consortium can be a catalySt to increase transfet
credit possibilities and decrease residence regulatiOns, More students will
be enrolled.

The transient- nature of our pOpulatitm has enconraged institutions
to modify their age-old arbitrary transfer and residence requirements.

( This has been .very clearly demonstrated at the Quad-Cities Graduate
Study Center. Nine of the ten institutions have reduced their residence
requirements and at the same time modified their transfer policies; Three
of the five institutions geograpbically removed from the Quad-Cities do
not require on-campus study.

-It must-be-recognized:that-the consortia movement is only pne of the
ways that higher education. has responded to the pressures of the past
decade. Other chapters in this book delve into specific ways that colleges
And universities have been modified. Maty of these changes are tern._
poral, but it is antiaipated that the next decade will see many new consor-
tia evolve.

-As the "state of the art" becomes refined, I believe that consOttial
influence will increase greatly. The rationale for this speculation is
spelled _out in the next few pages,

Voluntaty ciansoitia are able to be more respipsive to the publit in a
vaiiety of ways - &wise content being one of the most basic. Inasmuch as
consortia are offering programs and courses at industrial plants or for
per.sons emplo `Yed full-time, course work will be relevant. Faculty do not
have . federal research .funds; the lush consulting opportunities have
'diminished; but interaction with mill and women - on the job has been
increased by many_ consortia. As falvas many faculty are concerned, cOn-
Sonia have brought a renewed emphasis to teciching and service. This is
not meant tà exclude the evellent cooperative research efforts coming
out of consortia such ai the Argonnne University Association. Course
content is modified to fit the application of knowledge in a manner
similar to the adjustments vhich have been made in course sequencing.
Academic consortia have caused faculty to focus on more realistic course ±,
content, timea offered, -arid location. Because several institutions are in-
volved, it has become much easier to bring education ',to the people".



Extension deans have had that opportunity previoitsly, but the consortia
m'ovement ha's given these activities a more academic respectability.

Further, a single institution is often not in a position to cornmit, the
resources which can be mustered collectively.

In a sense consortia have forced institutions of higher education to a
more-matureattitude.-UntiLretently_thany_Mstitutions _have. selfisfily
guarded their "ivory towers" and have had 'a childish ego-centric at-
titude. They have thought', "What's in it for me?" or -We've always done

it this way", or don't have to change". Institutions have isolated

themselves -from one another: Like isolated children, they have iota it
very difficult to learn to work together. Some institutions have also'
isolated themselves from their cominunities,Consortia have served as a

Medium_ for changing.these attitudea:
Because consortia have provided a vehicle far perlons- Of -com

.parable responsibilities to interact, the cornment has -often been heard
that a faculty member had to go 700 miles to a professional Meeting to

learn what his counterpart two-miles away was doing. College presidents

in 'a small geographic area 'seldom sought advice and counsel of each
other in the phasing ottt of old programs or the development of new ones.

Consortia have provided the vehicle, not only for cooperative efforts
with minority group or store front learning, but for every phase of lear-
ning;teaching, planning and administration. .

Competition has been one of the means by which higher education ,

has gained syength. It somettmes appearsIthateolleges-and-universities
have.emulated the law of the jungle - -survival of the fittest". Institutions
have competed for federal, staie, and private money as well- as for
students and faculty. The proliferation of autonomous institutions has
only magnified and made niore vicions the fight for survival. The saving
grace up to now has been the availability of money and the population
explosion. In recent years actions of the public indicated the Only "right
thing to do" was to go to college. Eldon L. Japson has written that there
finally is a compensating reaction to our history of overproliferation of
colleges and universities. InstitutOns are building connecting links, coun-

cils, confederations and Consortih. These interinstitutional bonds have at

least abated the development of new institutions. Later in the same arti-
cle he wrote, -This evolution is now advocated by many . of the nations'

most knowledgeable educational statesmen: foundation heads,

presidents of the most prestigious educational 'associations, and top
federal officials".' Agairi he had reference to the fact that some consortia

have been the means by which places, people, or currently existing in-
stitutions have been able to provide a service or academic program which

was deemed essential, It has beome the logical thing to do.
Through the strength-that consortia represent, institutions in some,

'situations have been able to initiate a variety of programs - Manyof wlich
have been assessed aS exceedingly beneficial. TheKansas City Regional
Council for Ftigher Educatitht has'been able to secure grants and-subse-
quently provide -their students and institutions several. interesting



programs, Ope of the- more creative ones is the Cooperative Social
Welfare Action Program (CO-SWAP). Consortia have revamped the
thinking about international programs, whiCh very few institutions had
the money or personnel to execute. The Western Interstate Commission
for Eligher Education (WICHE) has given 'all higher education a model

...----,..-to-pursue:in-the-effective,,cooperative-userofTcomputers=7
The floxibility of consortia and the typical institutional diversity

provide a frame*ork for building the new emphasis on life7long learning,'
.1f the consortium is in 'a fairly well defined geographic area, then the in-

.

stitutions can respond collectively with a.comprehensive package of adult
continuing education activities. Obviously this type of cooperation can
and has taken place without the formal involvement which a consortium
implies. However, the consortium provides a forum for such interaction,
and certainly further _implies acceptance of these responsibilities to the
public.. t-----

A final function, which appears to be ideally 'Suited to the strength _
which a consortium represents,_is that institutionkhave an opportunity to
capitalize dn the use of technological teaching and/or learning media.
The Association for Graduate Education and Kesearch of North Texas
(YAGAR) is without a _doubt the most singularly successful television
teaching situation_ Thb University of Illinois has its Univex Net and
PLATO. Both of these,. Univex Net for teaching anx1 PLATO for lear-
ning - are electrop:ic devices originating from 'e single institution: During
the next ten-years mostsuchiitiito -diligent research will be suPported
by several institutions. Even the large and=wealthy institutions can gain
educational and financial bene ts through ,)the cooperative use of
technology.

This final section focuses on t c fact that consortia prbvide a vehicle
for cooperation in higher educatio , In cOnsidering this topic, it is essen-
tial to state that, while consortio e one of the forces which is shaping
higher education, they arc doing i on'a voluntary or on at least an accep-
lance. level. It must be recognize that consortia are totally -dependent
upon, cooperation; therefore, in political sense, they cannot demand
anything of the institutions or th ir representatives. However, the clout
of -social pressure- must not be tinderestimated. Many of the changes
that -consortia have effected hay came out of committee meetings or
meetings of interinstitutional co nils

In this regard William C. elsen admonished that, . .consortia
cannot be content to operate at the fringes of the academic enterprise nor
to bolster outmoded educational models. Consortia Must begin to play

- the roles of educational entrepreneurs and innovators more so than they
e er have before.' To the degree that consortia act as innovators or en-
repreneurs, they will gain strength and stature. They Will then be able to

influence higher education to a; much greater- degree than previously
thought possible.

Consortia have been able to encourage numerous library and in-
structional material exchanges. Some consortia havebeen set up for the



sole Purpose of library exchange. One of the early modern-era consortia,
The,Msociated Col leps of the 'Midwest, has had tt very successful and
extensive library and periodical -exchange program.

.-A second type of cooperation which has been greatly pcilitated by
the consortia movement is cooperative _or joint usage of certain special-
ize&faatierson or off-campus. The ArgonniUniVersityMsticiation'has
provided many, institutions, faculty, and students a Unique opportunity
to work and 'research using expensive, sophiatiefited equipment, which
'none could have' afforded alone. In a similar fashion the computes at the
University of Illinois has:been used by numerous institutions.

Some Of the archaie institutional rules, regukations, and policies
.haVe been modified throUgh the influence of consortia. Some faculties

=and administrators heve,accepted the basic tenet that a one-oight a week
evening class on-campus is no more or less academically stimulating than
it would be if it werejaUght in a libraty or high School building 75 miles
away. It-has been further agreed that-in similar institutions, course con-
tent will he parallel in similarly described courses. Concessions such as
this were not difficult: th achieve when the institutiohal representatives
admitted,to themselves and others that two faculty meiobers on' a single
campus Would be likely to teach a course as differently as two faculty
members -from different campuses:

Consortia frOin both coasts have had prbgrarns of cross registration.-
Interinstitutional mudentexchange_is_conceptuallyihe same and has been

. going on for sonic time. One-of the first examples of student exchangv
was instituted bY ,the Committee on Institutional Cooperation 'which
consistS of The Big Ten Universities and the University Of Chicago. In
the C.I.C. exchahge a student fforn one of the eleven institutions studies
full-time, at andther institution for a semester or two quarters. He, in
effect, becomes a full-time resident at another institution. This program
has been operative for many years but has been available.only for ad
vanced-graduatestudents. Consideration is now being given to extending
the opportunity to other students.

The main difference between cross-registration and student ex-
change appears to be,the degree of involvements. Crops registration is
more easily implemented, but hot without stress, -by institutions in the
same community Or at least by those for which commuting distances art
not prohibitive. A'sudent May be enrolled concurrently on two or more
campuses although`the feesand administrative details are handled by his
home campus. Examples of this type of cooperatiOncan be observed at
the Consortium of Universities of the-Washington Metiopolitan Area,
the Worcester ConsortiuM"fOr Higher Education* or the San Francisco
Consortium on Higher 'Odueation and Urban Affairs. In the next few

years I anticipate that Mitch of thjs -kind, of cooperation will be im-
*merited. ,

--The consortium iS -one medium by which several institutions can _ _

work together in urban Planning and in urban problems. If several in-
stitutions cooperate in the.collection and analysis of census information,



local employment trends, and the assessment of social concerns, they-can
all benefit. The interpretation of census and emPloyment date will assist
all institutions in their long-range planning. Further,- they can then be
more aware of each other's individual interpretations and priorities on
how the data would affect them._
- Fina lly-,-.-consortia--can have-mere- latitude-in-experimental-programs.

The piloting through of a trial program can be the expense of severafin-
stitutions. Typically, faculty and administratorS are more willing to be

' flexible away from their home campus. Apparently Some feel that if the
pilot Program fails it will not upset the "apple cart" at home.

The Quad-Cities Graduate Study Center is an exciting eiample of un
abademic consortium. Ten institutions ideated in Iowa and Illinois,,.
which- are-public and -private,- rural -and urban,- large and smalli-, local
and distant, comprise the Center; It demonstrates how interinstitutional
cooperation can serve to the mutual benefit of institutions, states ahd a
specific _geographic area. The Graduate Center is one _example of: the
potential for integrated programs.

In 1973 significant action in interstate cooperation took place when
Minnesota'and Wisconsin annopnced they would not charge out-of-state
tuition for each other. The Graduate Center membership agreed to this
four years ago. These actions seem to indicate changes in attitudes which .

wiil be seen as another breakthrough or milestone in higher education.
Neither Iowa nor illinoig=rcould_ afford .to build an autonomous in-

stitution in the Quad-Cities, which has a population base of about one
half million. Institutions in both states felt that they could contribute but
did not have the manpower to provide a program independently.
Further, the fine local liberal arts colleges were interested in graduate
programs but recognized that their first mission precluded extensive

,
graduate involvement.

Each of the ten- member institutions provides instruction in the
uad-Cities. The aca'-demic program committees determine what courses

will .be offered baSed upon local need-lanalysis and the experience of
previous years. Typically the institutions can offer eoursts in their
strongest disciplines, since that is where they have strength antf larger
faculties. Consequently, as a degree program is pursued, a student will be
exposed to the best of the faculty from several institutions and will have a
better degree sequence than would be available-on any of the individual
campuses. Integrated programs such as those pursued-by students at the
Graduate Center obviously require grossly modified academic)regulations. Since the incorpor ion of the Center in 190, policies per-
taining to credit transfers hav been Modified by nine of the ten in-
stitutions. The regulations concerning residency have been relaxed or
eliminated by all of the institutions. Both df these changes were essential
to the success of the locally offered integrated degree sequences.

In . the development _ of consortia . several -adminiStrators - have
cautioned that each one is unique and therefore model building is inap-
propriate. One aspect or the Center can be emulated without violating



thai admonition. The funding of tho Center makes it as solid or stable as
can be reasonably expected, There is no. ',soft mOney" involved. Duiing
the first.four years the community and both states supported the Center.
The comitunity felt a great conimitment to the Center hnd its enticipated
contribufyin to_i_he growth or the Quad-Cities._Due td_the,deep local in-
volvement,' the'coMmunity pledged one-lialroiThe =

seed money for the first four years.=The remaining 90% of, the budget was
apportioned, based on population', with ,15% requested ft= Iowa and
35% film Illinois. It was anticipated that if at the end of three or four
years the Center did not provF itself to be a viable agency, some-other
base for graduate education 'would, have to be established.

For the fifth ;year the Center received funds from the higher educe-
tion-atitiropriatiOns-- of- both- states: -It-appearg that the Center:has
developed adequate stature in the minds of the public and the legislative
bodies so that financial stability is assured.

Due to the comriosition of the.Center's Governing Board-there is a
balance between academic credibility and local graduate needs, The
Governing Board is composed 9f a representative of each-of the ten 'in- _

stitutions and seven local industrial and business executives'. The primary
responsibility of die institutional representatives is to review academic
programs and academic policY matters. TIAtask of local members of the
Board is to provide the base for seeking local financial support and to

---keep'current-thrassessment-of-lochl-needs.
The Center has proven to be academically viable, administratively

possible and economically feasible.- What about,students? In the 1973-74
yeai there were- 4462 registrations representing in excess of 2,500 in- !
dividuals. Since about 95% of the students at the Center are employed'
full7time, eigentially all of the classes are in the evening. The registrations'
repre5enCabouf.12,000 student semester hours, converted to a full-time
stlident basis, that conStitutes a sttident body in excess of 600, placing the
Center in the upper half of graduate schools in terms of enrollment.

It appears to- me that the consortia movement will grow and grow
rapidly during the.pext ten years. I believe that thesharing of faculty,
students, faciligest and services will becoine commonplace for -all in-
stitutions which are geographically close. I further believe that the in-
tegration of programs, as exemplified by the Quad-Cities Grac!pate
Study Center, will be commonplace for geographic areas that need-hew
or expanded educational opportunities.
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The process of college adirissions, like the stock market or history,
is- a very cyclical one. From time to time, the admissions scene can be
characterized as either bearisti or bullish. To complicate matters further,
depending on one's point of vipw, it May be bearish and bullish at the
same time During the past decade, there has been a tremendous change
in the admissionS picture; one which many believe will influence college
admissicmsfor decades to come. In order fully to appreciate this change
and its effect on the future we must look at and understand the past. Only
by investigating the historical develOpment -of the admission process can
we recognize the new face of College admissions in the 1970's,

S:A. Kendrick of the College Board recently summarized the college
admissions process' when' he observed: '!As everyone knows, it is the
business and special pleasure of admissiens officers to thwart the
legitimate aspirations of the young. Their qrofessional tools are the com-
-puter, multiple-choice tests, and a cultivated disregard of humanity."'
Although admissions officers everywhere lwould take exception to this
staterhent, it does make two important points. First, it reflects on the out-
sider's view of the admissions process during recent years; and, secondly,
it focuses on two controVersial areas and the seeming monsters they have
,become: the selection process and standardized tests.

The selection, process has always been the great and mysterious
foundation on which college admissions has relied. To_an insider, selec-_

tion consists of three phases: search, appraisal, and then selection. To
many outsiders, thiS process is perfectly described in Mr. Kendrick's
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statement and many high school students:and their parents have- found ..
themselves unnerved at the thought of being subjected to this_process.
What they fail td understand is that'the selection process affects the in-
titution as well as the individual. Both must search, appraise, and select;

yet the individual ultimately controls the selection process more.than he
realizes. History showiAhat most ort-liiielielio-n-proceis is completed
prior to the actual applieation process. This realization causes, an un-
easiness among admissions officers. Three basic factors influence not
only where an individual will apply, but if he will apply at
all: socideconomic origin, early-environment and level of aspiration. For
those who, wish to enter higher education, their parents and
neighhorhqods have had a tremendous influence.

_During the early 1800's and prior to the-Morrill7A-c*college existed
only for a small number of.high school graduates. These students came
'mainly from the upper middle class and represented only those families
in which all three of the aboye factors, socioeconomic origin;- early en-
vironmenS and level of aspiration, were positive. This lirnited mode of
education was disrupted in 1862 with the passage of the Morrill Act es-
tablishing land-grant colleges. In sharp.contrast to the colonial trLlition
of education, and foreshowing today's educational trends, the land-grant
colleges tended to be "open-door- instittutions, The passage of the
Morrill Act, coinciding with the Industrial Revolution, reflected a growr

_ _ ingneed_for_more_educated_people.-This-demand_remained-high-into the-
1900'5 until the Depression took its toll nationwide.

The admissions picture in the 1930's was- grim. Std. ei-ing. low
enrollments and low incomes, colleges engaged in heayy recruitMent ac-
tivity. During this period colleges were forced to search ourstudents in
order to survive. In retrospect, the development of recruiting techniques
in the 30's has proved to be- time well spent..

The decline in the student market was finally reversed with the crrd
of World War II and the advent of the G.1. Bill. The returningveter ri
takin...advantage of this unique farm of federal aid, flooded pu lit

-collegeA and universities and attendance levels rose to unprecedened
heights. Tfie admissions officer once again was free to appraise, a d
select.only a small percentage of the total applicants. B.A. Thresher, in
his book college Admissions and the Public Interest, refers to this process
as "The Great Sorting."2 The G.1. dill did not, however; 'affect the
private college' in the same manner. Althotigh people were motivated to
go on to college, the high cost of private education was nOt Completely
covered by the Bill's funding. Thus, the admissions office was alive with
potential students, buf f1nancial aid proved to be a deterrent. At .this
time, most private institutions were .not .endowed with_ large sums of
financial aid. Coniequently, private education did not receiye,the same
influx that had occurred in the public sector.

Typical of all cyclical occurrences, the sudden wave of veterans end-
ed just -as quickly as it had begun,- although a similar transfusion would
occur after the Korean conflict. The early '195(4's saW a sCarcity of



students once again. Unlike earlier periods, the 1950's were unique in
-that there were large numbers of highly able students but they lacked the
necessary motivation. Due to this apathy, admissions officers were agin
forced to solicit students. As a consequence, the second and third phases

_of the_selection. process, appraisal and selection, bec,ame less important, .
while the,searcl, or recruitment, phase became all im6ortinr ThejtIii :--
tial pool of applicants had weeded itself out and steps had to be taken to
insure totd1 enrollments. Finally,, unlike the 1930's,'Ralph Berdie found
that finances alone were not the cause of the drop in applipations. Social
forces, one of the three dominanti: factors influencing the selection
process, had lessened the demand for education, _creating a bearish ad-
-missions situation and a period in which recruitment would be the key to

urvival
The word "survival" remained critical, irrthe 19605, but the question .

of whose surVival became confused. The 1960s, the "baby booM" years,-
created a tremendouS demand for college-educated Persons. To meet this ,

demand, admissions o ices reacted ikitlf their classical,approach com-
petitive selection. As dormitOries and classrooms filled, the job of the ad-
missions officer no longer depended on ,recruitment, hut rather on ap-
praisal and selection: the other two phases of the admissions process.
The best and the worst colleges engaged in the same selection games. The
only difference was that the best selected a minority of-applicants while
hirworst-seleeted,a-majorityA)uring the-1960"s=all-colleges-becarne-selec-

tive. Many educators, looking back at this period; now wonder whether
some young people became disenchanted with the overselection which
occurred.

In justifying this over-selectivity two factors .are usually cited: (1)
Since colleges teach difficult and sometimes esoteric matter, only the best
will cope 'and survive. The faculty reinforces this situation by creating a
"survivab.of the fittest" enVironment. B,A. Thresher poses the question
as.to whether this approach limits faculty innovalpon and lessens the de,
mand for their talent --cannot bright- students larn. from anyone? (2)
The theOry that a college will ultimately rely on its graduates to carry on
its good name. Based on this two hypotheses, the main tools Of ad-
missions in the 1960's were multiple choice tests and other quantitive
methods of abilify analysis. For both the college And the student, the
selection praess was ' self-serving and self-perpettiating. The student
wanted to matriculate, and, therefore, was at the mercy of the -system."
The college-wanted to survive and prosper, so it continued to segt only
the most qualified students. Thresher summarizes this vicious_circle when.

virites:

-The tacit presupposition is that the college-seekit and should have,
more students, or 'better students, or both. "Such questions as
whether the college deserves more or better students, or _whether
some of its students might better, in their own interest' and in the
public interest, go to college elsewhere, lie outside-the purview of
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is body of thought. The_ typical admissions committee, like the
faculty and the administration it represents; is in the candid phraie

'of dnesuch-cortimittee, ''greedy" for talent."'
Colleges are generally quite willing to tell:the applicant, "You Aft. not

_good ehoughfor us." Few ever say, "We are_not good_endugh fory: o
As competition became more vigorous, use of standardized tests

became integral in the selection process. Although, standardized tests had
been useq for many years, it waS not until the decade 1942-1952 that they-
became g erally actepted as 'Valid admissions tOolis. This acceptance
cointided wi h the-ending of World War II, the passage of the G.I. Bill,
and the subsequent influx of veterans into the educational aystem. The
use of tests became even mcire widespread during the sixties as competi,
tion peaked. Thettests were:ken-as a useftil adjitriet in the aPpraisal-phase
of the admissions process. Prior to the development of these testqi both
colleges mid students found themselves in a chaotic situation, trying to
appraise and _select froM great numbers.

As the pressure on the admisgiona office increaged, so did their
reliance on tests. It was not until the_late 1960's that a widespread &on-
cern developed.regarding the misuse or overuse of.these tests,:falany ad-
missionsofficers were concerned that the test-had becdme an exaggerated
predictor of success: As a result both the College Entrance Examination
Board and the American College Testing Service undertook self studies 6
seeking-td-assure-themselves-and-their-patrons-of-the-objectivity-orthe
tests. Later in this chapter We shall examine the changes that were made'
in the tests and the present view in which they are held .

n order fully to appreciate the present admissions problem, we must
examine recent federal legislation which has had a tremendous impact on
this process. It has been shown that-the GI Bill was among .the first
pieces of legislation to have a dramatic effect on the admissions process
and may haye preciPitated the extensive use of standardized tests. The
Federal Government, aware that funding would increase the motivation
to attend college,- took a major step id 1965 and passed the Higher
Education Act. Included in this Act -Were three major _ pieces = of
legislation: The_ Equal Opportunity Grant, The 'Guaranteed Student
Loan Program, and The College Work/Study Program. The latter was
only a revision of the program as originally established in the Economic
Act of 1964. This new Work/Study Program was a major step forward in
funding those' students who previously had limited access tb higher
education. The Equal Opportunity Grant was a drastic change in
philosophy from the. National Defense Student Loan Program (now
known as The National Direct Siudent Loan PrOkram) which had been
relied on since 1959.

The Equal Opportunity Grant was the first rion-reimburseable loan
established precisely to aid lower income families and thus heighten their

--- educational opportunities. The third phase of the Higher Education Act;
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, created a source of funding
(originally $1000 at 6% interest) for families Who could not qualify for the
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EOG Program but when9netheless. needed assistance, This Combination,
of prograzas reflected the commitment in WaShingten to au Oose who
aspire to tigher education- but who had, until the. Act," been denied
because 9f a lack of funds. This comilitment removed one Of the self-

-selecting-faefors:ffientiobedearlier.(socioeconornic:origin),Ancliinsertede.
large flow' of stUdents into the 'admissions scope. SiMultaneously, the -

post war ."baby boom" had ciused an increased demand for edu9ati9n
and thee-1414960's feund the selection process.in high gear. It was tr
main so until 'the end of the deoade.

The beginnings of the new cycle could be seen by aslute educators
S durirm the 1960's, However, most AdMissions officers were too buky''Ap-

praising And1 selecting and .thus :were 'caught unprepared by rapidly
Changin&adnifssions.pafterns: The changes cieenried in all phiSeitiftha
admissions process. Fewer- students, were attending college; those who
were attending were-matriculating at different types of institutions; their
career goals were 'greatly influenced in their choice of majors and-thereby-
the choice of colleges; and., new types -of students .weie involving
themselveS in the educational process.:All' of this resulted in a- reA

_ evaluation of the)traditional admissions process. :
The most prof9und iigluence in the admiisions process in recent

years has been the decriasing 'eollege-bound population. A recent
Carnegie Commission report forecast a 12% drop in future enrollment:

his.dechne iseanSed by a ecimbirtation-of-factors-Themost-influential,
of course, is the -declining_ birth rates during thelate 1950's .and eorly
1960's. While enrollment levels were soaring,: future enrollment in-
dicators were on the wane.--A second factor infltiencing-declinkenroll-
ment,.especially for male high school' graduates, Was the end dtihe Viet-
nam War and the change in the draft laws. Many expertsbelieve that the t
high enrollments in the 1960's were paitially caused by the war and the
college deferment policy. College was no longer a-necessary evil and one
could regard it in a More casual light. Two popular trends resulting from
the new freedom are -stop-outs" ond deferred ddmissions. These declin-
ing trends had a. strong effect an the admissions office. The private
college has been hit hardest. Not only are there feWei students to recruit,
hut students are redistributing themsebles amofig a variety of-In-
stitutions. This redistribution is most obvious whehene considers the fe-
cent growth of the public community Colleges'.

In 1966, 67,01:Xi students enrolled in community or junior colleges in
Illinois, It is projected that by 1980, 216,000 students will enroll in these
solleges. The situation ,in Illinois is not atyreal of the tremendous
growth in enrollments in the two-year community -college's. As access to
higher education haS become an established: fact,-the public community
college has received the largest injection of new students. Most private
and _many public tnstitutions have watched this growth with mixed
emotions. On the one hand, the opening .up-of the _edtieatioiial procesS
ha§ been a tremendous step forward in terms of increased Social mobility;
on the other hand, while the college-age.population has been shrinking,

o
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ignificant growth has been limited to the public two-year :colleges.
This-growth can be characterized -in three ways..First, the growth-

cambe attributed tothc "open-door approach to admissions, Originally
pioneered-at The City University Of Nei, York, "open-.door" addiiisions

.rpractitavenow:;hecotne:-Ayidespreacl,-..andAyellaestablished,3-All:,ad- -

missions -officers and rd6gt ,educators feared that open7door" policies-
would lower the standards of the university. The hope behind the open-
door approach wis that it would overcome years of injustice not that it
would destroy echicatiOnal standards. John Millett, former, ChancellOr of
the Ohio Board of Regents, 'states effectively the positive influence of
open-admissions:

Open admissions does not.necessarily mead the abandonment ofi._
standardi of-academic, performance in our institutions-of higher
education. OPen adinissions does mean a continuing)appraisaLof-

.

these standards in relation:to the-various intellectual, manpower
and social objectives of higher education.'".

Second, the ability levels of these students vary from very -low to
very high. For those whose level is high and who plan to transfer, (two-.
thirds indicate they plan to tranSfer) the queStion then falls .on the ad-
missions office at -.the transfer- school. Should these students he
guarameed transfer into a- pubfic university? Should transfers of lower
ability levels he asked to perform at the same level as other stu,dents at
the college? ,

Third, many of these community college students are part-time
students -whose ambitiort is to continue their education on a part-time
basis. Because of the geographical And financial acceSsibility of the com-
munity colleges, many:of these.students have the opportunity to enter
higher education where no opportunity previously existed. Florida
boasts that 99.6% of the people living in the state are within commuting
distance of a college and by 1975. 47% of the enrollinent in higher
education'al institutions in the stale Will he in compunity- colleges.

Following population decline and the rise of two-year community
colleges, a third factor influencing college admissions today is the
emergence of the "disadvantaged" and non-traditional gtudent.- A large,
part of the time spent by admissions officers is being devoted tolhe
search for and appraisal of these two types of students. One frontier for
education today is the urban youngster, disadvantaged hy'virtue of his or
her socioeconomic background. The Higher Education Act of 1965' was

'the first major step in righting the injustices in the educational system.
The increased financial commitrrient by the government was passed On to
the college in the form of a suggestion: If you wish to participate in
goVernment programs and distribute government funds, you must hi
prepared to follow some government guidelines. The most .important
guideline was that the institutions make special efforts to admii and aid
students who had previously been denied access to higher education.
Thus, the --adThissions officer had to increase his recruiting activities in



,. .
, .

order to attraet these nevistudents. f urthermore, decisions regarding api7
praisal and selection had to be altered iriLight of the background of the
"disadvantaged:) student.- .-

.' Thus "operitidmissions- tvas a maid step-in increasing access, as
. , . .

------vtuS'a-rethinking -of-the gredicabilitrof-thOtandirdized-tests:Today the
admissionkprocess must be prepareilui-Se eh, appraise and select from
a variety of baekgroun4s and uie a var1et of tools.

Evenivithin-'the.traditional search gro ss, a nen-trgditional student
has begundto appear. This student is typic lly characterized as having ..
scinie eduLtionat knowledge, even though, it has not been provided
through the formal education process, Thecollege Entrance Examina-_

- tion_Board,_ realizing that the SAT_antl_achkfement testS takekby_the
. - . , ..7 . , __--...

high school senior were ncit adequate in eirluating_this nave, student,
.

_.,

developed=the College Level Examination ,17., ogram (CLEF). CLEF is
designed especially for the non-tiaditio al st dent in order to measure

_ _ _

his knowledge and his college potential In tis way the individual can
receive credit for eiperiences`or training, Sorpe colleges are introducing
their own 'life-experience credits'' ,in the hje of attracting these new
students.-As the pnol of potential. students , the admissions officer

. ,

must learn to search in new areas: Armed wit CLEF examinations and
1

life experience credits,- he can search for neW,students.who can be in-.,
fluenced to matriculate by recogniling that they, haveachieved some for-.

mal edu6ation in non-traditional ways,
.- Thefinal change in the admissians processtoday deals with the uses

and abuses of standardized tests. Testing problems have become one of
today's most 'pressing issues. As discussed earlier, the heavy reliance on
ests as a prediction indidator and a crucial Oement in the selection

process, did not bccur until the 1960's -and then iinly a means Of bringing
order to a ratherchaotic situation. These. .. "piyehometrically Oriented,

, Mass administered, multiple choice, normative, secure, speedy,- pencil-
and-paper tests-' have become so crucial, theyliave caused concern.

One of the central issues today is the determination of why wits are
_

used s- do these tests measure what we know Or what we dorft know?
,Ench individual admissions officer will imswer: this differently and each
a4wer will be ad indication of how these tests are uied by that in-
dividual. The two

-
general uses of these tests,are to assist in the appraisal

. ,and selection process, and to assist in the foimation of educational
policy, In addition, these two uses become intertwined when one realizes
that ii.high school curriculum is often !adjusted.to aid the test taker. In
this ,way the selection process at the college level may be indirectly dic-
ming .the .curriculunf at the high school level. Recently' litany high
sChools have rebelled at this intrusion and have established courses which

0
.

will- in tic) way ,aid the test taker As a recall statistics show a decline in .

theverbal SAT medians in recent years. Colleke admissions officers have
been forced to justify this decline to their faculties in order to provide .,

. , .

tables tstiowing the continued high acadernic quality of entering classes.
Standardized tests can and should be centered on the student. These

ft
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tests should be adm nistereel and interpreted in order to aid the student
and not Just to compare him with others. The assumption that tests
predict college grades and College grades predict success in tater life has
not yet been validated. Certain tests do predict college grades, but these
grades only predict success in specific areas. Before the admissions officer -
can begin to use these tests to the student's benefit, faculty must be
shown that tests afe a self-fulfilling cycle and that a lower profile may not
mean a less able student body.

B. Alden Thresher describes the Closed feedback- approach of
these tests

"The court of last resort in the psychometric approach to testing is
validity. Normative testing has led to a series of closed feedback
loops through the following steps: (I) validation of tests (often
combined with other predictors) against college performance as ex-
pressed, for example, in grade-point average: (2) prediction or
probable performance based on a regression formula derived from
this validation: and by (3) selection of entering students according
to the formula, thus maximizing correlation between predictor and
criterion. This is a tightly constrained system of reasoning that
scarcely contemplates the possibility of any changes in conven-
tional faculty-oriented methods of presentation or assessment.
Now that something of a revolution in teaching .methods is in
progress, the reliance on validity as the bedrock foundation in
testing is called in question. The uncomfortable possibility appears
that some of the most vital and effective devices to stimulate
learning do not lend themselves ip quantitative assessment in ways
Which we are accustomed to using. The extraordinary contribution
to ciety made by many college dropouts cast serious doubt on the
convention-al sequence of validation, prediction and selection.'"

The use of tests as a predictor of success for the disadvantaged
students is now under great scrutiny. As discussed earlier, the entrance Of
large numbers of these students into the ediicational process Mri.changed
the lob of the admissions officer Port of this change is the adaptation of
his assessment tools: It is obvious that competency in English (white,
noddle-class English) is needed to perform well on those tests. Further-
more. earls educational experiences are reflected in the results of the.Ne
tests Therefore, wc must learn to evaluate these new students in terms of
their own competencies and not by the use of classical standards.

'Hie admissions process today search, appraise and select is
quite differ'entfrom that of the past decade: The search has become more
difficult with the decline in the number ol high school graduates. At the
same time, I lie strident searching for a college, has become more aware of
the options open and has increased flexibility in college choices. This
awareness on the port of both the college and the student has created a
"buyer's market Colleges are actively recruiting and many of their
methods are questionable Hie central theme of the 1974 annual meeting
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of the National Association of College Admissions Counselors was that,
of ethics: With the,growth in community college enrollments, those
colleges recruiting the remaining students must work hard to surviVe.
Many elite and prestieous colleges continue to select only a minority of
their applicants but even these colleges are aware of new pressures. The

search phase today has, for many institutions replaced the appraisal and

selecon phases. Once a student has been found, he or she has been

select
doWever, for those colleges still appraising their applicants, there is

an increased awareness of the limitations involved. The standardized test

has been rv-evaluated as a predictive device and most admissions people

realize its weaknesses. Furthermore, some admissions officers have
begun to question the push for more and better students and are
bothered that they cannot always -pick winners." Moreover, other ap-
praisal devices have becorne less available. The recently Buckley Amend-

ment has made guidance counselors increasingly sensitive in documen-

ting a student's academic shortcomings. High schools have increased the
flexibility of their curriculum offerings and many have. strayed from
traditionll grading systems. Without the availability of grades and the

classical college curriculum to evaluate, the Job of the admissions officer
becomes even more difficult.

Recentiy, the final phase of the process, selection, has become more

flexible. Students realize that many colleges need pupils. Even in those

eases where selective admissions.policies are still practiced, high school

guidance counselors are aware of general academic parameters. More
and more students are selecting public community colleges anii many

-high-cost private institutions are appealing to the state for assistance.
their appeal is bused on the belief that unless the private sector is aided,

a valuable alternative to public colleges will vanish. Spokesmen for these

colleges also argue that it will cost the taxpayer more to send all students

to public colleges and universities than to provide some help for private

education
Increased relia ue on recruitment. changing methods of appraisal,

and a student contr( lled selection phase. raise serious problems for the

admissions officer, The admissions process oithe early 1910's bears no
resemblance to that of the I960s, The cycle has shifted and we arc once

again in a bearish market. Will this end'? What is the future outlook for

the admissions process"! We should take ii brief glance at the future in the
hopes of preparing ourselves for the decade ahead. The admissions office

was caught unaware in the l97O's but it can prepare itself for the years to

come
Where we go from here is ii question inost prognosticators are ask-

ing themSelves One thing is certain the "good old days" of rampant
applications are gone The figures contained in Tables I to IV at the end
of this chapter pi ont a bleak picture for enrollments in general, and

private college enrollments 111 particular In terms of pure numbers, there
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will be fewer potential students graduating from high schools in they-ears
ahead. Secondly, in terms of this reduced pool, Tables I, II, and III in-
dieate an enrollment pattern which frightens those in the private sector.
Once the governing boards of these private colleges begin to feel the
pinch, only one directive will be given to the admissions officer
recruit!

Recruitment pressures will continue to grow during the years ahead.
Colleges will begin to seek new ways of contacting and attracting
students. I believe we will see more radio and television recruitment.
bucpg high school visitations colleges will begin to band together to

.lowtr expenses and heighten their attraction. The value in the high school
visieT itself may be challenged. While all of this is going on, a great cry for
ethics and honesty will arise. High abool counselors and educators

. everywhere will become more cone Tit-led about the techniques being
employed to attract students. This concern wll place the admissions of-
ficer in a- most precarious situation.

He will be in the center of a.dangerous triazgle of demands. First, he
must respond to the directive of his president and board to continue to
maintain enrollment levels. They will be less concerned with the method
than the rtsult. Secondly, the faculty will continue to demand so-Called
-better" students. Unaware of o.iwide pressures, they will betinwilling to
settle for students of various calltPcs. Finally, the profession itself will be
policing its members to retain their ethics: and, if they do not, public
pressure will be sought. In the middle of this turmoil will be the ad-
missions officer.

. Although the above situation may deal more directly with the
private sector, the decline in numbers will affcct gublie colleges and uni-
versities as well. At the same time, all colleges will face other,admiipions
problems. How to compute class rank and how to evaluate ever-changing
high school curricula will pose a problem for the admissions office. As
the pressure to enter college diminishes and the competition decreases,
high schOols will he less apt to design newprograms. More and more
diverse offerings will spring forth with more and more methods of
grading. The admissions office must continue to evaluate, but the ability
to do so with assurance will be reduced.

The natural solution to this problem would be the reliance on the
recommendation as ihe intricate part of the application. However, with
the legal implications of confidentiality, and the advent of the Buckley
Amendment, the freedom of the guidance counselor will be reduced.

Guidance counselors themselves have begun to question their ability
t( predict a student \ success at a good institution. Since the guidance
counselor has no way either of evaluating the other students at the 41
t;ollege. or Ow educational demands on the student, how can a valid
*redietion be made'? These problems will reduce the use and the
usefulness of recommendations

,

Needless to say, i le Job of the admissions officer in the years ahead
will become more dif icult Ile must not only search harder- to find new
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ents, but he must find new took with which to appraise them. The
admissions officer must always keep in mind that his duty is to the stu-
dent and that the welfare of the student must remain uppermost Many
colleges will close their doors in the next few years and it will be said that

those who survived were.thcfittest. But this survival must not transcend
the purpose of college of the admissions process the education of the

individual. The cyclical nature of the admissions process will persist

throughout and it is best summarized by David Reisman of Harvard:

Early op a warm body, a full pocketbdok,
and the right credentials would get you there.

But then the numbers began to grow
and how good your credentials came to bear.

Later on how bright was not enough.
You had to be made of other stuff.
First, to reside somewhere afair,
And then he well-rounded in the extra curricular.
But then the well-rounded lad,-

because his radius was small
began to look dull after all.

No attention turned in filhng the void
To the concept known as the oblate spheroid.
To the lad, mostly well-round still, but wait.
Who possessed as well some special skill Or trait
Like is way with math, his speed of fobt.
Hcis eye for music or the basketball hoop.
The rocket he made not just for fun

or the pile he'll raise for the alumni fund
.the nation of his kin
.or the color of his skin
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TABLE I: Summary
stitutional level and control 1974-1981:

.Appendlx

ollment in educational ittitittilions, by in-

Yea (fall) institutions of
higher education

(thousands)
Public Private

Secondary Schools
grades 9-12
(thousands)

Public Private
1974 7925 2191 14600 '1300
1975 8352 2210 14700 1300
1976 8754 2223 14700 130°-
1977 9136 2232 1_4600 13001978 9485 2236 14400 1300
1979 9790 2233 14000 1300
1980 10,066 2227 13500 1300
1981 10,315 2217 '413000 1300

TABLE 11: First time degree-credit enrollement 'in institutions oihigher
education by rype of controi, 19741981:

Year (fall) Total
Enrollment
(thousands)

Public
Control

(thousands)

Private
Control

(thousands)
1974 1162 800 362
1975 1186 829 357
1976 1197 844 353
1977 1209 860 349
1978 1220 876 344
1979 1226 887 333
1980 1224 889 335
1981 1218 888 330
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TAB E II: High School graduates, 1972-73 to 1981-82:

Year Total High School

Graduates

(thousands)

1972-73 3137

1973-74 3250

1974-75 3331

1975-76 3363

1976-77 3390

1977-78 3420

1978-79 .3427

1979-80 3409

1980-81 3378 .

1981-82 3298

TABLE IV: Swninarv of Trends in Education: United States
1941-62 to 1981-82

Characteristic

Sehaol-age population:

Fall Fall
1961 1971

Thousands

Pa Change
(1961-71)

Fall
1981

Pcr Change
(1971:81)

Thousands

5 - 13 33,461 35.790 7 34.929 -2

14 - 17. 12,199 16,343 34 14.734 -10

18 - 21 10,379 19,966 44 16,545 11'

Encollmeni
K - grade 12 43,164 51.281 19 49.800 -3

K - grade 8 32,695 36.165 I I 35,500 -2

9 - 12 10,469 15,116 44 14.300 -5

Public 37.464 46,081 23 45,500 -1

K 8 28,095 32,265 15' 32,500 1

9. 12 9,369 13,SIti 47 (3,000 -6

Nonpublic 5,700 5.200 -9 4.300 .17

HigheoLducabon
Degree 9" redit 1,861 8,116 111) 11.108 37

Public . 29 6,014 158 8.937 49

PrIvaic 1,532 2.102 31i 2.171 3

9 our-year 3,343 6,391 91 8.110 27

Two-year 518 1,725 23 998 74
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The evolution of.unionism in higher education threatens to etch
rather indelicately a new design on the fabric Of institutional St Fixture
and life style. Not that the process of incising on the walls of ivy is a new
phenomenom; colleges and universities have suffered similarly down
through the decades. What is troiubling about unionism is, many faceted,
but the focus here narrOws to a set of factors crucial to an institutional
capacity to discharge its intellectual-societal mission.

Among those factors is the placement of higher education squarely
in the political arena in ways far beyond any previous dimensions. Then,
too, there are increasing signs of .a major ,deterioration not only of
faculty,administration relations, but also,,because of the formation of
subordinate administrative bargaining units, a deterioration of relations
among administrators. Institutional governance mechanisms are becom-
ing majoi casualties ienargaining agreements transfer to new loci; and to
more politically power charged ones, the faculty deviseits Of governance.
Of most concern, unionism may he recasting vital parts or higher educa-
tion into a value framework inconsistentno, more than incon-
sistentalien and detrimental to its vital organs.
Groit;ilt of Unionism

Faculty unionism entered higher education at the Henry Ford Com-
munity College in 1966. Formal contractual agreements were-reached al
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the-Bryant College of Business Administratton in mid-1967, followed by

the United States Merchant Marine Academy in ,early 1968. Shortly

thereafter in 1969 a contractual, arrangement was ratified at the City

University of New York.- At that point in time collective bargaining in

higher education turned the corner.
By mid-1970 twenty-Six colleges and -universities had established

contracts with their faculties. As of August of 1973, there were 484 con-

tracts either negotiated or being negotiated covering 284 -institutions with

71,984 faculty. A number of other institutions are in the formative stages

of unionizing) it is difficult to locate or recall another change in .higher

education that has become as pervasive so rapidly.

Irreversibility of Unionism
One plays in the field of hopeful guesses to believe that faculty un-

ionism will dissolve. The suggestion that faculties in institulions not yet
louched by bargaining will turn away from the union movement is un-

warranted. True, the faculties of five colleges or universities have voted

reject collective bargaining. That figure,. however, represents a small

percentage of all institutions in which facultieS have negotiated, re-

negotiated or remained under an existing agreement Given the

traditional faculty rejection of the values attributed to blue collar un-

ionism, as opposed to "professional" values, this is a very low rejection

rate. It should he noted that the rejection votes were not of a magnitude

to have caused faculty union advocates in those institutions to lay aside

their unionizing activities.
Nor ar,e faculties likely to reject unions once they have been es-

tablished. In one time span the National Labor Relations Board con-

ducted more than 7,300 representation elections. In less than three-tenths

of one percent of the elections did the employees cast away their bargain-

ing unit' None of the organizations displacing unions were private

higher education ones. There is no evidence to warrant the assumption

that, once a faculty union has,been obtained, any serious faculty effort

will be made to displace It seems fairly clear that college ad-

ministrators must ariicipateIthe spread and permanence of faculty un-

ionism.
Important issues lie in the emerging form and operational changes

that unionism is visaing on the institutional structure, and thp subse-

quent discounting of other mechanismg of governance. The conligura-

Cum that unionism takes as it displaces traditional governance devices'

will have far reaching consequences for higher education .

limontan and rraditional hicultv Governance
The literature is in disarray over the extent to which faculty senates

and committees help, hinder, or are incidental to institutional develop-

ment and governance In the last few years, however, there is a growing

negative imbnlance. Faculty members:both individually and collectively

in the senate governance sense, are more frequently viewed as weak.

Remembering that the context of her remarks is the faculty strike at
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San Francisco State College, Cavan captures a spreading faculty feeling
when traditional governance mechanisms fail. She noted, after looking
back on the strike, a sad faculty realization:

Irrespective of the privilege and honor associated with his s atus,
the administration which employed him determined and delimited
his power.. . Ile had no voice whatever in the decisions on policy
and practice which affected the campus as a whole.-.. .-Only after
policy questiong have been raised does the 'college professor dis-
cover bow feeble is his power in the institution.. . The recommen-
dations of the faculty, as a privileged status group, may be taken
into consideration when policy decisions are made, but they are in
no way binding on their institutionally more powerful superiors.'

Flitorically there .had developed an administrative structure
paralleled by a faculty governance structure, the latter to preserve faculty
control over central institiation4 values. In times of tranquility the laud- ..
ty impact, on the broad scale, has diminished in terms pi' protecting those
values. It now appears that in times of crises such as thosetaused by un-
ionism, faculty governance is unable to respond meaningfully.

What of higher education unionism and faculty governance
mechanisms? It has become more apparent that faculty bargaining 'units
arc exercising their potential to exceed academic senates ill) real power.
Their source of power, beyond that accumulated by collective action
itself, lies in the doctrine of exclusive representation and the standard
contract provision that, where they intersect, the legal terms of the agree-
ment shall prevail against Board policies and practices. In effect, with the
courts generally ruling for an expansion of areas that may be bargained,
an increasirg number of the traditional functions and prerogatives of
senates fall within the purview of the faculty bargaining unit. As
traditional devices cannot be used effectively to bbtain faculty demands
and interests-, senates will tend to drift towasd a state of irrelevance.

The power transition, to whatever extent it will occur, will not be
without resistance. Not all faculties fall at the same point on a power-
powerless continuation. The fundamental- institutional notion of self-
governance will notIlie all that easily. Where faculty power has been con-
siderable, unionism will-prevail less easily than where administrative con-
trol has exceeded that of the faculty -by a substantial margin. Still, as
Duryea and Fisk conclude from their analysis of unionism and gover-
nance:

Collective bargaining. . .presents. .an alternative mode to es-
tablished forms of academic governance associated with senates
and committees. It can and very likely will strongly challenge thc
collegial nature of 'shared authority' which has been the primary
rationale for faculty participation in college and university
government.'
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We can expect to see in higher education a greater consolidation of
faculty power on the union model rather than the senate model. The
former, with its attendant labor oriented value base differing con-
siderably from the senate model, likely will achieve three outcomes of un-
ionism in the private sector, a fairly well developed and powerful union
structure, crucial changes in managerial role performance, and a redirec-

tion of managerial policy development and operational modes.

Centralizing Bargaining Under State Government
A development significdnt in higher education was the centralization

of authority under the aegis of some form of state coordinating agency.,A,
portion of the college administrator's decision making authorAy was

drawn within this new,and higher position on the overall vertical power
alignment. This has concluded in a presidential movement in the direc-

tion of middle management, and hds been given further impetus by cen-

tralized state bargaining, a development of extreme importance to higher

education.
In its initial stage faculty unionism was limited to individual in-

stitutions.' In the general spread of tinionism, entire systems fell under a

singre contract negotiated between the Board and a faculty unit bargain-

ing for the system components collectively.' One step beyond faculty-
Board system bargaining is system bargaining under state government
This is the case, for eXan;rple; for the state Colleges in Pennsylvania under

Public Law 195. Under State executive branch bargaining, the chief ex-
ecutive of the state has the authority to designate from among his subor-,
dinates (but not limited to them) a team to bargain forthe several college
administrations with the faculty bargaining unit: Although this develop-

ment is new, four tipmediate concerns arc emerging:
(1) Economics -land values. As a bargaining agent for college ad-

ministrations, the executive branch of government proceeds from a set of

values and perspectives different from those when the college administra-
tion itherfaces with the faculty. Executive branch'bargaining agents do

not view colleges, their mission and internal value system, through the

same prisms as do faculty and administrators, who, despite their
positional variations, are permeated with the nature of the Institution

simply from having existed with it, if for no other reasons.
In these times of financial difficulty, the executive branch, when sup-

ported by a legislature under the duress of too few dollars and too many
demands, has the opportunity to express Its value choices by -trirKiming
the fat- from the colleges. This they now may do in direct ways otherwise
not available to them when the bargaining mechanism lay beyund their

reach. Now they can bargain point by point And exact policy ari.d practice

conditiotis to which the administration must adhere. The financial trim.
ming, howei,er, is more, than a judicious caution with scarce resources.
The cutting now under way is in amounts, and importantly, on a value

basis increasingly hostile to the preservation of faculty and programs in .

herently necessary for a college to serve' its responsibility to society.
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Those who bargain for management, in trimming beyond that ,which is
prudent and in allocating tn ways the consequence of whi'cli'they do not
perceive, tamper with The very core ofinstitutions theyonly dimly un-
derstand.

(2) Retrenchment. Based -on enabling legislation and sttbsequent con-
tract statements, it now seems assured that the executive branch of
government, through its centralized bargaining authority, is in a power-
ful position to determine conditions that point toward program retrench-
merth generally and categorically;Not only do.they negotiate Cinan-
cial an-a-program Conditions expressed in the Contract. They recommend
levels of educational funding to legislatures now.fitrmdre skeptical Of
higher ed,ucation and more receptive to goyernmal control than has
been the case before. Stemming from this arrangertient is a state govern-

, merit burgaining unit4ith increased capacity and willingness to establish
edCicational priorities for the several campuses,.,,

It can be argued, of course, that during,mtite, recent years of relative,
financial plenty colleges expanded in ways bdtti Wil:e and unwise. Where
the growth was largely for its own sake, cuts 'may be justified. The real
issue with cuts leading to program retrenchment and faculltoss is in the
power base from which the cuts occur, a_state governrnentaPunit subject
to the, political pressures or public opinion_ plus party, legislatis;e-and
judicial politics.

What we are beginntng to witness is a statexecutive device with the
capacity to bargain specific_policy and operational Conditions of college
administrations, accopcling to state program choice. This is a potentially
dangerous state of affairs, for the priorities leading to retrenehmçnt,
creat4I in the political arena, Tay express both political goals and state
control alien to' higher education.

(3)'Grierance procedures and politics. In effect, although not literally,
the faculty bargaining unit may by-pass the administration. While it is a
procedural step l ) present a grievance to the.President, in the event of ii.n
unfavorable dec 'ion from him the faculty unit may appeal its case
beyond his office. Of course it is true that a number of contracts call for
binding arbitration in the event of an unfavorable management decision.
The emerging grievance procedure located as it is in execinive
governments ts l'ar more important, however, than the currently existing
loci for grievance resolutions: namely, college ad-ministrations.

In those systems in which the executive branch bargains for manage-
ment, the faculty unit may appeal a presidential decision to a state ex-
ecutive office Earlier decisions in the grievanee.process are beih upheld
or overridden hy a unit of the executive branch. That unit is to a large
degree, administratively and politically under the control bl the chiefex-ecutive In the event the grievance outcomes at the executivetiranch
levels are unfavorable, the union may carry the grievance to impartial
binding arbitration This may ameliorate to some extent the long
governmental process in the grievance procedure.
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Both faculty add management should have extensive reservations

over this arrangement, however. The faculty should be distressed because

they will have to fight their way past judgments rendered by the side with

whom they negotiated the original contract: not, the same persons.whd

sat at the table, but executive government nonetheless. College manage-

ment should be disturbed as well. Mille on the surface it may appear as if
such an arrangement favors- the presidential position, the decisions.are

not being made in the relatively limited academlkarena. The decisionS
occur in the highly charged political arena of public adminiStration,
legislation and accountability.

Considering the trend toward more stringent funding, with program
retrenchment a growing reality, Controlling decisions made in the ex-
ecutive branch are too likely to favor the more expedient executive value-
political base of power politics. These are not conditions We ll-caleulated

to inspire administrator or faculty confidence. It appears as if executive
ranch control far exceeds in peril whatever problems Iffght arise from

the more general institutional or system bargaining. The latter .two, at
least, place at the interchange of negotiations the parties whiz must ex-
ecute the contract en ditions they devise.

(4) LOnited inpu13 There, is a' substantial -reduction in the control
each college head has oer the items to be bargained, the response to
faculty unit proposals, and the generation of the_management stances on

the issues. The college presidents as a group may be represented by one

or more of their number on the executive bargaining tearn. This still

leaves the remuining -system heads excluded from direct bargaining
access. .

The problern of spatial isolation- among the presidents and between

them and the bargaining process, wd.h.the attendant loss of input control,
is compounded by the nature of the bargaining proceSs itself. There is the

tendency for bargaining activity to increase irr frequency during the latter

stages of negotiations. There is the tendency f. r bargaining to beeorne
more cryptic. One of the common procedural agreements is to limit ex-

ternal communications during much of negotiations. These factors in
combination serve to augment the problem of spatial separation, effec-
tively reducing presidential inputs to influence the course and content of

the agreement.
The factors of econo-mics and- values, retrenchment, grievance

procedures and limited inputs spell out a new and uncertain but poten-
tially damaging set of circumstances. The c011ege president is being
reduced to a position much nearer that of middle management. He has
substantially reduced areas of administrative thscrttion as determined by
contractual statement, the determination over which he had little control.

In the longer run, centrat i7.ed state bargaining raiscs again the.issue

of 4tate control over higher education. How much state control can he
tolerated before the baseline values- upon which higher education rests

are 'irrevocably eroded -away'?
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Master-Local Contracts
As unionism spread and developed in the private sector, the bargain-

ing model was transformed accordingly. Earlier forms suitable under
then existing conditions evolved into mote complex forms as conditions
giving rise to them changed. The forms became more complex as
organizlitions increased in size and complexity. They continued evolving
as plants became geographically decentralized. National industry con-
tracts again extended evolutionary process. ln -general, the master con-
tract content' affecting all the industry units is bargained centrally at.the
national level. Local issues, which tend to differ considerably among the
several units, are bargained by local management and labor.

The master-local contract concept just entering higher education is,
like its bargaining model predecessors, patterned after the labor model.
A higher education system may be composed of several" institutions
governed by a central Board. There are specific areas of commonality
among the institutions: medical benefits, leave benefits, insurance
benefits, governance 'items and s'o forth. Those items may-be bargained
for the entire system by the faculty unit representing all the system units.
There is sufficient variation among the several system institutions so that
a settlement of many content areas, white compatible with some units
needs, would be inappropriate to other units. Many working conditions
fall into this proposition. In these cases the variations an bargained

' The result is the master-kcal contract concept in higher education.
The master contract cannot readiry accOunt for local institutional
variations. Local contract bargaining can do so more, effectively and
complefely. Given the reality ofsystern bargaining, no other alternatiVe
has been developed to deal with local variation needs with.in the master
concept.

This centralized-decentralized bargaining form restores, on the one
hand, areas of presidential bargaining power over the condition.s on the
campus. At all times he has direct access to the local bargaining process
and thus- more strongly influences campus policy and operational con-
ditions. In the second instance the faculty bargaining bnit has obtained
one additional opportunity to make demands of the administration.
What they gain locally is in addition to the system gains iabtained earlier.

The problem for the administration is one of relative importanbe.
What is lost due to any reductions over controlof the master contract is
less than fully compensated for through direct local faculty-
administration bargaining. As with centralized state government
bargaining for college administrations, master-local bargaining,
although less distantly removed from individual presidents, nevertheless
concludes in a net loss. The developing middle management position of
the president is sustained.

Among the dangers forecast for the master-local concept is its
potential scope The parameters could be state-wide, lumping together all
the governing hoards regardless of different levels of institutions. Where
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t . .
several botards goveth several institutions in the state, they could be
treated .asia rsingta ontity fop master conthst bargaining purposes, It
could heir -ig ional 9r, even national in scope: Lest we are inclined to dis-,

count the og-sibtrty too lightly: let us remember how few persons in the
academic kAd`rfd would have forecast a decade _ago the extent to which
higher education has become involved,with a governance form then con-
sidered tqtaily, alien to institutional values, We have ontY to remember,
too, the ourrent;governmentafdriveloward regionafization in'education"-
CircumsNbed -within prevailing and quasi-predictable conditions, .

bargai L in higher education beYond the current types is not to be
casuapy dismissed.
Genelliti co-ntratit 'Content
/ i When 1Ife 8Xt[act the substance from the pool of contracts current in,

higher edueati9n, there arc in excess of 315 different areas that have been

negotiated:" This pool is reducible to eight general topics: contract
managementgovernance, academic, economic benefits, insurance, .

-benefits, leavebenefits, working conditions and general contract.items.
In a different,conceptual light, we may view the items under the general .
categorT°of power f qualization and its subsidiary concept, prptectionism.

..

Powkr equalization_ The drive for countervailing power is a direct
resporr those 'subject to the power -of monopolistic conditionS..

Altho will use the conCept in a setting different,from the.economic
, -

rifiket John Kenneth Galbraith cdsc the basic notion id the forlaw-
ing way

To be waft a broad 'and -somewhat too dogmatically stated
proposition. privlite economic power is held in check by the
counfervailiOepower of those who are subject to it. The first begets
the seconcL*The long trend toward concentration of industrial
epteprises in the hands of a relatively. few firms has broughti-
existence not only strong sellers, as economists have supposed, but
also Strong buyers jis they have failed to see. The two develop

,vgether, not in precise step but in such a manner that there can be

io doubt that the dne ig in resp"onse to the other."'
Facultk:s iong have had a power position inferior to that of the ad-

ministration. The traditional governance mechanisms based on the no-
tion of 'shared authority did not in reality provide a power equalizing
situation. As Cavan pointed out, th, sharing was more an illusion con-
trolled by the administration.

There has been_a well documented shift in institutional conditions
over the past two. years. Fewer faculty positions are available, with the
trend to continue for a number of years.. A study of faculty needs and
supply by Balderston and Radner shows a decline of conMderabli-
magnitude in the demand for new Ph.D.'s." On the observational levef;
and except'for.a comparatively few areas, the job market is very tight. A
long term trend tpward reduced enrollment rates and eventually absolute
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bus, tighter financing and similar conditions h.ave be n projected.
ies arc not iricreasing as they had in the recent past.
Retrenchment is becoming not only a spectre but a fact of life:,liur,

ifirtiae past eighteen_months a number of reports haVe surfaced detailing ,

faculty and progesm-cutback§, it_bas_reached,the point that. retrenchment__
clauses arc entering collective bargaining contracts.11 Generally speaking,
the clauses spell out the criteria for selecting who sball be let go, the dura.,
tion a reduced 'or eliminated program must remain that way, and, given
better ecorromic conditions, the criteria for returning faculty.

Other factors cciuld be set out, taut suffice it now to indicate that the
prevailing conditions iw higher education appear to cause faculty ,to
become more local and survival oriented and to display a greater concern
forlh-jiFimmediate institutional conditions. The realization is growing
that where one is is likely to be where one will be, Recently there has bpen,
no real coMpetitive institutional search for faculty. The, poWer oVer
employment conditions- had been.rising for the administration. They had

- become more powerful in setting, Salaries, increasing workload and 'the
like. Given the overproduction of Ph.D.'s in many academic areas, the
declirie in the number of faculty openings, and the general finandial dif,..
ficulties encasing institutions, an ;administrative monopolistic condition
has been developing. Armed .with collective bargaining, faculties are

. attenipting to obtain a tool to equalize the power of the administration .

c011ectiVe-action-is-far more powerfurthan .ilidividual action and, with
recourse to the strike,' the power tool is available to enforce collective
judgment."

National W'rgaining agents, such as the National Educa ion
Association, the American Federation of 'Labor, 'and now even' the
American Association of University Professors, are actively unionizing. - ,
campuses; Much of their literature prior to organization elections plays
upon the economic, contrOl and security concerns of faculty Members.
"To get and to' hold" is a stronger argument-for faculty involvement in
unionism than are lofty professional ethics to a relatively Weak shared
authority position. It has been demonstrated by narly 200 contracts that
the drive to achieve countervailing power for unionized facilities can ob

W
-it?'lain ends unattainable augh shared autho . The gainS may not be

without long term losses:as I believe they m st be, but in the euphoria of
the gains the faculties are quite satisfied with the results of the power
equalization movement. .

Power equalization with the institutional administration is 'one
thing: with state 'government it may prove to be another. According to
the Galbraith statement above, I would judge that the faculties should

i- acquire sufficient power to equalize the executive branch bargaining unit
power. That test is yet to occur.

,might wish' to assert, then, that the stipulations -in faculty-
admim ttation agreerrutiff' are the results and the terms of a power
equali?ation process. And further having gained some of the means to



balance power with power, faculty are unlikely to surrende) what they
have won.

Protectiodism. Contracts exist to predict future states of affairs and
to govern the relations and conditions of the parties oil an immediate
hasisAt-is.held .that managemenuand-faculty.moic.cffcctiVçly.daermine
theCourse of institutidnal affairs when they are aware of the reciprocal
nature of their roles as those affairs unfold. To aid in long-term control
of planning .. programs, add similar -matters, management opts for the
long term contract. Faculty choose the short term contract in order to in-

crease their positions under changing circumstances. The compromise is
a lhort multiple year contract in which certain articles, but only those ar-
ticles are subject to annual renegotiation.

The future states of affairs faculties seek to control, in the concept-of
countervailing power, become more emensive eaph year. Management,
-on the other hand in its responSe to the initiative of faculty bargaining,
has increased not only the firmness of its responses to faculty wants, but
now initiates an increasing number orits own dematids, Ainong those
demands is one considered an anathema to faculty b4aining units: the
right to renegotiate on terms more favorable to management contract
gains previously won by faculty. Since the faculty unit has a history of
reopening articles to inerease its own scope, management seeks the quid
pro quo.

What-we are seeing in higher edu, ati n is the-notion orterritoirial
imperatives. Management and faculty.id itify areas in which they have a
stake, then attempt through negotiations t ain a contract statement
to protect that want. This is no different from the intent and process or
blue collar unionisin: only what is at stake differs.

We have identified in the pool of higher education contracts 29 items
'concerning contract management, 83 governance items, 54 academic
items, 23 economic benefits, 18 types of inSurancb benefits. 30_ typds of
leaves, 27 general working conditions areas and 39 areas we label
Genera17,." Each area represents a territory that in some way,is valued

by one or both sides of the bargaining table. They are areas of potential
-ronfrontation in which, generally speaking, faculty_ want more and
nianagement wants to give less, In effect, colleative bargaining helps bah
sides to carve out and bind by contractual duratidn, with the power of
legal enforcement an increasing number of domains to be protected and
expanded. Through the present time the faculty has been more successful
in stating.and protecting domains than has been the administration.

As we have seen, once begun, collective bargaining is an irreversible
process. In its short history in higher education each succeeding year
finds more institutions with collective-b4rgainIng contra4lith each
year the list of contract itenis. which. we may call domains, increases'

_(about 30% from 1972 to 1973), In the cdurse of time so much of the'warp
and woof of Idgher education MaY be come so stylized tbat its redueed
inobility in the face of change requirements may severely 'hamper the in.,
stitutional ability to. adjust,
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Faculties have initiated unionism in higher education as a device to
obtain conditions unavailable to them through traditional goVernance
mechanisms' znd to alleviate what is to them the adversities in the ad-
ministrativ power structure. At one level of generality the redisiributiqn
of activezuthority in-don-tains-beyond the kerroftoplevel-administration
into the three branches of government likely will contribute the
reshaping_of Aperican higher education,

Faeulty unionism politicizes the professoriate along issue lines only
remotely consonant with Values underlying institutional existence.-It will
become altogether too clear that . the content of bargained contracts
resolves not to the elevation of or even the protection of teaching,
research, and savice; rather, the resolutjon will be_to the protection.of
self-interests not even tenuously related to institutional goals. Should this
become an organizational steady state, as it appears it will, conflicts must
inevitably4-arise_within the system, and in its boundary transactions.
These will act as a depressant ontheanternal institutional conditions con-
ducive to the freedoms faculty must Maintain and exercise in order to
fulfill their professional and Societal obligations, -

In a different vein, militant faculty unionism may compel Boards,of
Trustees, now edging, toward a kind of_counter activism, to accelerate
that movement. Perhaps public education, in so many Ways the precursor
or developments in higher c.ducation, may be instructive. Boards of
Education may not operationalize any policies inconsistent with the
terms of the agreement negotiated with the faculty.-They are becoming
much-more active in administering not only the terms of the agreements,
but also the zones of control reserved beyond the agreeinent. School
superintendents are being by-passed simply because the power of the
teacher bargaining unit is directed at the power of the Board of
Education: 'Rawer is directed at power and power is respqnding to .
power. In IliVrresponse to faculty power, Boards are withdrawing some
of the control of functions they had previously delegated to their ad-
ministrators. 1'

The same sequence of events well may transpire in higher education.
The basic phenomenon is conceptually similar enough to warrant the
belief that the role of the president will be refined.by the power vs power
contest in the real centers where that power resides,teacher units And
Boards. Beyond whatever decrement -of administrative subordination
this may bring, that problem will be compounded by the fact that Boards
of Trustees generally are political appointees. Indirectly, then, the power
shift will drift meire and more into the external political` arena. This is of

,- paramount. importance. For the restructuring of higher education along
increasingly political lines will vastly fuel the probability of a kind of
institutional-governmental socialism destructive of academic= freedom

_ and thus of institutional freedom.
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tracts increased more than 150 perearrufrignrJuly-Of=1972-toluly-of-191A-While :-
early AAUP contracts differed considerably fro'm AFT and NEA ones, the
differences have closed considerably over the past year. fr

'See Robert Carr and Daniel VanEyck, Collective Bargaining Conies to the

Campus foça line account of the introduction of collective bargaining to higher

education,
"A system contract is def ed as one covering all the Individual institutions

operating under a single gove ing board.
A "Goodwin and Andes, op c t, ,--

qohn Kenneth Galbraith, American Capitalism: The Concept of Counter-

vailing Power (Bost( n: Houghton-Mifflin Company,- Sentry Edition, 1956). pp.

8.9.
"F. E, Balders on ang Roy Radner, AcactemicDemand for New Ph.D's in

19704980.- Its S nsitivity to Alternative Policies Berkeley:- University of -

California. Ford Grant #680,0267A, 1971).
"'Goodwin and Andes, op cit. .

"The trend is tri try to avoid strikes through binding arbitration. A- fairly

strong ease can be rnade to justify the belief that arbitration results favor the

faculty, Faculties seek Tore; and the -more results in a loss for the administra-

lion. In this sense arbitration serves the purpose of tbe strike, although perhdps -
,

lesS.well., .

"Goodwin and Andes, op cit.
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Recent court decisions bearing on the academic world have mooted
(though not muted) the debateover whether judicial scrutiny of the Cam-
pus would be harmful-or beneficial. The debate over desirability goes on;
but .the legal reality is that -benign neglect" of the campus by the
judiciary has ended irrevocably. Assumptions or hopes that the Burger
Court might restore a judicial -hands off" policy have proven entirely
unwarranted. Instead, broader utilization of the free speech and due.

process components of the Fourteenth Amandment's umbrella of protee-
tion have had significant impact on the status and responsibilities of
fa ulty _members.

This is not, of course, to say that all or any'legal challenges are likely
be successful. The central point is not that litigiousness results in vic-

tciry for the claimant, but that legal actions are now customarily acceiked-
by, and must be argued seriously before the courts:Cam-pus-disputes ar:e
no longer the exclusive province of College or university officials A°

_previously could proclaim, a la the late President Truman, that -the buck '---
stops here." From standpoints of finance, emotions, time, and energY,
the costs of litigation are invariably heaq on all sides and the substantive

-Faults arc rarely wholly satisfactory to anyone. Nonetheless, since
today's courts are more receptive 'than ever to challenges to campus
procedures and Policies; schools without ready and continuing access to
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legal counsel are prone to flounder or -Minder
oequire legal dimensions.

Recent Decisions Ond /nip/tendons

-- The Most-appropriate cases-with which to begin aniIysofcurrent
judicial impact on the faculty are thc Roth and Sindermann cases deaided

, by the United States Supreme Court in 1972. Among oth reasons for
their priinacy was the rejectiOn by Justice Stewart, w o wrote the
opinions, of the traditional right-privilege dichotomy that had impaired

'redress for ahuseS against fublic employees. The early view that employ-
ment was a privilege, and that employees had no 'rights in the absence of
formal contractual provisions specifically,conferring them, had made
academic emploYees dependent wholly upon the munificence and
beneficence of administrators until the Supreme Court began to veer
from this restrictive view in the 1950's. Not until the Roth decision,
however, dig' the justices place a tombstone over the grave of the doctine,

that emplOyment- was a privilege rather than a right. A major conse-
quence of formal abandonrnent of the distinction was the energizing of
actions in behalf of faculty members protectable interests in property

.

and libertY.
_

Roth and Sindermann were non-tenured faculty members who'
sought redress in the courts when they were not reappointed. Both had
been denied hearings by cam-p-us offitills-In ekplan-ation-oNheir-non-
reappointinent. Roth had been 1Pamed to an assistant professorship of
political science at Wisconsin Skhte University in Oshkosh for one year in
1968. In accordance with the school's rules, the President informed him

. before February 1, 1969 that he would not be rehired for the following
-,academic year, No reasons were given for the decision and no opportuni-
ty-was-given to challenge it. Sinderrnann .had become an untenured
professor of political and social science at Odessa Junior College in Texas

in 1965. Employed under a series of one-year contracts for four
successive years, he was notified in the -course of the 196869 academic
year that he would not be giveh a new contract for the following year.

There was a major difference in the facts between' the Roth and
Sindermann situations:- The former had taught only one year at the
School and no reasons at all were offered in explanatron of the refusal to
renew at all were offered in explanation of the refusal to renew ,his con=
tract. The latter had taught at his( institution for -four years, and the
Board,of Regents issued a press release at the time of nonre ri wal allegingc
that Sindermann had defied administrative authorities by atte ing OM-
mittee meetings.of the state legislatUre after school officials had explicitly
refused to perMit him to leave his classes to attend such sessions in his
capacity as president of the Texas Junior College Teachers Associati

_ Roth lost in the Supreme Court;_Sindermann won. As author of the
opinion in the two cases, Justice Stewart focused in Roth oiri the legal --,

arguments that excluded the professor's case from constitutional protec-
T:in, while in SMdermann, he dwelt on the factors warranting inclusion of

8 8
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noh-tenured teachers within protected- constitutional lioundaries. The'
test stressed in both CMS was pf "the nature of the interest -at stake."
With reference to Roth, Stewart concluded that: one cannot claim
deprivation of liberty or property when he simply is not re-hired in One

_job.rand_remaing .as free as.before-to-seek -another-No charges-had-been
made against Roth hor any regulation invoked that-might bat him from
other academic employment. Roth Was found to .bavg had only "an
abstract concern" in reappointment rather than a, legitimate claim. In
giodermoon on che other hand, there was a genuine tlispute as to whether
Sindermann's contract was not renewed because of his .exercise cif free_
speech. Furthermore, given Sindermann's four previous years of teaching
at the school ant rehiring practices_ customdrily followed-by, its of--
Pcialspossibly tantamount to a de facto tenure prograrnSindermann
was.entitled to a formal opportunity to prove the legitimacy of his claim.

It is cleat._in short, that the judicial system is available to protect
faculty Members in state_supported institutions, wheth.er or not they have
tenure; if their employmia status has been altered in derogation of their
constitutional interests-inliberty or property. On the other hand, faculty
members withotit substantial evidence tp back up allegations that non-
reappointment was pimisfirfient for assertion of their constitutional
rits are likely to fare as bitdly as Roth. Several lower court deidans
since the Supreme Court'..s rulings in 1972 attest to the_continuing_vitaiiiy
orthe new rule. v.

. The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit rules in Clark v.
kolTes late in 1,972, for example,_ that a nontenured state college teacher
does not have the right to digregard the judgment of superiqrs about the
proper content of.a health course assigned to him. There was no depriva-
tion of due process or of the instructor's First Amendment rights when
he was denied reappointment without a hearing or statemeht of reasons
under such circumstances. The U.S. Supreme Court declines to review
the case. _ I

At the other end of the decisfonal sPectrum, th; polity of the regents
of the University ofvCalifornia that prohibited Cembers of the Com-
munist Party from serving on the faculty by reason of their alleged lack
of academic integrity and oppoSition to academic.freedom Was declared
unconstitutional by the California courts in Regents v. Karst. The state's
effort to hive the U.S. Supreme Court review whether Communists.can
be &eluded was rejected at the beginning ,of the Ottober 1972 terrm

In an application of the Roth and Sipdermann criteria to a college
president, the same 0.S, Court of Appeals that decided against thefacul-
ty member who altered the health course curriculum ruled in Junior
College Distria Board v. Hostrap that the circulation of a Memorandum

*by the president that could disrupt- his working relationship with his
board was within the First Amendinent's protection of free speech.-Since
protected interests were involved, the president must be accorded
procedural due process. Thus, before he could bp discharged, the presi-

--dent -was entitled to notice of charges against him, as well as a hearing



before nit impartial tribunal at which he could confront eviden.ce and pre-

sent witnesses, The Supreme Court again denied certiorari:
The .palpable message Of these recent,court decisions is that overt

prejudice, whimsy or fiat _on the part of administrators in dealing with

--faculty,--or-even'on th*rt-pf-trustees-in-dealing-with-presidents,,Iiino
longer considered a purely internal matter that lies beyond the pale K
judicial scrutiny. Reluctant as judges may be to intrude upon campus
mores and idiosyncracies, they will do so- to protect demonstrated in-

terests in liberty or property that are jeopardized by official acts, As-a
result, accountability is heightened and an enforceable aura of academic

freedom established for the nontenured faculty member vis-a-vis the.ad-
ministration, paralleling in basic respects the hard-won contractual rights

of tenured faculty.
Related Decisions and Their Implications

A less direct but no less- significant ;assist to fach.y members
sidetracked by preoccupation with in loco parentis dimensions Of campus

life has been rendered by the Supreme Court in three recent cases ac-
,cordifig students constitutional protection for their rights of association,
speech and residential mobility. Healy V. James in 1972 and Papish v.

universittv Of Missouri and Vlandis v. Kline in 1973 attest to the demise of

-wc know what's best for them" as sufficient justification for ad-
. -. =

mmistrative edicts or bias.
The FlealYCase was particularly 'Significant because a unanimous

Supreme Court reversed decisions of the lower federal courts to rule that

the, standard of burden of proof applies no differently to' university
relationships than to any other realm of law. If the university wished to

ban a 'Chapter of Students for a Democratic Society from its campus, it

could only do so by presenting evidence that the members of the pro-
po'sed chapter would refuse or otherwise fail to comply with proper un-
iversity regulations. The University could not assume or, imply such mis-
behavior from previous conduct of SDS chapters elsewhere: and it
emphatically could riot shift the burden of proof to the organizers of the

new chapter to show that they would comply with the school's rules.

- Justice Powell's remarks about the academic community and the First

Amendment are especially worthy of note:

As the case involves delicate- issues.concerning the academic com-

munity, we approach our task with special cautjon, recogniiing the
mutual interest of students, faculty members and admiastrators in

.

an environment free from disruptive interference with the

educational process. We are also mindfuLof the equally significant
interest in the widest latitude for free expression and debate conso-

nant with the maintenance of order.--Where these interests appear to

compete, the First Amendment, made binding on the states by the

Fourteenth Amendirient;s-strikes the required balance.



The court described the college eJasstoom as "peculiarlythe'markptplace
of ideas" and had nci haitation "in raffirming this nation's dedication
to safeguarding academic freedom."

. The Papish case cbncerned the expulsion of a graduate student at the.._-University-of-Missourrfordistributitipii cant-pus a newspaper "con-
taining forms of indecent speech" in violation of Ble school's by-laws.
The particular issue of the Free Press Underground .14 reprinted aPolitical cartoon from another paper depicting policemen raping the
Statue of Liberty and also contained an article discusing in salty language
the trial and acquittal'on an assult charge of a youth who was a memberof an organization known as ".Up AgainSt the Wall,
M __----=1-1-----:" The by-law -.Miss Parrish- was-found to -haVe
violated stated that students assume an obligation to conduCt themselves
in a manner compatible with the University's functions and missions as
an educational institution. Explicit examples of conduct that would con-
travene the obligation were "indecent conduct or speech," Following ahearing before the Universiiy's Student Conduct Committee, Miss Pap-
ish was ordered dismissed Srom the University. She exhausted her ad-
ministrative_ reviewiprocedures within -lhe institution, and the dismissal'
order was affirmed.. The Federal district Court and U.S. Court of
Appeals for the-Eighth Circuit sustained the University's,decisions. The
Supreine COurt_reversed_it_by a_&LvEite

Invoking the Sindermann and Healy cases, the majority proclaimed
thav-the mere dissemination of ideasno matter how offensive to good
tasteon a state university campus may not be shut off in the name
alone of -conventions of decency." The University was ordered to
reinstate the student in the absence of valid academic reasons for exclu-
sion. Justices Burger, Blackmun and Rehnquist dissented, contending
that since the state university, as an establishment for the purpose of .

-educating the states young people, is supported by lax revenues from the
state's citizens, the "notion that the officials lawfully charged with the
governanee of the university have so little.control over the environment
for which they are responsible that they may not revent the public dis-.
tribution of a newspaper on campus which ained the language

Idescribed in the Court's opinion is quite unaccep able." The dissenters
_also .warned that if the System of tax supported public universities is to
thrive, they must have something more than grudging support from tax-
payers and legislators. Those who finance the system mnst be able to ex-
ereise "a modicum of control" over it lest their disenchantment "reach
such-a point _that they doubt the game is worth the candle.- The bitter
critique by- the minority of the majority's conclusion notwithstanding,
the rule of the.tase stresses' that no state college or university can any
longer claim any form of immunity o m the sweep of the First Amend-
ment.

Constitutional Rights
,

In the Vlandis case, decidedin June 1973 the Sup eme Court in-



validated, as a violation of the due process clause, a states establishment
of a permanent and irrebuttable presurnPtion of nonresidente for
students whose legal address was outside the state at the time of applica-
Akin for admission. In his opinion for the majority in this 6-3 case, Justice
Stewart noted that "statutes creating permanent irrebuttable-presumv
tions have long,been disfavored under the Due Process Clause of -the
Fifth and FOUrteenth Amendments." While not objecting to Connect-
icut's goal' to equalize. the Cost of _public higher education between
residents and noliresidents of the state, Stewart pointed out that
Connecticurs1 conclusive presumption of nonresidence, "instead of en-
suring that on, Y its bona tide residents receive their full subsidy, ertsures
that certain of its-bona fide residents, such as the appellees, do not receive_ _
their full subsidY.,;and can never do so while they remain students,"
Justices Rehntilnist, Burger and Douglas dissented, criticizing the- in-
validation .of ,Cdrinectieur s ,prestrinption of nonresidency as "inconsis- _

tent with doctrines ot substantive due process that 'have obtained in this

Court for af least a decade." Furthermore, they felt the state's tuition
policy should nal be subjected to strict constitutional scrutiny since a
constitUtional interest."truly Worthy of the standard" was not involved.

Conclusive presumptions about residence, discharging students 1

over vile language, and shifting the burden 01 proof to propOnents of
---campus--recognition-instead_of_requiring_opponents to bear, it have a corn-

mon theme of arbitrariness in campus affairs- that the courts will no
I longer approve or ignore. In recognizing the propriety, if not the in-
dispensability, of due process and First Amendment rights on campus,
the courtsiCave strengthened faculty incentives to focus on their teaching,
research, and curriculum development. Creative energies need not be dis-
sipated in prolonged internal battles over nonacademic policy issues
when courts stand aready to enjoin arbitrary actions.

The changes in judicial -readiness to intervene in campus disputes
when constitutional rights are involved have.been limited to instances in
which state action is pregent. Purtly private activities are not subject for-
mally to prohibition on constitutional gounds even when overtly
violative of free speech or due process. Despite aruments by prominent
members of the academic community that the functions of privatc higher
education are essentially "public" and, consequently, that constitutional
standards of propriety should be applied to them, ,the judicial fact
rernains that relationships between the state and any private institution-

and pervifSive before the cowls will view the private in-
tions as tantamount fo fhose of the state for purposes of

constitutional limitatiopziCages involving Columbia Universi-
fred University, and BrooktYti- .Law School have re-affirmed the

dichotomy 'between public and private schools. The last of these,
Aded in -1973- by the same IJ..V.Court of Appeals thatidispord of the__

Alfred case, reiterated the iudges' reluctance to bend fotrnal legal distia-
tions between state and private action before the winds 011ecor6a3a sub-
sidy, At the sarne time; Bie court recognized the complexity of the

must be ex
stitution
applyi
ty,
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problem and the judges" ,perplexity in coping with it.
A Federal District Court judge who had formerly been a Columbia

Law Sehool professor ruled .in ros.yrter v Trustes of Columbia Univers&
ty that the feceipt of f-noney from the state does hot make the Tecipient a

= _ _

--state-agericy-or-instrumentalityTunlewthere is-alsb-significant'stateeptir-,
ticipation or involvement in the .control or direction of the school's ac-
tivities. In- the Alfred:, University case, Poive v Miks, the CoUrt of
Appeals for the Second Circuit diStinguishedl between a school of the
University Operated puritiant to contract with thestate (which was deem-
ed subject to state action limitations under the constitution) and the
University's -"private sector"' in which state aid was not "se dominant"

o warrant the conclusion--"that fbe state-is- merely utilizing private-
trustees to administer a state acti,,vity."

The' basic question in Grafton v. Brooklyn Law School was whether
_ the presenee of more substantial stati aid than in Potve v. Mif;s, along

with regulations established by the New York Court of Appeals.govern-
ing the curriculum necessary td qualify a'student to take the state bar .

examination, reached the judidiary"g criteria for equating the institution's
actions with.state action. J udge Friendly concluded that n.ither the grant
of property by the state to assist, the construction of a prikate educational
facility nor the making of an outright financial grant that amounts to a
fractio n _of the act ual cost of granting_a aegree makes thschool_the agent ---
of the'state. The court appeared,,nopetheless, to sanction a two-tiered ap-
proach-tb state action: While ackniwledging that-discrimination on the
basis of race -by a private schdol receiving the state assistance granted
here might be constitutionally impermissible, Judge Friendly held that
the same limited involvement of the state,does not mate the school's ac-
tions rise to the level Of state action when they are alleged to affront other
constitutional rights.

This judicial formulation of a new dichotomy between degrees of
state- involvement required to invalidate as state action discriminatory
and deprivational acts of otherwise private schools is in nb sense precise.
In recogniaing .the problem and attempting a pragmatic solution,
however, the court reminds us that the law perennially must differentiate
among seemingly similar inequities of behavior and that judges have
found and continue to find legal ways to restrain or invalidate actions,
private as-well as public, that outrage the human sense of jugfice.-

Even while reaffirming, the separation of public from private school
constitutional scountability, the court in the Brooklyn Law School case
implicitly cautions private school authorities to steer clear of arbitrary
ctions lest they compel judicial cdrrectives.- Thus, any private school of-

ficials who feel, they can haunt their traditional immunity frbm con-
stitutional accountability by explicit incursions into rights protected
against state action are likely to haAen expansion- of the tier of the state
acti concept recognized as applicable to racially discriminatory prac-
tices private institutions reteiving state funds. At the.same time; any
private school faculty members who feel they can automatically receive



dicial rotection equivalent to that aVailable to state school staffs will
a

I pose. unfair burdens on their resour,ces and morale unless they.are ad-
. ,_

. dieted to enlightenment through failure.
short, although_judicial,scrtdinof_Campus affairs is now corn-.

,

monplace, it functions neitheras- papes tiger -nor --dus ex' araehineIi
should be viewed by all who are part of campuklife as the last, ilever the
iirsti resort. Full utilization of internal remedieS should always-precede
seeking court intervention, since, they might ,obviate, the necessity 'for.
court action and would,- in any event, be required bi'mpst courtkaS,a
cendition precedent to taking jurisdiction.

_
The Future of Faculty- Rights _and_Respoasibiliiies

-What augurs fee faculty status and responsibilities.if cOtirts condnue

- to behave as depicted in the precedingpages-Z As s`tiggested in the discus:

sion of recent cases involving-Oudent rights, I expect one outcome to be ,
less need for facility involvetnent in -in loco parentis and_ other non-

teaching or non-curricular issues, In similar Vein, the readiness_ of courti

to redreSs grievances over nonrenewal or ,di.smissal far, the:exercise of
.First or Fourteenth Amendment sights by state school perSdnnel should

produce greater incentive and opporlunity for faculty IncmLie:rs to attend

to teaching, research, and curriculuth mattdrs. The grepter the potentiali---

ty of-judiciakintervention-to-redress_arbitrary actions, the-16s likely-the

commission of such actions and the more likely the-priority allocation of
faculty time arid energy to the academic needs of the School. Courts have
shown no interest- in entering,diSputes over academic requirements or

programs .. intragaculty practices' and relationshipi, as,well as the con4

tents and direction of curricula, stand out as predominant areas of facul-

ty responsibility calling for equitable, expert attention by academicians
committeed to careers of intellectual creativity,

Sortie prototypes_of intra-faculty issues that must be resolved if basic
reSponsibilities of faculties are- -tb he met concern responsiyeness to

abuses of tenure an& to problems of change in-the age, sex, race:and
economic dimensions of teaching- staffs .

In defense of tenure, I have argued in the past that if conspiracies of

silence protect the once-distinguished faculty member, who has become
professionally incompetent beeause of alcoholism, family problems, en-
croaching senility or sheer indifference, that poses a problem for the in-

tegrity of internal governance of-the institution rather than for the validi-

ty of the conception of tenure, What are the means for protecting the in-

tegrity .of internal governance? -The first step is to acknowledge that
academic integrity is at stake in the way we-construe tenure. Too often

there are glaring anomalies between the Meticulous standards we es-

tablish for granting tenure and the shoddy practices we tolerate on the

-part 'of -some faculty-- members once they have achieve& that exalted
status.

The' simple truth is that many- faculties and administrations have-
'confused the proceduraLprotections accorded' by tenure with irrevocable



substantive prohibitions on requiring continying competence. In essence,they have at times -transformed the tenbre system into an_ academic
puberty rite that, o-nce performed, entitles its beneficiary to.flout and dis-
dain the criteria of ,excellence that warrantedijenure in the firstplace. _

-That th-elliglieStitirn-daids afeiforinance should be reqUired Of persons
aspiring to permanence but not of those who have achieved it would be
consid unconscionable as an academic creed; it. is even more out-
ragepis, however, when, with silence fand impunity, it becomes anacopted practice.

I am not advocating application of rigid, officious rules to anyone.
The faculty member, regardtess of rank or tenure, whose health fails or
who experiences- a:Araumatic or -other temporarily-,dehilitating.episode

. should be able to count on understanding and support by colleagues. But
the faculty member who chronically fails to show up for scheduled office
hours or cominittee meetings Or who inflicts on students unrevised lec
tures and syllabi year after year shotild not be entitled to invoke tenure asa forrn _of -executive privilege' elevating him beyond accountability.,
Conscientiousness and professional competence of the tenured faculty
member should be factors not only in annual salary reviews but in peer
evaluations of whether minimal standards'for retaining ones position

- _being met. Institutionalization of evaluation and review for tenure
well_ as non-tenurethmembers_ortheacadem ic-com munity-vuld-i
sense denigrate the necessary protection of tenure rules, but it would pre-
vent equation of tenure with the notion that -the king can do no wrong."

Another potential consequence of protecting the integrity or
academic governance in this way woUld be the ability to confront more
creatively and realistically the problems of compulsory retirement. We-
are all aware that some faculty members act asThough they have retired
long before they reach official retirement age, On the other hand, many
professors retain their vigor and inspiration well into their seventies and
eighties. The.standard ex-cule giyen for uhiform compulsory retirement is
that.there is no equitable way to differentiate between those professors
whOshould continue actively to teach-and those Who should not. Regular
evaluations of the work of tenured faculty would eliminate this excilseand provide a fair basis for determining which professors over the
school's retirement age should, be asked actively to continue their work.

It is dysfunctional for schbols priding themselves oni. outstanding -caching "and research to lose the innique skills of certain. 4enior faculty
members simply because they have reached a particular age, If any in-stitution should- be suspiciobs of purely quantitative devices for judg-
ment. it is the university. Qualitative differentiation% are essential to ourdaily operations, and we should insist no less on them in making post
retirement decisimis than we do in awarding tenure. :

I woald propose the practices of the U.S. courts-for emulation:The
judges are not, of courSe, deprived of their right to retire en their pen-- Mons when they reach retirement-4e. Should they wish to continue serv-
ing, however, (and most do) the chief judge of the court on which they



sit will -assign them to cases in accrirdance with their estimates of
available time and the chier judge's estimate of Oen', capacity to handle
new assignments. In this manner, senior judges-of tbs,12itpct Courts and
Courts-Of-Appeals_have _helped therfederal judiciarPta.handle,creditably
a burgeoning caseload; and retired Spprems Court jiisliSt, such es TOM

laark and Stanley Reid, Itave presided over iniportantiloyer-court cases.
It is time for the colleges anOniversities to cease penalizing themselves

and their students by exiling.bedause of age some of their most dis-
tinguished And respected professors.

In addition to facilitating creative utilization of professore talents
beyond formal retirement age, institutionalizatipn _of re*vi ahd evalua-
tion for tenured as well as untenured faculty would e9ble junior
members to feel, and to be, More participative in "decisio'n making. ,

_ Surveys of facttify attitudes having indiCated7generally .that; the junior
faculty Member is significantly more likely than the semoi-,to teel that a

small group ortenured professors has disproportionate power in decision
making, it behooves us to put forth special efforts to solidit viewPoints,
opiniOns and evaluations about all aspects of-academic policy 'from

junior colleagues, 1

Some recently appointed faculty Wembers haVe observed:privately
that student grotests of the late 60's led to advisory and conSultative roles

-, for studenCs that leapfrogged Over those prtviously-performed-bybegin---*
-ning reality, In a few extreme inStances,,junior -faculty have heartrirst

. abbut the fate pf their, employment from students rather than from deans

or chairmen. Some jUnior faculty see themselve5 caught in a vise b tween
powerful senior faculty Who make the promOtion and tenure de isions,
and articulate, but not necessarily,objective,sadents whose corjiments

'can make or breal more readily than they can speed or build the careers
or th0. instructors. Obvioush, a certain amottrit of cavil Without em-
pirical foundation is to be expected everywhere,'44t- this does'not reduce. .

or refute the obligation of administrators and senior faculty to be certain

that the aspirations and opinions ofjunicn colleagnes receive equ'al op-
portunity with their own for expression and consideration. .

Additional Factors
J

In referring earlier to the problems of change in age, sex, race and
economic dimensions of faculties, I deliberately joined the flour factors.
Religion alight have been included sonie Sears agO, hut significant ad-
vances in religious heterogeneity Of facultieS have been achieved. The day

is long since past when truStees of a Private institution might deny ap-:
pointatept tea faculty member whose religion was other than that Of the

founders of the particelar tichdOl On.grounds that "we already have one

, of those on the faculty."_The fact that such Practices were far from un-

knov.vn as late as the 1950*howeveryshould sensitizeirs to the possibility .

of othel' formk of prejudilie 'beclouding our judgments in appointments
and promotions today. Such a pciWbility becomes WI the moreiteal when
budgets contract; for the acute ihrinkage-of funds, especially. after-A
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I :. -s 6 stained era of expansion and prosperity, is bound to trigger or revive
c i je al ousie§ and animositiesi rooted in the irrational, ::_li -.-'1.--.--:., -

pespitp mily sincera efforts. at abandonment41" restrietive racial
ancl sexual hirinkprictices\ in the last several yeats_lchangeS-16-:the corn.;
poSition of faculties have been undTmatie it not insignificant:-A.recent

'repcirt by the AmeriCan Council on Educatiort indicates that, by com-'
_tiariSon with the 19.68-_9 academic year, the proportion of black ficult

mernbers increaSed from 2.2 to 2,9% 'anot the proportion of-women from
19.1: to 20%. Coneomitan* with the 'abandonment of destruction of

1 restrictive barriers,- 'fears ha;,,e- arisennot alwayS unjustified-that
- ,

reverse discrimination against white males-- would follow the istablishr--!:
mentby fedbrAl agencies of-hiring guide lines "designed to increase the
propcirtion'of minority groups and vomen among facilities, Some major.,
private institatiOns,- feeling threatened with ait-offs of government con-
tracts an'd 'grants, succumbed } 45 the transformation of government

goidelines.'_:2,info.iinatas and pr ceeded to demonstratetheir goodinten-
.0ons tq federai-Overseers by raidiTt less prestigious t*o -and fonr-year _

college?, whioh had broken :race-dnd sex -barriers emljer. As one conse-
quenee, the- proprtion of black and female faculty'k'the Jatter collges

_ decreased during the past`three years while it iocreased'slightly rf the
universities:, -- . #

...The problem of how to eliminate old prejudices from the 4ation 's-:
carripuses without adopting new ones is as acute today as ever qr some

--, 53,000 --respOridenis--fo the ACE questionnaire; slightly Mort thani third :-
felt tkere should bepreferential hiring for minority faculty at th'r irr
stitutions, presumably meaning that 2/3.are opPosed in varying degree to

: any such preference: Int4resting indicators 'of mObility and commitment
among academiegenerations we're thefigures,shoWing that the fathers of
42.7% 0-Psurveyed-facUlty members did not-finish high school and that,

,although almost 70% felt respect for the Academic profession has de--,
creased overthe last twenty years; only 13.5% stated that they would not .
choose academic careers if they had it to do over again.

The trouble with drawing the inference from,these data that what
L ---- thechildre-of-whitenon-graduates-achieved carv-b-e-repedWd-in the next:

generation by the children of blacks is that the vaSt expansion of-job on-7,
portunities in .higher _education -thiring the 1950's- and 60's came.to an
abrupt and seemingly permanent end in the 70's, The competition for
available faculty posts will be intense_ Existing-fatulties have therespon-
sibility and capacity to assure fairness and equity in this competition,

A sine qua non -to equitable competition today is recognition that,
rarely, if ever, Have we hada in the past..1n addition to Overt prejudices ,
or trustees in the. bygone .era, some departmental faculties-in prestige t
schools maintained their own barriers with the reluctant acquiegcence of_
officials. When I waS a gradoate student in political science in the early
1950's, for example, a colleague ,was turned down.for an_appointment at
a major private university on the coast because-(he was subsequently' told
this by the chairman or the department) his lis-ting of his first name as Al



instead of A. Mttthw had ,"confusetr some of the m
t

embers of the
departrrfent into believinalim a Jew. Most of us in aeadernia can recall
deWartment Meetings in vThich the question of whether, we "were ready
for- a female Colleague was 'the prime item on the 'agenda.

Evn without overt or covert bias the system for Selection of faculty
as not ip any real sense domPetitive. Known by varirius names as the,

crld boY- or:-duenne or 'patron- system,:the fact remained that 1
froWned on Open competition. '/Even though professiokal -assoaiations=

maintained job listing services for their members, rhost departments
regarded thavas lasf resorts for recruitment purposes. Respected friends

d or mentors at the 3( or'Y University were usaally asked to suggest names
:of,their students, and _tolls were filled with no systematic canvassing-of
=others who might belas talented dr nuite so. After all, trust and regard fiir
the "old Foy" had produced congenial arid able colleagues in the past.
Restrictiveness was, _if not fashionable,' deemed asmall price to pay for

-oiding transformation of the/hiring-process into-an !-!Arabion baac
.The merit system for seection of personnel has no deep roots in

academil We have the opportunity to establish those roots now, and this .
calls for reevaluation rather than meretricious reverence ,for what we
have4done before.

Critics of Preferezial hiring for minority groups arid -womr,00
campus can legitimatel!, question the compatability of any pref=refice
system,with the.merit principle, but their credentials for a stance ouprin-
ciple are often.. tarnished by their prior passiVity in the face- of re
trictiveness and preju that excluded qualified peoplefroni con,-

_sideration.

-.Solutions to IntustNes
.. .

,
If the first step in achieving equitable competition for fa lty

positions today ig recognition of our diseriminatory past, the second ep
is establishmenrof systematic, open listing and recruitment practi

, Not rola many years ago, someeollege admissions directors were,piou
wringing their hands over the failure of quAlified minority group students,:___
6-applyit-turned-out-that4he-Selfoolte- interviewingvand-recruiting-staffs,- :
while visitipg suburban, Mei:schools regularly, Made only erratic calls On
inner city . schools _or -schools in predominantlY black communities.
Equalizing visitation schedules had a remarkable,effect on applicationS
for tadmission. Equalizing listing and recruitment practiees could
produce similar benefiCial results, provided searches4sr for agility-and

..
_ not status. . .

All, faculty openings should be listed with relevant professional ,
_

associations and.;advertised in nationally available publications siichias. .
the Chronicle of Higher Education or the education sectitpn Of the New
York Tapes. A National Advisory Board on Fair' Recruitment which

, would include male and female edticational leaders of all races and
religions, established under auspices of the American Council.on Educe,
lion or'..similar educational organization, should invtstigate charges of

_ . ,

g9



,
diser,imiaatiu,n, 'in ,hiring,. and- undertake continuing research into -and
issue advisory opinions on recruitment practices and procedoces,Sortie

' school ofOpials would\ no doubt ilew-everi this sniall step as a threat' to ,

' -theirfilitonorny Most,' FhOpe; Wotild recogpize it aS a constructiye Step
on .the rriad tO equallenipioyment oppOriunity in the academic, world, '

Withont Which, the dangers of h'eavy-handed gcn;ernmental orderssub-.
sfituting burOucratie for'educatiOnal norms will become acute, -Y-

.,' In making this propbsal, I :pass no judgment on the subitantive .

' results of HEW affirmative 4tian Plans arranged with or imposed on in-
, dtvidual schools; but I do object strongIY to the edict-iSsuing

, \
. 1. methodology of the agency an reject the. "end justifies the means': arsu-

, mutt here as fully as in the cas 'of.any. other denial of due'process. 'That
, there, have not been recent court.cases involving federal efforts to confrol
'..facUlty hiring, is-not especially to the credit Of either goVernmenf or,

academi'd offickals federal agency \ prograins and Policies having' see'
sav/ed--rwith---.th political-,-winds'and7sorne-universiti-ei'lfine:behrio''

- I - -

prssures out of fear along. What:is essenhal is:that schoolofficialg---and
..faculties,,actively commit themselves tc,i5PenneSs and equity in their hir-
.ing 'p6etiees and that- they be prcrilied legally to resist incursions into
fair,:.prOetices From whatever soUrce.'"

lingh e N pracOces I.propose are obviously more costly as Well as. , \\,, . .i,Airiwcons' ing than _restrictive or exclu ve 'dealing, but neither con-,
0 ' ', ''"C'; Venience nur.size,oI _the rice ta can'he al o ed to determine whether-to t-

. =11,0N for_ lat0Akty:.
, =,

-If'econori\ie, coristraints fnust nOt alter the priRciple ofopenness of
crnitrnentipthey make r ruitment a moe\.t\issue as bui-geoning costs

( and-dgc inh4\erikalments d ve distinctive private sclibals io.the brink of
!econoin c,disaSte '? I do not Llouht fora inoment'.that some of,the finest Of _

,Jour priatc institutions are in ecoifornic jeopardy-. To ptif it coldly.
. ., .though;: it would \tie\ preferable-that they go under'than that the-price of .

'survival be the perpetuatüin of prejudice.
.- Factiltics,vhaVet-la res2Onsibilitytoday to edftate. the publiciabodt the=. , , .

multiple needs-of t eir insititutions; just as they sheuld keep the Ptiblie in-
formed about ;heir multiple achievernents.,This i,s`hy no meanS a,iask for
ptiblic relations offices \ k lone. Faculty:Members ,shOtild/ plan aricr,ad

dminiSter .cultural.anedu ional programs to which the general ptiblic '
-:--- 'are.invited a.s one means f sf-rengthening comMunity understanding:and \.

, ., ._.

support. Insularity -and \ksatatiqn are neither 'feasible nor.,aCeeptable .as\'
academie hallmarks. Members of the public who were legitimately con

,cerned With student excesSesin the late 60's that threatened academic ex, .

cellence have ,..,..all the titre, reason for Mvolvement in-sustaining
. aucational cgiality against financial -crises, in the 70's.',NeedieSs, to, say.

this-dimensiOn ,Dr faculty'resPcnisihility is' not the product of 'Previous
court dec

i
isions; it is'a.n iRstrUnlent for preventing future Court actions, es-

, .
pecially nsolvency.

fo.



rnary
ftecent ,court ,decisionS dealiü with higher education enhance the:,

status', .91 faculy IPeniberS.,by.,Ifeightening :the aceoUntabilityofi,state
ofrfree,spOeh or, due prdcessl Privato:

',institutions reMain ,tfchriically,i*une from, cOostitutiohal iirotqbitions, /

,bat' ihat' phase' of the ;14Viila;iii flt.o0 -campus 6%440, handbOoks'or con4
dc s',', Which' 'tradaiOnallrecogriize and: affirm liasic.:,,eonstitutionai

igh slof faculty members :Can prOvide bases 'for breach 'of contract ac-
ns in; private institutions Where -rights ar.0 xlenied,
, .CioUrts art not,' hoWeveoliciting,busiriess7frorp aedemia; they are ,.

willing, not anxibils;',,t6 entei4e.adernict,disPutes When issiies l'etaiii their ,

,
. , ,

significance and justiciabilitY,,fter-internhl procedures Italie been Utiliz-
ed1;N:i3:One need.'feai WaVes,Of eampuS si,t-iii.s pr takedvers in the '70s-,by

--, lawYers 'and judgs... i',. s..::', :._. . , , :- ,,' c .' 1,- ; I

-,
.1"be--_ protections :afforded ilthroag11 judiciar actiolf sholild , sPur ,

fO'ilties tO copieriiiiii-WiTrifTiir'filiThoN Tiails-,'irid:ftlriaibils, fritihi7-
utheM frorri pnce :varrantecl .preOccuPatiPriS tieh, In hico"pprentis issue's.
Faculties 'have 'the, responsibility to IfocukTori intri"-faculty standards and
r'elaticit4ips4S4ch?as the oPeratiop-of tchure Systems, utifizatiOn of the
skills Oecreative c011eaffue,swho liye.eacticd_-..torMal retiremeht age, and
morale and Participatioh in 'deciiion_making\ of juniar.Colliggikes+.-and ter ;,
evaluate...the: develoPe curricular-needs, criteria for', ffiliovative_arid inz ,
spirational teaching';fstinfuli.iQ.research for.humaril betterment and in-
,Struments for apprising thoütsidc cornmunity Of !the benefits higher

ucation.conveysai a consequence of private:citizens' taZes and-..con-
tributions. -, 2- i_z

,
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tion The New Trusteemanshtp.

;

Men 'and woinin as individuals,. students, parents, governinents,
chnrches founirlations- and corporations like to put their support behind
dynamic,-grai/ing:-Sexciting; enterprisesr:Theseniust -haVe.

goals whidh are relevant to important htiman needs, show evidence that

. ihey, kriow. where they' are going; 'and, hiVe a' plan for getting 'there.
_ ; _

The image and:Ole activity Of the board-of trustees, its competence in-
providing quality leaderShip, and its cOnimitment toand petformance in .

.servIce to the institution are the, key to gaining this Support:What is the
present state of theart of; trusteernanship?..-How,do board detisions affect'
theislape of the intiiiitfons they serve? This essay Is a situation repOrt
and ittcinpts to tirovide some insight into the relationahip of board 'dice-

'arid institutional viability.
--Interest' iTtiastect ir burstinovtall-oyer:-Church-bnardi of eduea-

tion haVe publications for .trustees 'of their colleges Trnstees of-New
York ,S,tate c`olleges caMe- together annually/6i a conference Ain mutual
prObleinsl A special bulletin, Of Thc Chiortica&ofiligket: Education is
preparatespeCially fpr.trustees.\,-The ASSociation of Governing Boards is

a 'DatiOnil, membership: arena 'for, discussion. Of trustee prOblems: The

_
°elation- of COmmunity College,Trusfees has set up its own office-.

.Panels and discusSions of trustee tales afid responsibilities are featured at

practically every major educational onference concerned with lia-

stitutional, management. Institutes on t e i;?les 'af trustees are monnted
by pooperating grou s of institutiOns undsPgovernment arujrfoundation
support'. Many indiv7idual -instituti.oins. have . annual trustee etreats for
grientatior'l And cliictissi.ons'of specia problems in )iepth.. 1-13.nabooki for ,

trtistees' have been published by:the American Associaton of Communi-
ty and junior Colleges, the BOUrd of Educatsion f 'the Unite0 Methodist



,

Church, the Regents Of the State,Of N w York, and by others. Stiidiei of
' trustees have heen launched 4nd-repqrts published by, the Carnegie cor-

poratiorOhg Couricil For,Financiall 'Aid T6 tdtVation, arid Others.
_

Trcry;the age die' trustee has! corriCHZVcrv tfie trustees
respon 'and 'how boards perform Will.:determibe the ftitute 6f _higher
educition in Ameriea, '
'Phe;Necessity of Boards _

The q;irrent- wave of intcres and concern comes at a most ati
prepride time. A recent study s owS that the pereentagh of 4,,he,pablic `,
exPressing a "great, deal of,confi nee" in education dropped froni61913 ''
in -1966 to P% in 11971 and td3.3. in.- 1972. These percentages, of eon-

.fidence are lower .than these ethane, finance, science, ;:inct.-the,

. \ . ,
ne`rnjght speculate what hecomparameper n .age-olconnatence

,_

in &Ale- e trustees miiht b to ay, but one is_ rather shakdri by.the fact
that ,,illi leinnti -reputabfe 'per risi to °yr -knbWledge; have ,adVocated
"widespread cInsing'..of ,-ou'. college and .tinivetiities;-.'r _nupiber. of
educators have seriously ram d the, question as to,whether or not there is

'a viable rolefcrt tinards:dftr ?itelg. In'an atmosphere at manyinstitutkm
whete the trustees ar seen

s

or in: many others wher policies_ pf non-disclosure of fingncei.,_and,

e ., sidisciutatious, uninformed; and reactionary,

se Crecy in,the decision-niaking process have prevailed,' one finds ihe ladk,

of crinfidence in the trus ies and doubts as to their viability easy to uri-
. ,derstand.

Yet the principle of prOyiding laY riolicYjeadership continties.valid.-_-
The evidence is overwhelming that when any professional group is leftI - '

, entirely to itself, Mkt er it be a church, the military, a government, or an
,educational syst.em, ndicalist struCtures become minant.,Tiaditions-;
the instinct for sel protection, and resistance, to ange combine fo,. / .'stnItifYi'progress and bring the organization to an increasing remoteness
from public concerns and needs.
------,The-record-of-perforrnan arce--by-lleadershiP;-whia-ung .i ,effectively, argues strongly that viability is inherent in the structure and\that, the problem is one of encouraging better .' performanck land

evolutiOnary change to ndapfto new opportunities, So; tclo, with boards
of College and university trustees. With all their problems no one, in the
apin.ion of Os wariter, as some one once said about democracy, has come
up with a better'system.- Making the lay policy leadership system work is

.i
another matter./

,We would strike a note of optimism amid the curtent criticism of the
roles of trustees in many independent inkitutions,, and in the turmoil. of

, organization of boards of new public colleges and in the searching kir
betferiefinition-of-purpose,for board's of more estalllished institutions .
gmerging, it seems to us, i& the recognition that there is a body of prac-____

s' tidal experience whiqi can be drawn upon t6 make boards of trustees 4
rnore effective.



A' A decade or so .ago it was difficult to find substantial litethture
dealing with Composition,- organizaticub- and operation_of:boards\of
truktees in the field of education. Today the nuinb.er of studies, articles,
.and, essays is , legion. Principles for the, ,iatious :,phaseS of
,trusteemanship" have been evolved,....articulated',- and tested. Boards'

t4hich were the preserve_ of the bitsineisman havebein leavened by the
addition -of edecators; members of minorities, youlb, and _women,-
Trustees are being flteld.to higher accouritability. A sort Of MagnaCarta
or yaticad II has been adceptcd in principle to guggest thataccountsability
must accompany-responsibihty and.privilege, evpn at the top echelon of
educational governance. .

What principles seem to bp enierging? What is the real role of College'
trustees,- anyway? What modesof 'composition, of Organization; and
operation will characcerize boardS in the_198P's? '

'The Role of the-Board
Concepts of the role of trustees range "all the %Kay froth that of die

crusty old-timer Vho says, "'"We run this place,"r.and does, to th'at,of the
beleaguered chairnan who says We juit try to keep thecollege running
and the wolf from\ the door one year at a time,"

While ultimateresponsibilities'of boards.may seem clear in law, -theit.\

are less clear-in praetice. The truktees of Coluni.LJia ,University, in adop-_,
ting a report of a stUdy committee' agreed th

`The major legal responsibilities which devolyeupon
in the opiniorh of this Committee, three: .

") .to select and'aPpoint the President of the University:
-(b) io be finally responsible for the aequisition, conservation,

and manag ment of the University's funds alid proper-
;

to oveisee and approve the kind of eduCation offered by
the University, and make cert4in th4t its quality meets the
highest standards possible . _

No one would quarre with the responsibility of selectirig and ap-
-1

pointkig the president or being responsible for coftservatIon and manage-
,ment orfunds and properties, Where the Committee struck new ground -1

in the concepts of most trustees Was in poiing oul that the traftees are
also "finally responsible fOr the aequisitan. ;.of funds"; and t -at they
nuist -oversee and approve the kind of education offered and make- cer-
tain that its quality meets the-highest.standards possible" Accepting the
final responsibility of the -acquisition" of funds is resisted by many,
boards; even abhorrent to many trustees. Responsibility for overseeing
the kind and .quality of edocation 'ofiered is a concept unfamiliar .to
perhaps-a majority, exceptilis lip servffie. -4

In another fundamental" Study of trustee roles, ;hat of the board of



trustees` of the.t niversity of nnsylvaniaby Donald R. Belcher,the
question -is 'asked:

.

'Is this, 1,1niversity carrying out, to the maximum extent o
resources, those educational Ad research fanctions whieh 'are not.,
only consistent with the objectilves of its donbrs but best ealcUlated
to serve the needs of sotiety in our clay and In the foreseeable
future?" ,

Thus.ls introdbced a fourth role, that of sharing,a respdnaility for See-
ing that the educational institution is operated i, the public interest. ad,
-obligation whiCh is. responsive .to the 6pectati -ns- of,.society' which
provides tax -relief and tax support- for the.colleg ot univerSity in, 4ie
belief that it performs a socially useful .function.-
:7.1A fifth- role,- that -of-institutional sponsoTship.--is7suggested-by; this
Writer, although it includes and suggests oVertones of .eprtain roles. . .
reviewed--above. Th`e qiiality of spoils rshim,which connotes -advocacy is
'here the further dimension:

in public presentations; in addresses and,artiCles,4especially in dis-
Oission with Scohs of individnal trustees,lbere has. ,seemed -to be
.developing a-consensus thatjhe foregoing prbvide a basic set of expee-
ations of tiihtee peefolmarice. These.may be reStated and expanded as. _ . _

ifollows: -- ;

1. To Set .the Goals.!'
Muddy administration_and confused faculties and incomplete plan-

,: ninc follow a failure of the governing-board to agree on and articulate
-.clearly and persuasively the fundamental missicin or goals of the institu-.

-: :lion. . , . .

i -While young faculty, eager administrators and even a few students
.

are constantly asking, over coffee in tile cafeteria, "what are the goalsiof
. .-, this institution, anyviay?". most boards of .trustees act as. through their

primary parppseis to answer the_needs--of the,day, respond to the calls of 7-__ .
,. nature of the institution, and balance fhe budget. Committees rPport with

more or less regularity on details of the audit, the state of the physical-
plant, the return. on _ the endowment; some may give attention to the
pOblerps orstudea affairs or student recruitrrient, goyernment support
or- private funaVdevelOpment.,But seldom _is there serious discussiortbr
adequate` time for study, given to. the task of defining-or redefining the .. )

social goal of the institution, its basic Partioses, or its'general strategy for
accoitipfishrnent.

The board of the future will not have the luxury of avoiding these
problems whin demand hard straight thinkirk, detailed and.complete
staff work,.objective analysis and evaluation by Operienced counsellors .

and a willingness to be objective about the sacred cOws and mythologies
which May characterize the governance pattern. In their role as trustees
bf the inititution for othersIthe public interest, in this case, irripliciLin
tax exemption and other ririvilege0 the trustees must satisfy theniselifes
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'that the instiltition is, indeed, meeting a valid sbcial concern. Perhaps to
their snrprisebut certaiuv to their satisfaction, they will find, that, as'it
does so, it will prosper;. In ,setting up_subsets of 'goals,,, the trustees will
perform -their functn of administering by concerning theinselveS .with
the .effectiveness of rmanagern nt, :evaluation of aceornpliShment, and
gethermg the. necessary suppor ' , , . .

.
In tills role the. trustees serve s a bridge between the larger enyiron-

, . ._. . .. _ .. - . , ,. -

ment and-the institution, interpreting through their policy GireCtiVCSOeit
underiseanding cif the needs of, society which may be met by the institu-
tion, helping tolteep its goals aligned With changingfactors in our socie-
ty, and guiding the plarts(Which will result in-turcessful acvmplishousitt.

.2. To Assure a.Distinctive Program.:
,. The C6lumbia''trustee would call this' respbnsibility one of assuring

`quality2-1-We-would 'say- rather-that ,the trustees.mnst assuse_themselyes:
not only that the program of the institution is or a general- high qualitY_- _

,

but thar it is distinctiVe in those areas where the institution' has special
.resoutces aMi where it can best respond effectively;- economically and

. ,

consistently- to its highest priority objectim. They must develop An un-.
derstanding of the criteria used ill the field a educatib,to Measure quail-
ty.i,They must be assiduous in exainining the quality of the product and
the quality pf the,process, while recognizing the integrity -and 'the respOn7
Sibility of the faculty and'management to determine The- ipeti-i

3. To Create and Maintain Superior Management.' ,

Many boards of -trustees accept the _respeinsibility for electing a-
president and, once having done so, settle back to "let hini run the in- ;
stitutiOn,- thus abdicating their continuing legal responsibility forpone),
'direction and overight of the qdality ofmanagement,perfdmance. Some
-boards liVe for years With unsatisfactory management in the belief that it,-
is somehoW not 'their fault if things are not going-well, Changes are, too
.ciften.made only under conditions of the most severe stress. We-woul

_ assert that the trustees are also ultimately responsible for the perfot.
make of management, They must,not only select`the presidentbut must
assure themselves, from time tb time, ihr6Ugh proper evaluatiye
processes; that management is carrying out the policies Of the board,
making,substantial contributions to the accomplishment of the 'objectives

f the institution, and effectively -directing its program and ,resources
within the policy rubric: ;

Fortunately,- an increasing emphasis on the legal responsibilities of
lay leadership is persuading loony boards that they must consider this
role with- increasing seriousndSs.

4. To Provide Adequate Financing .
in- a great many independent, institutions, and in most _public in-

.

stitutions, the trustees, seeking comfort, have traditionally thought to
perform this role by -managing resources proVided by others. The board
Which arc pts -its lid/ responsibility for the success of the instituion,
_however, ilt-becctme an enthusiastic advocate for required support from
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government, church, rand all constitnencies.--As individuals, trustees will
f

be , expected also to be personally and MeaningfUlly committed arid,
responsible palticipants in the institution's, effort to accunndate private
support. In additiOn, trusteeS must assure therntelves that the physicil
resources of the institution ire managed' intelligently for highest return
on the 'financial 'side and for highest productive contribution to the
educational prOgrjani on the physical side. /

One of the saddest performances observed by this ivriter was the action of the boafrd of one state university. Jr seerged.to accept its rele.as
one cl-f saving/thestate money . by ,paring the university_ budget,- rather
than it& proper -role of-seeking public money a0equate.to the pressing
needs or the univers4 in its endeakior tO serve the people. of the Com-.

. ,monwealth. Nor is,this attitude confined only to ptiblio boards It is
demonstrated by the possessiVeboard operating a==church-related insiltu-tion _which is jealous of its rights to represent .the 'church but fails
represent the full opportunities of th;iInstitution.

5. To Provide Distinguished Soo sorshfp. _ I

The role of sponsorship -of the insiitulidh is generallY neither well
understood nor aggressivelY- implemented. No master how;individuale
may argue in private. the 13restige of the college or university in last
anal9sis will rçflect _thc degree_p__ f =which the- board brinks-At:vas:policy

--guidance distinguished performance, loyalty,-.'and ,trust.- While spon- ..-
sorship as a role is a concomrnitant of other roles of trostees, as a special.
acset it is compounfled of .the ability to act With- humaneness,
cooperaiiyends, and intelli ce on behalf of the institution z thejnstitu-
Win. before politics,' befor self,interest, before comfort:-The search' foran answer as tb how well i rnay Seem to sponsor the institution, in the
pu ic.eye, might give paust many an aggregation of otherwise self-
sati ed- trustees.

Expectations for ill'e.1080's. . .
_

As_rolek=of_boards-of-trustees-breoine-better-aRpreciate and 1111-OCESt004 - add accepted -. we may expect that implications for trustee
Membership,- bOard organization, and boird ,operation will becomeclearer: Some of these implication& have already been recognized andim-
fdemented by boards of a numbir of indepelident- and of some public_in-stitutions. It will not surprise anyone to note that there are certainjn-stitutions whose boards are having great difficulties iri adjusting to
sophiStieated comprehensive leadership roles. These arc the ones whiehhave been historically hedvily.-ehurch,daminatcd many -6f the public
community colleges, and A-host of the, stite colleges 'and universities
which have recently exploded from earlier status ai technical .intfituteC
collegesS for teaahers, Or other locally oriented functions. Yereven hoardsof older more eslablished institutions are in a state of self-examination in
modes resembling the studies at COlumbia and PennsYlvaniaeusing moresophisticated tools now; emerging from trUstee institutei, work of counsel

_

to trustees, and students in the field.

__
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We predict continued and
.._

perha increased attention o the'-
f ollowirig: ' '

.1 Cmnpositioit af yhaToarit - g

#

. Yhe .Varietrof rol4' to be,:played by the bdard'requires a variety of
) skills,---experience,und baekgroun&which is too Much to expect of any in-

diVidnAl memher, Alert boardi,- therefore, are increaSingly analyzing the
needs for theke.gualities and exploring earefully a recruitmenr process'
which will provide .them While cOmmitthent, interest, and individUal
.competence in soin.e grven_area are.sine qua hon, a board Of trtstees for
a technological institute which does not contain a single. distinguisheo

- engineer, is inadequate. So Are a boar'd of trustees for,a church-related .
_college Which has half of itsJmernbers from th6 clergy.and contains no

---...---distinguished financial management-expertise; or-a board of trusteesola
spublic ingitution' composecf primarily of politically oriented,rnen and

women, which has faired to -proVide itself with top managemifirknow:
- . ,_ ,

hoW,or distinguished educational representation..Such a boar,d hardly is., , , ..

in a pasitiion to, act creatively on behalf of the institution, no matter how
_Well it May (present the public, a church, or a government.

.- Attention to the golopokition of the, bot'rd; therefore, is a -first
prerequisite hil being sure _that the aggregation of men ana ylomen
responsible, for pulicy direction of the institution contains tha*:aomplex
of skills, InOwiedge and bacjcground necessary, tor effeetive.deeisiOn.
Some' use Special tools-develoediand,_teste-d by trustee counsel;' sOme
rely_on more slibjective'methods; hitt.the atteMpt must' be maile in.the in-_
tereit of implementing the_ rble.-,

As a specialcase of the problem of composition of the board, -V

,nothing haS been more dramatic in recent 9ears than the deiret tO
which the deliberations of trustees have been exposed to public
scrutiny and,the pressure for- opening up board membership under

. the demand fongreater -tesponsiveness
, The demand for Student anddfaculty voting membership on the

. ,. . .
board has been persistent in past years although now may be ebb-

,

ina as .a result Of other pradoces which. accomplish the same pur-
, _ 1 ,

pose.. .7 .

_ This writer resists the move toward placing students or Faculty of an .,
institution on ,ItS, board of trustees. This violates the prineiple of separa-
tiori- of roleresponsiveness, arid dilutes. the effectiveness of operatidn. -

.5hOuld trusteeg.yote in Op selection of-courses in, chemistry? .-

-, dfi- the other hand, we strongly support the principles:which-
call fOi- openness, better communication, and a System of participa:
tiori by\-elements of the institution iii the process of arrivi g at
judgment& . 7 ' VM

The, 'most successful devicq for accompliShfrig genuine interface
between board and elements of the institutionarfariiily is the growing

. ,

practice of having students and faculty representation O, n trustea.coni-



mittees witEfull,and genuine invitaion to participate in the process oT
developing the materials on which truStee judgments will ultimately c
made. Whether or not 11-1 non-trustee members particigoate with eq
vote with trustee committee members in trultee reconimenda or
whether only the trustee segment of the committee authorizes the report
to the board is relatkiely immaterjal. Experience shows that there genuine
community is ilkiolved, the facts in most cases lead to consensus and the

of policy.
"'""''''''-4---,.

Presence of representatives at trustee meetings is also a gro
mg practice. It.has resulted not only in better communication and
awared'ess of institutional problems but also in many cases has
stimulated the board, under scrutiny, to a higher standard of per-
formance.

2. -Organi:ation of the Board.
I

Given a board composW of dedicated commited members,
balanced as to qualities and background, powerful and infhOtial
enough to move- Wittteffectiveness 91-1 behalf of the institution, what are
the trends in organtittion? ver the yeats trustee organization has varied
from committees of the le to ProliferatiOn into many .different and
sometimes conflicting structures:The latter has been the rule ratheriban
the exception. The present trend is to have an executive committee and
four or five basic committees dealing with academic matters, student af-
fairs, business affairs4nd development and publie relations: It Is com-
mon also, to find cOmmittees on investments, buildings and grounds,
audit; nominatioliS, planning, research, church -relations, government
relations, and so forth.

Committee structure seems to have followed the intèrfsts a'nd ex-
perience and concerns.of the trustees and to a degree the thanagernent

.structure of the institution rather more than the needs and organization
of the educational and resource development proeess,-Thus, while one or
at the most two committees arc assigned the whole area of edumgon (the
heart'of the typical institutionjpeether comntittees function with relatively ot
narrow purposes in such that there is littLe dr-no psability of
bringing into a comprehensi egy the total resource gf the support. . , . ,

prograins or the institution ile trustecg inspect point jobs and
building maintenanc:- naging the portfolitr. and organize
to assist in fund-rai -g nment relations, the possibility of
developing a total financial strategy is lost ill the consideration of
problems whiCh bulk equally large and consume equal amounts of time
on the trustee agenda

There seems to be developing, and should, in several institutions a
deliberate attempt to arrive at a total resource management strategy un-
der trustee-sponsored leadership, which would exploit the synergy possi-
ble- in building new relationships between and among the support func-
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tions. At the highest level, therefore, the board of trustees may be

developing 'toward u committee organization which would give senior

status to two major effort -(4) in education and related processes and (2)

the total management of financial and nhysicar resourceff,
AT-Platping committee, charged with constant review of goals, and

the strategies of budgeting along with a committee on trustees and the ex-

ectitite committee, (held in reserve for emergencies) would complete the

nut possible in this brief overview to develop the -omplete.

rationale for the change, but the writer notes increased intest in discuss-

ing ,organizational patterns for trustees resembling the fon ing. ,

Committee
on Trustees

- BOARD'

Council on
Educational A ffairs

Executive
Committee

others as needed,
or ad hoc-as needed

Committee on Council a_

.
Planning and Budget Resource Management

Teaching (Faculty AN-airs)
Learning (Student Affairs)

Education Tools (Libraiy, etc )

Financial Management
Physical Resource Management

Development and Public Relations
Management of. Auxiliary Enterprises

and Operation Proddctive Businesses,

- This ;)stem dignifies the function Of meMbers of the board, enlarges

their responsibility, provides synergy in., educational and resource

programs, and provides for a budgeting process which i.s responsive to

goals a-nd planning. It brings to the board the luxury of having respdn-

sibility (and time) for discussion of important policy matters and,

hopefully, might even provide an opportuntty for creating policy by ob-

jective rather than by crisis.
3 Operation of the tinard.
Board operating problems and the techniques of adequately staffing

the ba rd and its committees are at once ones of procedures and of em-

pathy ack of space prohibits discussion of the kind of methods which
might he helpful, but there are at least three major operational im-

peratives which deserve special mention

a Evaluation
Board after hoard,,in the writer's experience, has developed un-

easy feelings that "things are not going very well," but-has seemed to lack
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either the will for action of experierice in rnethodplogy which wouldprovide for it the evidence on,which to'act.,
Under the tbeSis of accountability, we believe the board which

accepts respprisit;ility for quality of operation must, in the name offirudence,_ :4pure itself on a regular basis that, indeed, the institution-is
Operating' in_an effective and responsible Way. TtuStees call for annual
audits, of the books of the institution, They call in CPA's au(' financialinveS,tmerct counsel. They are ready to separate a purchasing agent taking ,.1a tickback, or even sepatate a president if he is gut ross -rms-marfidgerncnt although it has to Ot pretty gross. n terms of being
informed in order to set v7Me educational policy an interpret needs, the .board should run an audit or other factors.

A few boards hav sought an answer, nstrixtively, by adoptinga special bylaw, providi for a rolling evaluation, on a regular basis; of

..
cio

major institutional operations. One such model bylaw provides: l'1

Audit and Review? There shall be a periodic audit and review of the
state of each of the following aspeets of the College; (a) the work ofthe Pr.esident and of his administration-, (b) the educational
program, including faculty art student affairs: (c) business and
physical plant managernent: (d) development and financing; (e) thertoard of Trustees' operations land effectivenss. Each of these
aspects shall be examined at least once every five years and one
shall ,be conductecreach year. These audits and reviews shall be con-ducted by ad hoc committees which.sball report to the full board.
The Chairman of such committees shall be a trustee.

.

In this way, the prudent trustee can satisfy himself that he un-derstands clearly and objectively the quality- of performance of the in-stitution and the adequacy of jts management and us programs. Anumber ot college presidentstave called for reviews of their tenure on afive-year or ten-year interval. Scheduling audits on a regular basisenhances accountability, provides a non-threatening context, and
satisfies trustees' need to know. We predict that the evahotion or in-stitutional "audit- in this'more general sense will become 'common dur-

. ing the next decade and that trustees will evolye teams comprising notonly their own members with special expertise but other volunteers andperhaps paid counsel to assist them in performing the duty of assuringthemselves on a regular and systematic basis that the goals and level 'of
performance sought in each of these ajeas are adequately being attained.

h. Board Renewal
Trustees, under pre.ssutc, arc heard to talk more and more about

holding management accountable for better performance and have begunto consider how faculty can be persuaded to be more accountable forbetter education and higher productivity. lt is not a giant-step to suggest-that trustees thernselves must be held to a higher standard of account.ability, not only because of increased legal emphasis on trustee account-,
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ability, but because onlyt by being accountable can the trustees perform
their role Wiih that degree of effectiveness which can giti the institution
its needed security and str,Fngth.

In most cases trustees legally own the institution, if it is pcivate, or

at least hold it "in trust" on behalf of a church or a governmedt..:, It is
their own accountability which should give them increasing corigern.
Since boards which arc essentially self-perpetuating or are the result
primarily of political appointment or election tend to remain static in
quality, a special effort, it seems to us, must be mad_e on a fzrnal basis to
provide for the ingredient of self-study and-self-renewal: AMncouraging
trend in the operation of at least a few boards is that of organizing a
standing truKee committee responsible for the whole process of trustee
change, vitality, morale and renewal. It reports to t e full board and.not
through the executive committee.

A number of boards are writing into their bylaiis the provIsion for
a committee on trustees,'elected by the board and not appointed by the
chairman. One stich model bylaw reads as felloWs:'

( I ) To assess continually and appraise board organization,
operation, membership and attendance to assure maximum
effectiveness and to make such,recommendations from time
to time as, in its judgment, win accomplish the objectives of
the board;

(2 ) To maintain a trustee candidate list through a constant

search to identify in iduals best able to serve the. college
at the trusr level

A To preprire aqd maioram a program of ori ntation for new
-trustees;

(4) To make nominations for membership on the board_ and ol
such offices of the- board and committees as are' required
elsewhere in the bylaws.

Other &merits of renewal may be represented in the growing
tredd tooted "rolkover of membpship". Under this plan a trustee com-
pleting a secood four- or third three-year term must leave the board for at

least one year before being eligible fOr re-election. Other boardi are
providing for limitation of terms of officers of the board. Five or six year

terms are recommended a maximum.
e. Al oraie and Dignity
As one who has witnessed the shameful spectacle of open

wrangles in bpard meetings, and, in one case, members of a public board

in a public hearing exchanging obscenities with a spectator, it is necessary

to stress, again, that boards which cannot attain a high degree of humani-
ty,-mutuat respect, agreement on decency in interpersonal relationships,
are facing a crisis which risks not only their loss of self-respect but the
loss of 'respect for the institution.

One public board, suddenly aware of the spectacle it was creating.
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adopted z; written "gentlemen's 'agreement- on operational imperativek
to provide forlotderly transactiop of business and found that its own self-
mposed cestraintlbegan to affeCt the individual members in producing a

new degree of hurnanity (humaneness) in approaching c troublesome
obleens of the institution and its constittleneies and itiublIcs.

If this qualitY demands someldegree of human grea ness, let that
be so. If it is a problem which must be consciously faced, hen let it be
fIrced openly and honestly. But a board whose individdal embers can-
not overcome the human tendencies to express s"eff,pr. and ,self-
interest; and cannot submerge themselves into a sincere cdi mon condern
for the institution must face this a.L,L.1.1,special poblern. in ed.

_d. Style
Styles in Ward operation also seem to be changing.
Two practices common in the past seem to be increasingly giving

way tO more open style and broader involvement of trustees as in-
dividuals.

( I ) Governance by a strong boiird chairman working closOly as
an individual with the president, common in past years in all kinds of in-
stitutions, is gtving way under the pressure of more responsible board
members seeking their own role, and the recognition that affairs of the
institution are no 'longer simple enotigh to be handled by cronyism.
Where this goes on, trustees should stop it.

(2) Governance by executive coMmittee, often meeting all (oci
frequently, and therefore becoming immeryed in operating details, seems
to be giving way under two countervaihhg pressures: the pressure of
alert management to do more of its own, managing, and the recognition
dint this Lyle in which, the° executive committee makes yirtually all
decisions and merely reports them to the board results in an inactive and
therefore 'Ineffective hoard resource.

Asbur whole society is increasingly characterized by -openn ss"
and as many become increasingly convinced that openness, when at-
tained without dilution of responsibility, provides a better basis for judg-

, ment, boards will Increasingly organize more effectively for decision-.
making, for broader examination of policy, for more,effective"spOn.
sorship, and for programs which will give an impbrtant role to each
member.

A i.enun-i4eil4y
Trustees over the years have he,en fond of taIkng about ac-countability of students and of faculty and of administration. We nowobserve that a whole new dimension of accountability is being expectedA.of trustees.
The trustees in one state are reading very carefully the law which

says that, if they have failed in prudent management of the institutions in
their care, they arc responsible to the extent of eticir personal fortunes. in
Aother state the trustees of a college have been sued individually by its
creditors for its unpaid bills.
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..illeial,acts and-misuse of enclOwMent funds4are obviods cause for ,
legal action. Now \-hoWever; we rriai see suits based on alleged neglect by -

_trusted Of their proper functions-Of reviewing, management, evallatine
policies, and providing reasonable answers tO deficits arid other financial'

. ,

vises. We cari at least imagine the'poSsibility of a "class 'action'"-ggainst'
rhe trustees .by parents, or ,studentsiil th8 trustees halm failed to take' .

reasonable steps- to ._prevent loSs' of accreditation. and 4arisiquerit
-devaluation" of thetiegree: or providtIor safety ofttreponnel; Or for un-,
wise use of ,!endowrnent.
. . / ,

How serion4ly the problem of trustee liability is- being taken 1).
tine 'university board 1- evident in its- redene action in- pi-OA-ding liabarity
insurance protection to the amoupt.Of $1,000,606. , 1-
. .

V THE PRESIDENT AND TILE _TRUSTEES
n,essay pn stees wodld not'be complete-without g word fbopt

the role of the pre nt in his relationshiPs msiith the board. -
ln almost a clasSic hen or egg,iituation poor boar'ds, er good trustees

operating ineffectively; are' almost always products'of, the neglect 6f.the
-p.resident; and poor presidents, or even good, persons operating aVless

., than true capacity, are almo t a Rvays products al' the indiffertnce br lack
of knowledgeability -or lack1'of cqrnrhitinent of the bgard. it

_ Great boards do not tolerateinclifferent performance on the part of._

the president, Great presidentS are always working to help create power-
ful and responsivz boards.

ln tvery institution WhOe these two 'elements exist- together', thel
competent president and the cornpetenl board, the story is ope of in-
stitutiomil success or the confident expectation or saEcess.

_ 'Where is the blame to beplaced or creedit given forfailpre or, success

in creating, this -team]
Many of the problem(begin with the selection of the president. Too

many searches bdgiv with preconceived noticins ttiat -we want a ,

scholar," or a -businessman;" or someone who is -young,- or socneone
Who has had a great dral of -experience:7 Too seldom Ooes the board in
these cases conduct any- analysis- of ilie institution to determine what its
current and futurq problems May be to which theVesident must address
himself: too seldom does it go beyand the "refeeenCes" and recommen-
dations of friends in bhecking out the capabilctits of candlidates: too .
seldom does it reaCh'a clear understanding with cad finalist candidate as

Inent of his own capacities for the jeb for which he is being cotisl ered.
to its expectations of him in order that he may respond with a fair sess-

Once selected, because there are no comprehensjve guidelines for
, the behavjor of thacollege president, altholigh- several, helpful books and
essays on the subject have been written by presidents reviewing their own
experience, most thief executives accept their jobs with.. an unclear
perception as to what will be expected of them or how they .might

, organize themselves for performance. The presidenis' from the academic
world, especially, have little or no everience and in many cases no4 even
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significant awareness of the problems of creating and working with a
Major volunteer resource as-represented by a board of trustees. Intfeed
ale procedures for working with and building a board run almost counfei
to the experience and nesds of the scholar whose.aim'is to increase:hiS
Co,y43 personarcompetence in-a discipline and who sees any infringement
on this task as something to be ceSisted or out-maneuvered. One presi:
dent of a well lenown Eastern.college, Made something of a career out of
complaining that the presidency did not permit'him te be a scholar. He
didn't recognize a new priority, 'that, as president, hisput% was to help
others become scholars.

Yet the president who can see itimslf as beneficiary of the concerns
and assistance of a grkiup of,experienced and influential men and wórnen
concerned'collegially in building a great, institution reaches his higheS
potential. Easy for him, thereafter, afe the tascts of building an in-
stitutional community of quality, of finding and guiding management
Tesources to provide effective use tif people, money, and inaterial.in the
interests of the teaching and learning process_ In this role he will be at the
nexus of the operation whith aardinates and operates the educational
enlerprise under wise policy direction, ind with the assistance implicit in
the influence and availability of expertise of the volunteers who comprise
the board' of trustees.

If he will see himself not as.".running the institution," .but as the
senior line officer presiding (president) in the efforts of thod who may in-

., dividually bring greater talents than he possesses in each particular field,
something pusual will be ccomplished.

The competent bOard will notlmerel.y elect a president and then hope
for the.best. It will have developed guidelines to share with th.e.president
as the_president helpsNetine institutional priorities. Individually, many
trustees may act informIlly as counsellor and friend to the president, es-
vecially as they may liave special expertise to offer in management, plan-
nipg. or the process of chhnge. They will work with him id the process of
management review required by progressive bylaws. Andqhey will be

-ready to be objective if changes must be made.
The president, on his part, must be prepared to work with the board,

to give time to the care and feeding of trustees, their psYChie as well As in-
. telleetual and physical deeds. If the president is afraid of strength, uncer-
-tail, as-to his owwrole., utiable to submerge hisown ego'needs in thelask
pf building the board, the' institution will suffer inevitably.*

Many rules of thpmb have been skated to suide the ailocatiiin of
time of the president among his various responsibilities. These range all
the way from those ,suggesting that 25 percent of his time be given respec-
tively to education. 'student affairs, business affairs and institutional
relations, to those of the 'extremists who wopld, say respectively that (I )
first and foremost he mkt be a scholar and an educator, or (2) his major

kjob is to be a .husinessman and fuhd-roiset.
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Surely allo atfOrl of time.arnang these areas will deP'end upon'chang--
ineemgenciZs, bait why has no 9ne suggested that Ayriority attention 'to
building a great board . u,sing some-of the pfineiples-outlines earlkr in this
chapter,-;,vill Make it'possible for the president-to be more effective in his
other roles? I '.

To paraphrase, presicAts must not bc afraagzeat boards: a few
are naturally.great, some achieve greatness9th work of accident or of
4?..11Hvidual jrustee,..s,'but if not-great otherwfe , it is tbeduty of bresidents

1'be s.ure that greatnerk is thaist upon them.
The president,and the board together wtio achievgreat.ness in t,fieir

perform:in& of trust for the irlstituuon will have created a tradition and a
momentum which, in the higheg sense will be a -crowning accomplial-
ment in the guarantee ol institutional stability, security, and .service_.

-
0 0 f an often quoted study off 44 strong instituaons conducted by Pauf H.

avis, college consultant to the 'Reader? Dtge5t. he foiind that-without excepticin,
they had, or had had...exceptionally abie boards of trgstees.

FOOTNOTES
als Harris poll, reported in The Chronicle OF Higher Education.

December 14, F972.
=The Role o/ the 7 natveN of Columbia University; .The Repon oJ lhe Spectql,

D-u.stt;ev adimted by the Trustees. November 4.1957. (Emphasis
riven as*inJhe Report.1 cf.

'Donald R. Beleher, The Board-q TErustee,vof the Univervitc ofTeettcrlrania.
The'Llnivivsity of P6nn4lvartilif FrIess% 1960f,

'Francis C "MaAcli Your ZrusteeicJ'o Yoor.Needs', College and
Citiv(;'nity llwinecc, February, 1973, prOvidts a Votlysheet-for tieti processes.

pperulix

A MINI-TEST FOR'THE TRUSTEE
.Dnes the Institution Perform a- Uselid Role? Can 'each trustee describe
this role - forcefully, persuasively? Can he or she explaioelearly how
the role contributes to society and to humanity? Has the role been
reevaluated recently enough to see if it fulfills the mission originally
set forth for the institutkon?

2. Dom the TruStee Knows Whether or not Programs are of Gbod QualiW
Does the Trustee have Adeatiafr InIOrmation as lo the Quality of the
Pandits? Figures on comparative faculty salaries? Degrees? Does he
have a grasp of the tenure probleMS and their impligiations for

onomic and ethicational policy? is the4board concerned' ttiat there
u. policies to provide fkxibility in curriculum as needs etiange?
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3. Does the Trustee Have a Clear Pictu're as to tly Adequacy of
Managemetu? Of the president? And his management team? Has the

. board established a basis for judging the effectiveness of the manage-
ment team in terms of objectives to be actomplished? Does manage-
ment provide relevant information for policy-making? Is the budget

- process and planning operation sound?, Is the development operati
economiCally valid? Are the plans for the future bob inspiring
pragmatic?

4. Is the Board Itself Effective? Is each trustee the best that can be had -
each Foie? Are meetings of the board effective experiences?All not,
whOse fault is it?) Is there a program to keep the board alert; remove
dead wood?

5. Has the Board a Broad financial Pokcy? Dots each trustee feel
strong personal commitment to participate in,--the development
program? Has the Board ,reached a consensus as to policiee cif--tbe in-
stitution for government aid? For tuition levels as it affects natute of
the student body? Is the management of finarrcial resources aggressive
and roductive?

Give each question 0 to 20 points, bein as tough and realistic as
possible in the evaluation. If the board sco es 80, it has an effective
program but plenty of room for improvementI Administered fecently to
a group of trustees of smaller .colleges, only one scored 70 and one
trustee, in frustration, suggested that his board score should be a minus
quantity. How.about yours?

. .AND FOR THE ykESIDENT. . .

11 Do you-really want trustees powerful and tough enough to be helpful? Is
your ego secure enough to share limelight with 'trustees? Are you con-
stantly seeking strategies to replace inadequate trustees, even if they
are comfortable, safe, and personally supportive, with niore Able per-
sons? Do you share yOul- defeats, seeking better answers, as well as.,
your victories, resultink in praise? Do you order your priorities to en--
courage sifting trufitees to take significant roles? --!1.

2. Do you educate your trustees? Is there a formal plan fot indoctrination
of new trustees, including explanation of the finahelal picture by the
institution's chief r ancial officer, vists with faculty and students,
briefng meetings wit1 senior trustees? Is part of each boatd meeting a
deliberate attempt t go in depth into some significant aspect of
e4ucation or educational management?

3. Do you keep the interest of your trustees? Are your reports to trustees
brief, readable, directed to important issues for policy decisions? Are
the problems you bring to the board significant enough to warrant
rKal attention? Are committees professionally stafred and encouraged
to tackle real and not superficial problems? Do you avoid leanitig so
heavily on the executive committee that trustees in general meetings
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ome little more than rubber-sta ps? Do you encourage an ann al -

tr stee retreat ahd make it so intereting , challenging (and fun) tha a
hi-gh percentage of the board t,urnsj out every year?.

o ou reward trustees! The excitement of being useful in import ri
itters is a basic reward, bill do you remember the niceties o

r cognitions, thanks to spouses, and oilier thoughtful acts that buil a

s a-pommunity between trLstees and the institution? Even mo e
hrtàntly, do you encourage students, faculty or others who are
eneficiaries of trustee thoughtfulness and generosity to express th

wn appreciation?
5 Do you feel saris led vou are doing all you can to njaximize the trust

resource?

-Give each question .20 points, being as objective as possible wi
yourself: As in the preceding test a score of 80 is commendable. Fifty
probably Jbove average, but not therefore encouraging. Anything bel9w
70 suggests that impritivement is advisable;below 60 heavy remedial ac-
tion is called for. Ms a-checkpoint the Wave president will ask a sayvy
truste-e or two to-rate him - the president - on these points and will discuss

the' results without-defensiveness if they suggest cdrrective action.
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R BEr j. FINNEY, JR.

ems o Private 5upport
of

American iligher Educatton

Rgbert J. Finjpey, Jr. is Assistant to ,the Director of
Development and Direutor of Foundiitions ai Dart-
mouth CtItlege. He received his,MBA llom the Amos
Tuck SchooLof Business Administration in 1967.)

.Changing, trends of 1-nlancial,support to higher education are in-
fluencing the reshaping -of'American higher education, Ahougli the causal,relationship is not a 'strong one. Changes in donor, attittides requirechanges in fund ra,ising techniques!But the planned results remain the
same; to tiring- PrivatC financial Support to ()Lir collega and, uoiversities'
so that the other changes and trends occasioned by stUdentsfaculties.
administrators and trustees can be faciliWed.--

This is true in virtually every aspect of fund raihing from the privatesector. with the possible'exception of foundations. In this ess-ay I would,'
like to sh,ow how fund raising efforts are adapting to other, changes inhigher aucation, even though fund raising changes in themselves are not
perse oveiriding-factors in altering the shape of higher-education in theUnited Stuto.

To cite oft 'example to clarify this point: in the p,ast three'years totalfreshmen enroilmeit in engineering institutions has declined by 30%.
This is a definite pattern in higher 'education. The fund raiser's job in this
case, then, is to find more scholarship fUnds- for prospective engineeringstudents; to help engineering schools reshape their curriculum into a
more attractive educational 1-no0e, and, inevitably, to 'help finance'
engineering schools likely to be faced with deficits. In short, trends ofprivate support to American higher education are in many ways dictated
by circumstances rather than directed by the individuals responsible 19rthe securing of Funds.
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The Current Situation and a Recent Historical View

"Crisis" might be theiMost overworked cliche being used to describe

the plight of higher education today, but a loOk at the fiscal situation at
many chr most- institutions substantiates the harsh reality of the wprd.
Operating budget deficits are the rule rather than the exception. Scores of
private colleges have closed their doors in the past three years or are on

ithe verge of doing so. The reason: lack of funds. Thefeasons for the lack
of funds are many. To cite a few of the more obvious:

a) Declining enrollments due to the end of the "baby boom" and
tO Southeast Asian war which once forced many students into
the draft haven of higher education.

b) Fiscal mismanagement.
c) The rising costs of private higher education. In a labor intensive

market. inflation has hurt badly. Costs -have gone up; tuition
(which approaches a consumer ceiling) has correspondingly
skyrocketed; and the middle income American can no longer af-
ford to send his son or daughter to-an expensive private institu-
tion. And such institutiory, for the most part, do not have suf-
ficient funds for scholarships.

cl) The vast increase in federal funding in the previous decade-which
Nilo% being cut back or at least is nbt growing as rapidly as it
once did. The past growth in federal funding led tO inflated
faculties and programs. Now that the money is drying' up the
programs and the faCUlties arc- nOt being, or cannot be, cut back

commensurately.
e) The increasing number of community colleges.

The knowledge explosion which has led to an increase in facul
and courses oS of all proportion to the increase in the number of
students, i.e.. tuition payers.

g) Flagging alumni support (and support from other private sectors:
of the economy as well) in the sense that such support has not
kept pace with rapidly increasing costs. In the ease of so manY in

stitutions which, have shut down .completely there had 4,ecn no
private support wh-atsoever, and of course no endowment to`take
u.p the slack.

h) Tbe stock Market dowments have been -eroded seriously.

These are but a few of the factors which can be cited as excuses for

higher education's "crisis" predicament.
If one accepts the notion that there is a great need for a pluralism of

.. public arid private education in Americ,an society as I do then ob .

viously something must be done to,,,allow both public and private in .
stitutioris to exist and flourish.'

Higher .cducation must manage bett& the fiscal resources it has.
.1ligher education nlust begin to operate its physical plant on a year.
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round basis. A better "marketing- job must be done (rit-aavis our public
institutions) or we will continue to see private institutions closin
doors. Higher'education Must adopt some form of a deferr ibn pay-
ment plan. Yale has already begun suCh a plan, and thanks to a grant

...from the Sloan .Foundation- a ormirtiurn df ren (as of th k. writing)
prestigious Easteen institutions is studying the best methodrimple-
rnenting their,own plan. Bin above all, colleges and universities must do'a
far more sophisticate4 and aggressive job in raising money from the
private sector of our conomy. Before discussing how this could be done:
it might be helpful to look at the various forms of fund raising and un-
derstand the complexity of factors that are affecting the present pattern
of giving.

_

Annual Giving

In 1966-67 the Council for Financial Aid to Education estimated
that total voluntary suppOrt to higher education was $I ,450,000,000. The
estimate for 1972r73 (the latest figures available) was $4,240,000,000. In
that same timelspan alumni annual gifts went frorn $91,477,401 to
$157.590.901. Ifrwe accept the fact that capital campaigns cut into Many
annual giving c'ampaigns. then the conclusion caii be drawn that; as a
percentage alumni support of institutions as opposed to support from
other private smarm has remained steady during the past six years. But,
as the table lielow indicates, -an intereiting phenomenon seems to be tak-
ing place. The institutions selected were those.nine with the highest dollar
twtals to their annual giving campaign for which figures for the six year

.period are available from the Council for Financial Aid to Education.

Ino notion Participation
72 -`73

Participation
Participation
Qi Chairke

pollar ,;
Gain

% $
Gain

CorndI I X I 21 9 + 3.8 $1777727 98.0
Hun. ard 27 6 1 24 2 -, 3 4 2,362210 53.9
Lloriminith 67 7 P 56 4 I I 3 972,955 60.4
I t4 1'4 24 8 1.8 7 - 6 I 780,9-67 43,9
Princeton 706 48 6 - 22.0 1.025.084 454.- .
Southern ( Ail S I NA NA 82,241 LI
Stanford I 5.8 24. I + 8.3 1.938.457 158.9 .:.,

S!.r..iCilm: 28 I 27 0 I I 261,501 56.1
Ni,de 44 0 36 0 8 0 ' 852.752 22.9

The individual rigUres should be subjected tQ a literal interpreta-
tion, for a number Olthese institutions were in the midst of capital cam-
paigns which caused their amival effort to stagnate. But we can come to a
general concluyon that a fewer percentage (t) alumni of our more affluent
invtautionv are giving more Put another way, the:average gift of those
who do participate is up substantially.

What arc the reasons for the decline in participation? The stock
market slump? Costly .campus disruptions during tbis period? More and
different demands for an educated individual's charitable dollar?Iihe4'
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reasons are numerous. Suffice it to say tha't thedecline'in participation of
-those who Support their alma maters should be a subject of reaLconeern
for,private higher education. Fewer individuals ,cannot be expected to-
carry more and more of the load for an unreasonable 1 n th of time.,..k

Perry Laukhuff, formerly viee president-of [lie then John rice Jones
Company (educational consultants) in 1968 wrote the -folloing:

,

There are 6350,000 alumni of American independent colleges and
universities. Only 1,250,000 of them give regularly or often to these
institutiohs. That is just 18% or Jess than one in five. Where are thes -
other 5,500,000'who never give a penny.to their own or any other
independent college or uhiversity?.. .
The colleges and universities are just not selling themselves to their

aw n

As for the aluinnL 5,500,000 minds need to reorder their priorities,
ancl reawaken the will 'to ,give. If alartmi cannot conscientiobsly
supporteir ,own colleges, 4hey can surely find andther indepen-
dent college to sull.iport. They must exercise the§aving power which
lies in their hands while there is yet,:tomething to save. They must..
reassess their responsibility as educated men anewonien.'

It is not enOugh 'simply to say "alunini, need to reorder ,Their
priorities." Their reasons for refusing Id give, as pointed, out, are
numerous, and, unfortunately, there IN no method yet .discovered -to stem
this tr'end. But let mes snggesr a few things which- KUM of the more
successful institutions in. terms Of annual gitving restilts are dding. SinCe
these devices are proving suCcessful, they must be construed as trends tin

approaches to annual giving efforts and the attempts to solve d easing

participation.

Beginning to soliCit seniors and .tell;ng them of the institution's
limancial facts of life just prior to ,their grraduation, as well as
tailoring annual appeals to yOunger alumni in the hope that an es-
tablished pattern of giving,can be obtained early in the life of the

alurrinus.
Speking challenge 'gifts which offer incentives to alumni who have
noi given the previous year td give during the current year. The
Cullman challenge grant at Yale, as one example, proved highly
successful in bringing back into the fold many alumni who bad
not contributed in previous years.
Placing heavy emphasis on "reunion gi.ving". That is to say, ask-
ingolumni for significant increases durifrg their reunion yearsoand
then suggesting they drop hacks to *heir usual pattern of giving in
non-reunion years. Surprisingly few drop all the way back.

Simply sending out more mail. In,a sUrvey done by Dartmouth
College in 1969 letters' .were mailedoto over 2,000 LY BUNTS
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ast -Year BUt -Not This) asking the reason for their non7
partiCipation'. Almost 60% of the resPondents checked the box, -

labeled 4 'just forgot". More mail makes one less likely to forget.
So efforts are being made tO stem the decline in alumni participatiort :

in annual campaigns. How successful they will be is alnlost impossible to
forecast. And there is an ominous cloud hanging over the future_ par-
tieipa&on-of-alictiini-in annitalgiyinguampains;-partietilarly:fertItehshg---
run. I refer to tfro deferred tuition giving program Which, as mentioned,
wakniast likely to become one vehicle for helping solve some institutions'
fiscal woes in the years ahead. There have been no studies'clone as yet on .

the Yale experience as to how their plan is affecting annual giving' by- . . . .those who have elected deferring then- tuition. Common- sense, however,
7'-would indicate that if-an individual is repaying alma Mater a certain

percentage.of his salary because he,elected-deferred tuition during his un---.7-----
dergraduate years, he is less likely to' be motivated to contribute "above.

.. .and beyond"-to the alumni fund, In the sense that deferred tuition plans
arc, a -forced7 means of fund raising it ii patently_clear= that the' im-----
plementation of this concept will have an- effect on the reshaping of

'American Ingher edncaticin.
Foundations

General welfare foundations have consistently given between 25%
_ .

and 26% of the total of voluntary suPport to higher tducatioU over the
last five years. In fact foundation gifti-have generally accounted for the
''

. .

. greatest-single-sourcof-voluntary-s porforthe-collegesa-nd univer-
sities. Will that continue?

Private foundatiOns -under the mandate of the 1960 Tax Reforni Act
mist, by 1975; begin paying out 6% of their minimum investment return ,

or theit adjusted nett-Mcome, whichever is greater. This should have two
effects: 1) those foundation's in ekistence in 1975 will be distributing
pore of their money, and 2) titere may be fewer foundations becauSe the
1960 Tax Reform Act has' Xeveral onerous features causing some foun-
dations to liquidatefand distouraging other's from being forMed. How
this will net,out in termtof how Much goes to private higher education is

oan-even more uncult qtiestion to answer. My guess is that the dollars to
- ,.

charity in general and education Ari particular front private foundations
will increase. For the year 1932,' at feast, that ,proved to be the case.
However, as this is being written, many foundations are cuttipg back on
their,frants because their assets have declined and the 1969 Tix Reform,
Act oes not affect Ahem,-

For higher educStion, however, fotindation grants-frequently lead to
real' problems.- It is=a truism that the mast majority of private fonndations
wish to be on the --cutting edge of education; theY-wish to be involved
only with innoa lye programs. Few arc givini for gineral operating aupl
port.' Few are gi g for endowment. The results are 0-, -,-Aittitions _. _ , ...competing for foundation dollars are constantly formulativ,; new and, -
costly programs which-they:sell-to a foundation, and "lophich they firid,

- .
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themselves committed once the foundation funds run out.
Just ,three years ago one of the- eountry's most distinguished

'-edutators left his institution-to head oneof the larger foundations in the
'tnited,States. Just prior to his appointment he made an eloquent plea
for foundations_to support excellence in education, not just new and in-
novative programs. Once he became the ptesident of the foundation, it
imrnectiately began-to give-'seed"- morietfor-projeets,:-just-the opposite of-
the concept he had expounded while 'he was a higher educatjon ad-

/ministrator.
This is no small dilemma. In the future, colleges and universities are

going to have to ask themselves what are their priorities in terms of new
programs', and then solicit foundation funds for those projects most like-
ly to be undertaken evereif no private money is- available., To do

. . ---- --,otherwis is to_ipvite possible_added. fiscal woes in the years ahead.
Jac ues Barzun, in an article he wrote fOr Alma Mater. put it rather

_ .
succinct! : -B9Wuring into projects, studies.a7d institutes all
new and suPerimposerl on existing purposes the foundations have
:teadily dded to the financial and administrative burdens of univer-

_

sines.
The president of one majo niversity wrote the following to the

president of one of the ten larges foundations in Anierica. It expresses,. .

,

my view weil:

I have reached a conclusion, which is noiVery flattering to the ma-
jor foundations, andlAnc4 of no tattfal wiyof-putting-it-Itis my
impression that many of the foundation's that have traditionally
given significant help to higher education are now so frightened by
the enormity of the problem that they are adapting a strategy which
will contribute (emphasis added) to the collapse of private higher
education. In many instaapes funds which were previously chan-
neled to private higher education have gime for other worthwhile
purposes. 'And since the Ineeds of all of our institutions are very
great, many foundations-have adapted the strategy of refusing to
give core support and of supporting -add-ons.'"

-
Thus, this specific area of fund raising is having an effect ori the

reshaping of American higher education. It is not, however, all bad:
Many innovative programs are good and deserve to be continued even
after the foundatioa funds have ceased. And in one particular area
foundation funds have helped reshape American higher education: they
have encouraged our colleges and universities to recruit minority and
under-privileged students, and then helped with programs which bridge
the-educational gap between a poor secondary school background and
the demands of a more difficult learning environment.

The most striking single example of how foundations are affebting
American higher educaticin is the'effort by the Ford Foundation to up-
grade therfuality of a Iimited-number of black Institutions: Daring-the



next five years fully 100 milli-on dotlars offord Foundation money isoar-
marked for these Selected institutions.-Por thomost part-th'e money will
'be spent for faculty developMent, curricular changes, sehalarships, lb,
short, for a general improvement in the overall quality of these- in-.
stitutions.

Yet another.trend in the-foundation philanthropic field is towards'
-professional-administration of foundationatabsed-ilin past-,---bythe-repor-
ting and accountability.reqUirements of thE 1969 Tax Reform Act. MOre
and more of,the intermediate size foundations are hiring executive direc-
tors to screen propOsals for their trustees- and carry out -the ad-

trative -burdens of the_ foundation.An observation might be made
that thiS trenqowards "profcssionhlism- in foundations ik removing the
personal elenient in foundatiOn solicitation. The trustees may make the

_ultimate decision, but_development officers or_ institutional Artisteekand_
alumni are inviting disaster -if they attempt to end fun a foundation
employee to try and use personal influence on behalf of a proPosal. As a
general observation. fury hath no wrath as a foundation official scorned.

. .

With this,trend, the move towards the fun,ding Of even more innovative
prograrns shoulci;-grow; the dangers to higher education in this regard
have born citecl.above.

A third trend in the foundation field is the eitablishment of more
community' foundation's, foundations which band together as a consor-
tium and hire an administrator to handle the affairs Of all the founda7
tions.. Here again -,college development officers, academic officers,.
alumni whoever -Might once have been personally influential in hely
ing obtain a grant ,are being removed onestep from the ultimate deci-
sion makers. The personal approach, while still important, is becoming
less of a factor in the successful obtaining Of a grant. Without the per-

, sonal influence factor, it Once again becomes mire difficult toget a grant
which would relieve a strained institutional budget.
Corporal" Giving

Suppoit to American higher education from busiOss institutions
hat benefit more than any other institution from our colleges and un-

iversities) is surprisingly low. In -1972=73 business corporations .gave
roughly' S250,000,000 to higher education or only 13.6 percent of the
total for those 1,020 -institutions reporting.

In general, this suPport takes three forms: the matching
employee gifts, gifts in kind, and outright grants. In terrps,_Of the first,
more and more industries are adapting matching gift progrfiis . Assum-
ing that alumni &ntributions continue to grow, business gifts through
this vehicle should increase.

Tbo often, university development officers ignore the fact that car-
porations make "gifts iri kind", 'i.e.. their own product to the institution.
Computer companies have beeh known to give their equipmeqt (usually
for the quid' pro quo of hating ft tested-or furttler develoPed), canfera --
companies have been-known-to doiiate lenses, and so forth, The trend in



-,this form of giving, however, is likely to be downward'again because of,

the 1969 Tax Reform Act.. Corporations can now deduct gifts in kind
only up to their Cost as previously opposed to their market value.

Outright gifts are harder to predict because th`ey genera depend on

the corporate profit picture. For exaMple, in the eco11omjhl1y affluent
decade from 1956 to 1906 the rate of growth 2if corp9fàte supPort to

7".higher-edueatiori,.asseported.by_the CQ11nCil for-Finan 'al Aid to Educe!.

tion, averaged 9.2% per year. In the relatively paror Conomi Tear of,-
1970 that support decreased by 5.2% frOm the previmis year. So bisiness
suppOrt of- higher education, while generally increasing each 'y ar, is-

.
probably not increasing as rapidly as the budgets of higher educati n in-

stitutions.
If there is a trend in the motivation for corporate giving it is towards

quid pro quo._Corporationi Increasingly are concentrating 'their philan-
thropic gifts in the areas where their-coMpanY headquarters are located-.

or where they have plants. For all the words said to the effect that "We
need to_improve the area in which our own employees work," the un-

-derlying reason for this-Concentration a giving' is more likely favorable
local publicity and all of its ramifications. Quid pro quo rationale for giv-

by corporations has been recognized by many of our graduate
of business administration and they have established "associate"

ams. For a yearly fee of $1,000 to $3,000._ a .corporation might

become an, '"assOciate" of %the school and receive its professional
publicationi, publications by individual professors, favorable recruit-

ment ffealmenend the privilege-of-sending-executives-to-business-
seminars and ,the like. The establishment of this device should inerease in

the future at our graduate schools of buginess, but the 'level of
Membership or the fee will depend again largely oh 'the corporate profit

picture.
.Some busineises conduct their philanthiopy through a! corporate

foundation. The Exxon Education Foundation, theFord Motor Corn-.

Any Fund, and the General Electric Foundation are but- three which

Canduct their philanthropy through this means. When soliciting such
Corporate foundations all the sules for soliciting private foundations
held. These corporate foundations are generally not subject to giving

primarily in areas where their business is concentrated. HoweVer,
because of the 1969 Tax Reform Act there is a definite trend towards the

dismantling of such corporate foundations, particularly the smaller ones,

and the' incenteles for a business io conduct itg philanthropy in this
manner haa now been lessened. A survey condUcted by The Conference

Boar,d'' of some 400 'corporate foundations reported that perhaps as

many as 200 corporate foundations had been terminated. One might then

infer that-the regional motive forgiving by 'corporations may become an

even more dominant factor in corpor\ate support-of private higher educa

tion in the future as corporate foundatioins are closed dawn.
One encouraging sign of corporate foundation- giving is the trend

towards grant's which will help alleViate the-financial pressure..PeMaps
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because cOrporate ibundations are .run by husinessmen- they are begin-
ning:to inaugurate:,prpgrarns,which Will benefit those institutions which
are making a 4ineere effort towards bstter fiscal.management. The Exxon
Education' Fcatod'ation is Ons such corporate 'foundation with its grants:-
to inStitutions who wiih to eniploy management consultants to provide'
connset on ways to operate Trpie-efriciently ---;

indly4inakinter-jlvasCapilgl.,-qiffs
' Seneca wrote "Fle whb, hegs tiMidly courts refusal!' -and more and

ore educational' institutions .are beginning to recognize this. Thus-we.

would have dreamed of ten ears ,ago. To name but two, witness the
e major benefactions being madO far beyond What development officeri

y
.;magnificent -Beiniekegrants---to-N-ale-and McGaw-,---sup td

Northwestern. This trend should increase as financial pressare nts
and development officers become both more aggressive and sophlttieated-

_to meet the challenge of that presstire.
"Inter Vivos" capital gifts will continue to grow as mare and more

privatc institutions of higher learning launch capital campaigns:''Llere
again,-the launching of a capital campaign is usually in respon.se te needs
of an educational institution _rather .tlian a changing pattern of higher
education per se. Such campAigns on a mass scale are relhtively new/fund
raising effortk, although one might argue that an early eaPital campaign
was launehed by. a Dartmouth aluipnus in 1906 when.Dartmouth Hall
burned to the ground and he wrote to all..alumni asking for contributions
for rebuilding purposes. His words, famous in Dartmouth lore, were
"-Thts-is not a call,Tit is a summorfs7 Seneca would have been proud.

'inter vivos" cSpital gifts should also continue to rise because
private higher education is moving to what might be termed "rolling".
capital campaigns. The plan is -a simple one. Estirnates are made for
capital needs over a ten year period and are simply updated each year.
While a professional fund. raising couneil might not be hired and
;usually is not groups called trustees resources comMittees of alumni
resaurces committees are formed for the express purpose of:seeking, on
an ongoing basis, significant gifts of an individhal's capital either for en-
dowment, builsdings, general operating expeoses, or bequests:

What motivates an' individual to make a significant inter vivos gift
to a university? George Brakely, long .prominent in fund raising circles,
claims that individuals give because they will get something out of it. No
one can argue with that. The trick is to determine what that "something"
is, for that 'is the key to _motivation. Therein lies the challenge of the
development officer. Dqes an individual have a tax pr an estate pioblem?.
Does an individual give because he or she haS a sincere desite to aid a
cause? Does he give because he wants the recognition of giving? MI who

,give do so because' they get sbnietizing out of it. It would be wrong to
suggest that over the past years there is a changing pattern, in what
motivates an individual to make-a significant gift.of-his or her capital.
What would not be wrong to say is that development professionals are_
'becoining both more sophisticated and more aggressive in seeking out
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tirrd.motivAtipg 'people towards suc giftS. Th eid wiii.eot
nee0 for ever:greater funds ecOntinues.
Bequests and Peferred Giving

No one tan deny thatthe gift most likely to please a college presi
dent is die 'mrnediate gift, the cash ih hand gift, Which Permits the institu-
-on_to gd orward imMediately_ with:_a new piogram or helps tobridge
Fie' iip b iiiiliiiiraTtInd-e1P-aiiiiiiZtitifif there it-one lieicoitipf-hOpe7--.

on the hig _de e'd4ratien fund raising-scene which Shines-with the most
prillianee,_ it -iS in .the area' of bequestk and estate planning.

Newer or4younger institutions tnay take little solace in that
emend With younger . alunmi bodies they just cannot expect such a

fund raising effort: to reap much at all, with the eXception of few in-
stitutions able.to-turp to parents-or friends forAhis tyPe of!supportiThe-

--established inStitUtion; -however; , Must -:have.:i- Well- established-beqtfest r-,:--
and estate.plannin& program if it expects to compete SUccessfully for th,:-
available philanthroRic- dollar in the future.'

The-Council for.Financial Aid to EducatiWdoes not summarize the _-

totals for bequeit's and life income annuitieS', bilt d look at Dartmouth
Coilige will emPhasiie the point. In the decad&of the:50's Dartmouth
received $11,00,030 (rounded) in bequests andirrevpcablelife.inconie
contracts? In the deende of the 60's _that figure jnst.abotit trebled to $32,7 _

305,000. The figureS tor the drst-three'years of the 20's read as follows:

1970 - 4,151000
I-971:7=4,250,000 -
1972 7 6,565,000

_ .. _. -.
Similar Institut ons with similar'' progtains,can cite comparable

,

results. ' . , ._

.The.reason for die growingpopularity of bequests (the final serv ce a

man may render his alrha Mater) and deferred giving plans is simple-. tax-

es. A tax, deduction for'rharitable gifts was first enacted in '1917. The
decade of the '50's ,6y4considerable tax 6hanges and liberalization of
deductions for donor s. iind the l969, Tax Reform Act did not change to
any great degref the atfractiveness Of deferred gifts.

Few colleges Or unisYersities can afford to be without a deferred giv-'
ing or beqaest program, This form cif giving beeauie of The tax conse-
quences and the complotifY of the law is best handled by a lawyer in the
employ (full time, i( po sible) of the institution, or is the chief respon .
sibility of the developmei t offieer in the small institution. A deferred giv-
ing program permits the',clonor tp make his gift, retain income for life,'
and realize significant,tAxc benefits. Both'-the individdal arid the institu-
tion benefit in a very dr4biatic way. Thus as a sburce of funds it has much

sales appeal. ,

If a. single most frnportant trend can be discerned in changing

. patterns of giving to rvate higher education, I believe it is the realiza-

tion on the part of th stitutionsittemselves that this aspect of giving
holds -the greatest pr'ia iii.fnfTiituregroWth: Thus they-are becoming--

0



much .more hggressive; in 'their -approack: (alliough 1 am not
suggesting that an 'Advertisement for the bequest program be placed in
the obituary section of the -Alumni 'Magazine as -was suggested by the

.Development Office at one institution with which, I am familiar!).
People

The need for.top-flight people responsible for raising money from
he private SectOr ii becoming recognized increasingly-by-administrative
'Ricers and trustees; Aecordingly salaries and 'recognition are going Up

at a remarkablerate, andIhe individuals being attraded to the profession,.. . .

are less likely to be deierejed from entering it fot those tWo reasons. This
. .

is particularly true in th area of bequest and estate planning where, as
already mentioned, tax .laWyers are in demand. But it extends beyond
,

,

that-speyty. At one Prominenfeastern institution a Budget Task Force ,

--. Compose 'of-students; faculty; administrators and aluinni recommended ---: .

. that for.the nekt fiVe years the rate of growth of the institutiop be pared
to 5% per year, The one area singled out aS being necessary to grow (bOth
n terms of numbera arid, the salaries needed to attract top-flight people)

was development that area was recommended'to grow 9% per annum.
With status and salaries improving, faster.- in many- cases thari

salaries in other institutional administrative areas comes' also an up-
grading of the quality f peoPle. Commensurately, hoth the Council for
Advancement and Sup ort of Education and private firms ate conduct-
ing seminars or a far m re intensive and sophisticated nature than they

L-- --did even_fiVe-yearaago-Theconsequcnces-for-theprafession-andthe in
slitutions which those in the profession represent must be beneficial. If
not, the pluralism so valued in American higher education will,be in even
more trouble than it is today.
Supportive Activities ,

'If it is to maximize its results, fund raising cannot exist as an entity
Anto itself. There is a definite trend within higher education development
for better research methods, research on foundations, corporations, and;
above all, alumni and friends. Much of the research deals with -whire
the money' is."- In the case of alumni this irnot sleuthing in a deNious

-sense. Ninety-nine percent, of .my colleagues would reject Pope's ad- -
vice; "Get place and wealth' with grace; if not, by any means get place

-and wealth."
Nevertheless, development officers are turning to public sources of

information 'such as Securitid. and Exchange Commission reports and
proxy statements (both public' documents) to ascertain alumni wealth
with more regularity. The results orthe increasing sophistication in the
field would seem to be eVident in the larger "inter vivos"-gifts and be-

_ quests -- not to mention the many larger gifts td annual giving' cam-
paigns which, as mentioned earlier, are being- madeto our private in-
stitutions. The development officer is finally-becdming aware that he and
his volunteers or colleagues must go where the, money_is.

Beyond research as a "supportive" service to the development of-
_
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limn is the adjunct services for alumni. If alumni and friends are to be ex-
pected to support.the institution thin the institution should be expected
to provide them something-in return..They miglit be put to some gratify-
ing work, such as student recruitment, alumni 'club service, serving as
fund raisers for the aminel giving campaign, and so forth. Our univer-

_sities_are recognizing_this_ancLasking,theivalumni_td:involvelthemselves..:__.
in more-ways than =simPly financial supporty

Yet another trend is that lhe institutions are serving their aluroio
erms of continuing education. It is becoming an increaSingly ridiciTous

notion that education is only for the young: As a result more and more
institutions are upgrading their alumni Magazines to reflect intellectual
interests. Such ideas as continuing education; institutes for men and.

Women' in the professions to provide:therh with an intellectual restimula--
_ . _ . _

tion, vacatiop tours which offer both fun and inteflectual enlightentnent,'
'and the like are,being undertaken with refreshing frequency. FEOM a fund
raising standpoint these ancillary services can only_help to stimulate sup-
port of our private institutiOns.
Summary

There is no -doubf a financial crisis confronting private higher
education in America: Part of the answer lies-in more aggressive
and' more sophisticated,fund raising efforts directed towards the
private sector of otir economy.
Stens_are:beingttakemirFtharea7of-_,aitnualfgiving_which_should
reawaken the alumni-will to give. Fewer people are giving more;
a greater percentage are going to have- to give tven more. .

Foundation giving to private high& education should in-
creasebut -with it comes the inherent danger that our univer,
Mlles will-add costly programs as a result bf foundatiOn .-seed"
money that will inflate the budget once -the money runs out.
Corporate giving is likely to eontinue to rise but at a less rapid
nite than institutional budgets unless the economy picks up,con-
siderably. American higher education has a c6nsiderable job to
do to educate the corporate benefactors of their work. Quid pro
quoism is likely to, increase and corporate -foirdations- will
become less a vehicle for corporate giving.: c

Individual -inter vivos- capital giving will no doubt increase as
. development people become more sophisticated in their

salesmanship, and because of the tax laws pertaining to such
gifts. .

The most likely area to benefit American higher education in
terms of long range support is that of bequests and life.in'Come,
contracts in their Many forms. Both the individual and the in-
stitution can benefit enormously from irrevodable -inter vivos`
trusts. . '

The individuals being- attracted- to the development field are
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becoming bothrhore aggressive and more sophisticata Salaries
are increasing as top academic and administrative officers are
coming to ralize that the calibre of their development officers is
vifal to the, solvency of their instilution.'-,
A ncillarY programs involving alumni and frieads are'burgeorr-
mg. PriVate institutioqs-are-involving theiralumni increaginglyin
non-fund raising activities. These institutions are enacting con-_
filming education programs. The dffrshoot of this is likely to be
increased alumni support.

Wow American higher education will be affected by the changing
patterns of giVing is almost a.moot gnestion, for the ultimate ansWqr lies
in how other areas within higher education change. For now it can be

.said that development officers who can best- Perceive donor readion
changes and relate them to ongoing need§ of higher education will_be the
men and women in the position best to serve their institutions. Whatever.
-the outcome, one-thing is certain; trends bf private support will continue
to have an-iiiipact on the shape and direction of American higher educa-
tion.

FOOTNOTES
'Statement contained in protnotional brochure published by John Price

Jones Co., 1968.
'Jacques parzun, "Foundatipn Folklore Alma Mater, Volume XL: No. 6,

May 1973, page-5.
'Statement in-confidential letter to major foundation. The author prefers

remain anonymous:
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Change in Higher'Education:
Piecemeal or Cqmprehensive?

Frederick M. Jervis is president of the Center for.
Construptive Change, Durham, New Hampshire and
former professor and chairman of the Department of
Psychology at the University of New Hampshire.

JaMs W_ Jervis is secretary and member of the Boa.rd'ot
Directors of the Centerfgr- Constructive Change.

Changeistroubling_concept_So troubling_that_eollegtor_universi-
ty.thange is.usually a reaction to unrest and dissatisfaction within; the in
stitution_ or tO pressures from the outside community.' Some ad-.
ministrators, trustees and faculty view chang with alarm and suspicidn,
and consider it a deterioration otstandards. thers assume change in-
dicates progress and therefore benefits the insti ution and the larger com-
munity.

Recent times have seen one change follo another in colleges and
universities. Administrators and trustees, react to stuacit unrest and
funding problems; they revise curricula and adjust calendars. They
eliminate parietals and adapt admission standards, believing the result
will be a sound and fundamentally different institution.

Our question is this: Are these truly significant changes or are we
trying to graft new arms anJ legs on the same old body? yIhat difference
do such Changes make, for- xample, in the significant isslres of injustice,
human dignity or new l dership? We are not advocating that the institu-
tian be preserved-as it is, as it has been shaped by tradition and conven-
tion: We are suggesting instead that the college and university must ex-
amine possibilities of a different and comprehensive kind of change.
Otherwise; institutions of higher education will spend increasingly more
effort making piecemeal changes which will be otlittle conseqqence when
viewed frcim a larger perspective.-in effect they .will be like the firemen
putting out brush fires While the family perishes in the burning house at
their backs ,

Copyriglu. 1975 - by Frederick M. Jervir ahnd Janis W, Jervil



r A Differeni Kind of Change is Possible
Two kinds of change are possible for- individuals, disciplines; in!:

stitutions, even whole.societies. One is the change taking place within the
boundaries of the framework governing an individual, institution, or

::...,:,.._other,unit.:-Thisjohange-is-piecemeal-and=reactiveThe:.other_chang6_,
possible remoyes the boundaries; it constructs an alternative framework
to replace-the old..This kind of change-fi significant and comprehensive..

-Replacing the framework changes all that the framework touches or
colors.
Iv For example, when the framework of eighteenth century mercan-

-tilism was replaced by Adam Smith's laissezfaire econbmic system, corn-
prehensive change occurred with Widespeead implications _forr trade,_

-naval poWer, and the fates 'of entire nations. In contrast, the so-called- ;
radical economic changes recently Offered to deal with today's
inflationary-style depression result in piecemeal change of minor .

_ _
signifieance.

The focus of this colume is higher education, but the principles
whith Aetermine hoW change occurs in-educational-institutions are-the
same as those which sovern .phange everywhere. As- in other ardas,
change in education is almost always within, the- framew-ork of a prevail-
ing theory or model which has iniposed conceptual boundaries on what is

.possible. Within such -boundaries change_ never- fundamentally alters or
replaces. PrOgress is merely an elaboration of the framework itself when
a discipline or institution:remains -in the existing framework.

What we are describing is .similar to what happens wh-en dealing
with a closed system. Basically, ii means that the, traditional methods of
knotving do not incorporate methods for.ehallenging or questionins-the
construets which- serve as the framework for all inquiry within that
system. With no way-'-tO eballenge the basic construct-, change will be
.piecemeal -and usuakty in reaction to problenis and -crisis. Change
achieved in this way may_ seem vast to thosewho operate within the.same
conceptual boundaries, but it will prove insignificant comparedto what_
happens when' the boundartes themselves .aie discat:ded.

TO illustrate, lookat the construct of normnlity..Some psychologists
accept this _construct witluut question, and it -bedothes the framework
within which they operate as scientists. What people regar'd aszew tlis-

. comics, advancement, and significant change are always made within :

, this ,sanie coniext. -There_ is a different way- to- view 'psychological
-progress-. Okurposition is-that current advancer and discoveries are ac-

,.tually an elaboration and refinemenecontained within the psychological
paradigm, apd the expert is unable to exceed or challenge th;boundaries
of his initial construct. As Klee has stated:

. we psychologists possibly made our fundamental mlstake when
we thought -we- saw an organism acting in an. -environment and
forgot to realize that this thought is Subject to as much Error as any
other hypothesis in philosophy -or science. Klee, 1950, p. 7)

:
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It isessential to recognize paradignis are not changed simply by Conduct-ting critical experitnents or diseovering the ne fact. They are changed
,

- only when challenged by a competing construct' n: When the basic con-
struction remains, all that is possible is an elaboration Or differentiation
within that construction. Thi5 is-verymuch-hke theitatement by,-George
Kelly in The Psychology of Personal-construcis: that,ithe individual's
personal constructions are merely elahoratiOns within a superordinate
construct. This construct, Kelly_ says-, cannot be altered by changing a '

..-- fact or specific element Within the constructidn, but only brchanging the
! -superordinating construct itself.- (Kelly, -1955) As an indivi.dual, if my

. purpose is,to avoid failure I rn4,y operatein- many different areas,--but
- always within the boundaries a-avoiding failure. If t_can_be perauaded to

seek a different purPose --id growand develop a total 40 significant
change os A reordering of all the facts and specific instances Within the
construct -would result. _The individual fhen begins to .seek ;new- ex-

.
periences and even to view failure as a learning experience.... .

We point this 'out because we thinkit:iklelPful to recogniie that
Kuhn, wh6 focuked on_'scientifiL change arrived at cbnclpsions similar to

' :those. of Kelly, who'fausedOn personal change. Compfehensive change
-,persbnal; scientific, or Other =- requires altering or replacing the
framework governing the area in which change is deemed necessary. All
siinificantzchangein_the past was_ achieved in . this way and_actually or-
curred suddenly, With revolutionary completeness, even 'though we

. thought, it- happened -with gradual incremental steps-. To change- or
_

replace the framework, whether it is galled paradigm, construct, model,
or theory, affects everything within that framewbrk, and Change will be

_\ _ -
sudden and Comprehensive.

, _

The clearest exainples are in science. Significant change_has not
come about- through the crucial experiment or the single new fact, as
many believe, but has burst forth because the entire paradigm was
challenged and found wanting. The greatest challenge was to the method-
of-knowing itself when the underlying purpose of theoretical physics
shifted from di attempt tddiscover the fixed nature Of things ito the pur-

pose of.observing the relatlbrighipi between initial conditions and 'At-
come. Theimplications for epistemology and for science are Still not fully

-recognized:Those clinging to the old inodel daily develop.new techniques
: and perfect new equipment, only partiallyaware that the significant,ad,

vance was the development of a new theory which di-mates the nature of
future techniques, equipment and methods.

In business we have observ0- the process of changing frameworks
the past decade Or two as whole industries shifted- from a manufacturing
model to a marketitzdel. This Oift exemplifies truly cornprehensive

, .. , ,

change because it ca restrutAring.of entire bUsiness organizations.
Basic to a manufacturing miidithe assumption that manufacturing a_

.product or providing a serVice it:the,Wature of the business. The ocganiza-
tion focuses-first on the product,* quality and its Cost: With.theaidof
flo;.,v charts And critical path .teChoiqUes, management can tracklproduct,a .
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production efficiency: and cask This emphasis un pidduct-quality-cdst
determines what decisions are Made, whaf,sifuations become problems,
arid the nature of th optionk 4vailable to- that business.

.

:in.contrast,
operate from the classit assumption that meeting the needs Aif ekinsumert
is the nature of the business. The organization works to identify the
market- in terms of corisumer,nerds and to gain a share of the market.
The focus now is consumers, thei --needs, the markets: The first_questions.
wilt be: Are theretonsumer need not being met?What percentage of the
market does our company hay . What percentage of, the market is'
available? The ,cornpany which.'s ifts the franiework fibril* a manufac-
Curing to a marketing model achi Ves comprehensive cpange within ffie`
Organiiationt :Management asks ifferent questions, defines ,different
problems, and constructs different pptions. There is a drarnatic ihift of

' foal point and activity evaluation _
Similar shifts Can occur in a se

ample. They once viewed thiiir bus
passenger miles. At some point-the
that of meeting travel and recreatio
shift was that the airlines purchase
and became involved in other activ

Vice business. The airlines are an ex-
ness within the framework of flying
shifted their business framework to
al needs of people. The result of this
hofel chains and car rental agencies

ties oriented to tourism and ream-
tion.

Thesame kind of change can b seen historically- as man shifted his:
.personal framework .or construct fom 'a belief that his behavior 'was

Gosl-directed to the view that his behavior was directed .by his in-
telhgence and thinking This shikpermitted and even dictated changes
not possible within the old framework of God-devil-in-man; As a result
Wien changed their explanations and 'theories of:behavior and changed
thdir view of rftion and science.,-.All of these shifts-of mddels and
Paradigms brought about comprehensive change because theY affected
and cffored everything included- within the framework bf the model or

.

paradigm. Thus, the Most fundamental change is Of the framework itself.
Cor4prehensiVe Change does not come about by adding to facts
developed ander t paradigm,- hut through 'replacement of the
para omas Kuhn and George Kelly both developed this thesis'in,
some lerigt n their respective diseiplipes_ We believe that it is consistent
with their positions to state that change:OW be both comprehensive and
Sudden when the framework itself is 'inVolved. OUr .insiances`. from-,
Science, business, psychology and economics demonstratethe accuracy
of this statement.

We must recognize that all peoPle'work within a framework and at
all times function or operate within that frarhework, even when if iS
plicit and unrecognized. When_ the framework_is_ no- longer _adequate
another is constructed to talec iti place, or chaos and turmoil result, The
'Paradigm is rarely challenged while it is working. When' it no longer .

serves; people begin to experience Uncertainties and dilemmas. Paradow
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in disciplines or institutions provoke reeognition of a framework that no
longer functions adequately.Tractitioners becorne aware of limitations in
their discipline because the theoretical model does not enablethem to

- ----perform effeetiyelyinitheir_ficlii_Al. this point itbecomes_possible tolook ==

at the framework itself and to give serious considWration"to an alternative-,
framework.... _

With some histat;ieal perspective, it is possible to see that a succes-
,

Sion of frameWorks haVe been eihausted and replaced in one discipline
after another. Ocience is an example. Front the beginning of; forinal
science, the basa-"assumption within the franteWork of thediscittfine wao.
that sciencdealt withentities which'conld be named or categorized. The

_ _ _ _

criteria referred to the properties and qualities which made these entities
diitinet from one .another. This fUndamental assumption changed irt, a
later- period, affecting also the implicit purpose within the discipline.
With the change, icience viqwed itself as dealing With relatirinships, and
t he- purpose of the scientist- was to discover ihe'unobservable construct-
-which explained what he was not able tci Ipbserve, tlirectbf.: Note, as the
discipline became more advanced the criteria had to4ange also, andthe
seientist referred to constructs which provided causal _explanations for
relatiemships. At a later time in a new framework science s4w itSelf as
dealing with'the construction of initial conditions and observing the con-
sequenrmults. The pUrpcfsr here-Was-to'maximite-desirable-outccimeb
and minimize the undesirable with criteria referring to the results the dis-
cipline'Or practitioner wished tci achieve..

Clearly; ,thg .bil:que-Aion to which a discipline is addressed, the
problenis its-practiticriers defiae, the 'alternatives they dotVider practical
or_ even' concepttiallY possible 1l depend upon the- framework_ xhich
govern& that discipline. To illustrate :Took:at the siatPle:,biblOgical con-
struct tree. In the first scientifiO,Tratnework br paradigm, Which dealt
with entities to be named or categai#ed, tree is a whole entity which can
be separated into discrete- partr--"based on particular properties and,
qualities ofitin7parts. (Leaf, branch, root, etc.) Tree can also be viewed as
a whole elasg-olentities, and the class itself can be subdivided on the basis
of properties. (Elm, maple, pine, birch trees, eta.)

To continue our illustration, tree within the second scientific
framework when science dealt with relationshipi, is part of the larger
whole pi nature -itself. It becomes posOle to discoyeir many causal
relationships between sun, soil, water and tree. In the third and final
stientific framework, science saw itself as dealing with the construetion
of initial conditions and observing the consequences, and tree is viewed
as _the consequence of 'certaint'initiar dOnditians. Within thiS last
feamework, the scientist asks himself .?..--hat outcome or-result he desires,
what kind -of-tree he wishes tci develacC, This approach takes him. into
'breeding new plant,..;cleveloping _hybrids and Mutations: Thelkki-e-of
sCientifie-ciiteria is particularly interstiag here, for the criteria-refer to the

-; resUlt desir "insteadlif something assumed to be rnherent in the nature
of tree, .



'm It is obvious that in similar fashion it is possible to take the construct-
particle and view it in radically different ways. Depending on the current
seientific framework within which the word is bsed, the scientist would
ask different questions and structure his research in different ways. His
problems would differ and his options would-cbange from one paradigm
to- another. The boundaries for science, as well as for philosophy,
mathematics or any othee discipline, are inherent in the framework which
gineriis the discipline, not in the nature-Of the topic with which the discipline
is cotwerned.

General Indicators of Limitations in Frameworks
In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.-Kuhn shows the reader a

. clear pisture of the chaos Which precedes the running out of a paradigm
or framework. Although this, picture focuses on science, it can be
generalized because it accurately represents the turmoil which precedes
the'cleath of prevailing frameworks in other disciplines, institutions, and
cultures. 'In almost every instance the framework which is no longer
adequate, which will no longer serve as a guide, displays the following
characteristics:

General confusion and sometimes cnsis
2. Questioning of authority
3. Fragmenting of methods

The turmoil accorripanying the death of a paradigm in a specialized
digcipline is also trup of society in general. The institution of higher
education cannot be separated from society so it too is subject to the

'chaos and turmoil of dying paradigms. Our question becomes: Does the,
controlling framework for higher education and for the larger society still ,

function adequately? It is irossible to avoid asking this question when
we see that all institutions n our society are simultaneously in disarray
and are increasingly unable talulfill their original purposes, Th'is is true
of self-gov6nrnent, the church/ and education.

Universities traditionally base thcir claim to authority and respect
on the ability to, leaf] the search for universal truths, to train the leaders
of tomorrow, to provide the certain answer, and to deal with finites:
These claims.,gre' subject to growing challenge and doubt, yet no one
knbws what alv,rpatiNe role the institution should fill. Consequently
10leges experinat with curricular struCtures, cipansion into the corn-

- munity. interdisciplinary programs, and calendar changes without asking
if these are the most essential changes to make when problems are due to
the failure of the framework which governs the entire institution.

- Turmoil and col:halms in the social structure are apparent to almost
every Americtin. The small flamer is personally aw.ire of a crisis in the
e_conomy; the eeonbmist must face dilemmas created by simultaneous in-
flation and unemployment, parents can neither understarld nor condone
the life style of contemporary youth, but can offer no acceptable alter-
natives.

This confusion is mirrored in higher education. The, inability to
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decide whether his task should be teaching or publishing is only one of
the dilemmas facing today's faculty member. Who cani say that a 4-1-4
calendar is more advantageou S. than a 3-3-3?

Confusion about the mission of education is reflected in the impend-
ing crisis of skyrocketing costs. What lies behind rising expenses? Many
factors, of course, but probably the most important and least questioned

is a new profession which colleges have introduced, that of educational

administration. College administratois are no different from ad-

ministrators in other professions They too measure their influence by the
size of their organizations, the number of people they administer, and the
size of their budgets. The result is constructiOn of costly educational
bureaucracies within our schools.

Another example indicates the depth of uncertainty into which
educational institutions have sunk. Colleges and universities, founded to
serve a particular purpose, often espouse a different purpose in their
public statements, While still another and third purpose is implicit in the
decisions they make and the activities they pursue. One such college
might have been founded to "educate the young," The stated purpbse

may be "to advance the frontiers of knowledge and to'improve thc quali-
ty of teaching." However, an examination or the decisions and activities'.
at the institution may reveal that the college is operating as if its purpose

is "to preserve and enhance the image of the institution." Athletic
prdgrams, physical plant development-, faculty research grants and
publications are more likely to serve the unstated third purpose than
either of the other two.

Those who worked in colleges and'universities in the late 1960s and

dealt mainly with young people, and thoge who follow the daily news are
constantly reminded that the old ways no.longer work and the old values

no longer unify. The problems and uncertainties now, besetting the .

college and university indicate the old framework is no longer sufficient
to resolve dilemmas or explain paradoxes. The controlling paradigm no
longer permits-the institution to meet problems posed by an environment

which the institution in part created; the institution is no longer able to
-explore" an area in which it previously led the way. (K uhn, 1962, p. 90)

questioning ot authority. Traditional sources of authority and seats

of power remained essentially unchallenged until recently. Twenty-five
yerirs ago the family was still a strong central unit. The church was a
powerful and final authority in most Western societies. Unions had only
recently mounted a real threat to management and ownership, und there

serious doubt about the authority of the law and its represen-

tatives. All of these institutions are being questioned today. The

traditional power structures are breaking down in society and crumbling

in higher education.
Who sets Oblicy and makes the definitive decision in the university?

The hoard of trustees? presidents, ad miniSkrators, or faculty? Students?
An outside body or power group? More significant still is the almost total
defection of higher education from its foiditional position thal (Ina
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authority rests in knowledge itself and that the institution is both
repository for accepted bodies of knoWledge and source of newly dis-
covered knowledge. Absolute knowledge was more than a phrase at one
time; it was an academic way of life. Today it is not unusual tasee whole
programs within our colleges and uniVersities not oriented toward either
transmission or discovery of knowledge but oriented, instead, toward
providing the student with new experiences, T-groups, sensitivity train-
ing, and confrontation methods are all acceptable "educational ex-
perience" in many institutions today.

Fragmenting of methods. The splintering off of-methods and mini-
methods, the proliferation of systems constructed to meet a growing
laundry list of problems, are phenomena typical of government agencies,
bureaucracies business, and Science today. This kind of fragthentation
promotes overspecialization and accompanying loss of pdspective. Few
practitioners have the ability to work with interrelationships leading
toward unification of their own discipline, much less the integration of
related diSciplines. The excesses are particularly apparent in medicine
where the physician has moved away from general. practice toward in-
creasingly narrower specialization.

, Universities are particularly vulnerable to the haiards of excessive
fragmentation because the structure of the organization promotes the
overspecialization seen in academic disciplines everywhere. The process
of categorizing, differentiating, and further refining is an inevitable con-
sequence of the knowledge system which universities perpetuate. It never
has been a system for generalizing and unifying.

lf.we consider education as walking on a broad plain, then colleges
_and universities put people to digging in separate shafts labeled biology4

chemistry psychology or sociology. Forks, branches Ind subdivisions--
develop as each shaft is dug deeper, and the perSpective of individuals
digging in the _shafts diminishes accordingly. The diggers experience a
constant narrowing of vision, and the branching of shafts within shafts
continues. In thc shaft labeled biology, twenty-five or more sub-shafts
divic1F into separate specialties. In each 'sub-shaft diggers find their own,small nuggets of truth, never asking how their nuggets *e related toothers. Students in these institutions walk the plain of education until
they fall into a shaft, and graduate school is a move info sub-shares.

Education has become a narrowing _process. Special jargon and
methods separate people inside and outside of disciplines, and 'special
groups ampete to establish which group is most...important and power-,
ful. It is exciting to imagine the consequence,if educdtion could be lace '
climbing a mountain where the student gpins perspective and wisdom by
climbing always higher. If education were changed in a fundamental and
comprehensive way. it could become an opening up process permitting
students to 'recognize more and more interrelationships. Then the
educated man would be able to unify and integrate what others see only
as separate and unrelated.
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Specialization; departmentalization, the separation of knowledge,
and reliance on expertise have gone too far. Educators are aware that the
institution has paid too high a price for any possible benefits gained
following this route. In an attempt to restore unity schools have tried
combining departments, permitting students to construct their own ma-
jors, and instituting other inter-disciplinary courses of study. Anyone
close to these programs soon recognizes the problem inherent in trying
to put together what has been separated. -Programs or specialties once
conceptualized as discrete become rigidified and proceed in only one
direction, toward further refinement and elaboration.

Obviously there are problems in the institutions of higher education .
in academic disciplines, and in otfl er institutiqns within the larger society .

These problems -are indications t at the frammork itself is in trouble.
We so beyond this and. say that they also indicate trouble., in a more
general framework than those we have discussed. We suggest that all in-
stitutions and academic disciplines and trocieties in the Western world share

a common governing framework, the framework for information and
knowledge and this is the framework which .is in trouble. Significant

, change and new knowledge can come about only by changing the
framework within 'which that knowledge is produCed.

As current academic and social frameworks are extended, their in-
adequacies become manifest in growing confusion. The fact that all our
institutions are simultaneously in trouble indicates, we believe, a problem
in knoWledge itself, because knowledge is the paradigmatic construct
upon which all society, and higher education especially, are built.

Indicators of Trouble in the Framework for Knowledge
Are there indications that the:Western epistemological moddis run-

ning out? We join thoughtful peppie who ask if the framework for
knowledge has been extended and elaborateg to thepoint at which its- in-
adequacies can ot be explained away as incomplete knowledge, lack of
proof\ failure t validate, or as .due to other equally unsatisfactory
reasora. The indicat ns of trouble in the framework of knowledge arc
the same as those fo _all other frameworks. The following exaMples
emphasize our point that the paradigm or framework for knowledge is
running out.

Confusion, paradoxes and dilemmas abound in current knowledge.
How do we know what to believe? The so-called knowledge explosion is
merely an initance of elaboration within a paradigm. The paradigm es-
tablishes boUndaries within which questions are asked and information is
produced. The limitations of the paradigm become more obvious as
questions become 'increasingly specific and refined, and information
refers to minute detail. The professional and the lay person are both
plagued by inthnsistencies because the way thcy explain how they know
cinnot account for paradoxes, contradictions and dilemmas in what they

know.
One such inconsistency brings into question our entire method of
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knowing .and therefore all knowledge produced from this method. The
accepted explanaticin for how we know is predicated on the separation of
the knower and the known. According to Western man, properties or
qualities can be discovered by observation or can be objectively perceiv-
ed. Object-instrument-eye-mind are viewed as discrete systems or con-
structions. Thus, knowledge is about objects or persons which are viewed
as separate from the knower.

This thesis does not hold if we bring together research findings from
two disciplines which are usually considered unrelated. The psychologY
of perception, concerned with how we perceive, has directed research
into the relationship between mind and eye. Theoretical physicists, using
essentially the same methodology, have focused on the external world
and on the phenomenon of observatiOn, and their concern is in-
terrelationships between object, instrument, and eye. Perceptual psy-
chologists conclude that cognition and perception, the mind and the eye,
cannot be separated or treated one independent of the other. .The
physicist concludes that the eye cannot be separated from the instrument
nor the Instrument from the object, and that these therefore do not con-
stitute independent constructions. (Rainville, 1970) .

If we accept these findings, no boundaries exist between mind-eye-
instrument-object, and the method by which we "discover" truth and
reality is seriously challenged. The prevailing method of knowing is
embedded in the assumption that it is possible to separate the knower
from the known, that scientific and intellectual "objectivity" is possible.
But if we juxtapose evidence brought by this same methodology, we are
left with a paradox which cannot be resolved, for the method is also the
only method we have for verifying and evaluating this same information.

Erasion of authority. Yesterday's theories are today's Myths, Today's
faetS are fast becoming myths. Never before have people been surround-
ed by such an impressive volume of new infoFmation and never before
have they experienced so much doubt and distrust of the facts which Or-
round them. A recent drama involving state officials and oil interests on
one side and citizens of a small coastal community on the other side
demonstrates how the authority of facts and information is eroded.

State officials and oil interests martialed their experts to prOducc
and organize facts proving that an oil refinery was necessary, posed little
risk to environment, and would be beneficial to the community. These
facts might have gone unchallenged except that the community was a un-
iversity town with its own share of experts. The local experts produced
and organized other facts proving the refinery was not necessary,
threatened the environment, and would offer no potential economic
benefit to the community.

This same sixnario is being played daily throughout our country.
The average person recognizes that experts in any field can produce,
Jrganize, and use factual infbrination to serve different purposes. The
facts do not speak for themselves.

Fragmentatibn of methods and the proliferation of mini-systems arc
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thought by some people to be prOgress through-expanding knowledge.
Others see fragmentation and proliferation is the consequence of focus--
ing on analysis, and do not view it as progress but merely as infinite
differentiation within a basic construct or framework. To illustrate, ask
yourself what a psychologist would likely db .if granted one million
dollars to study mental illness, a construct commonly used to explain
deViant behavior of people. 'In studying a hundred thousand people
classified as mentally ill, he will conclude that 'gome people, perhaps
'9,000, do not lit his criteria ,and therefore are not mentally ill. The
91,000 remaining would be differentiated into4sub-groups, and later
research would focus en one of-these. EaCh sub-group would then be
divided into people who do not fit the category and those who do, and
these would again be sub-divided. At the sarne tinte, other social scien-
tists would be developing methods for treating each sub-group and devis-
ing mini-theoric_s to explain how each is thlferent. 'Note; there would.be
no challenging of the initial construct, tnesnal illness.

Because few people in our culture and in our day question the con-
struct Mental illness, the gravity of the problem is better illustrated if we

substitute witches for mental illness. If we accept witches, as an explana-
tion of deviant behavior, then it follows that we wodido need criteria tbr
determining who are the witches. Jnvestigation woUld show that some
persons labeled witch do not meet the criteria anc171perefore are not
witches. Those who do fit the criteria would evidence certain deviational
differences leading tolurther subdivision within the wirIch construct. A
logical conclusion would be different methods for explaining each of the
sub-groups. Our point is: Present .information and knowledge do not
enable us to challenge our. basic constructs, but onlY"to differentiate
within the construct we accept. This leads to iragmenthion of methods
and proliferation of systems.

The Emergence of Competing Knowledge and ln nation,
Knowledge is the university's business. N1 3 matter what else people

expect it to offer, they assu r e the institution will be a merchant of formal
knowledge and a manufa turer of the most contemporary bodies of in-
formation. However, it is our belief that knowledge is also the source of
difficulties which universities and other -institutions areNkow experien-
cing. The indicators of trouble found in other frameworks hre apparent
also in the knowledge-information framework. ,

In addition to the indicators weehave discussed, there,is one final and
conclusive trotile siglial. This last indicator. more 5tgniticant than the

others, is the emergence Of competing and incoMpatible'.bodies of
knowledge, of Aomalies in information itself. Such deviations do exist'.
and several have become accepted bodies of information.

Two very different instances of anomalous knowledge are thos of
acupuncture and quantum theorx. Acupunekure cannot be explainc or
understood in the present structure of scientific knowledge, but it has
been accepted and even taught in the classroom. Prestigious medical and
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dental schools hays included acupunaure in their curricula, not because'
it is logical or explainable within, present frameworks, but because it
works. They are willing to live with it, but treat it as g novelty.

Quantum theory is the second case in point. The physicist cannot ig-
nore quantum mechanics because dramatic scientific break-throughs
demonstrate that it. too, workS. At the same time, a physics which
basically repudiates the existence of time, space, matter, and causality is a
puzzling anomaly. The physicist usbally has no difficulty lecturing about
this point of view. However. mihen he returns to the research laboratory
he often falls back into the traditional framework. Quantum theory is an-
tithetical to the research the ordinary physicist designs and pursues.

It is always possible to explain anomalies' away, but when this
happens people lose a valuable opportunity - the opportunity to
recognize or identify a different paradigm. Anomalies are not explainable
in the current framework. In fact, they are anomalous because they have
sprung from a new or different framework. Anonialous new information
has been incorporated into the programs of colleges and universities
because it has,enormous practical application, but it remains incompati=
ble with the main body of theoretical knowledge in the institution. In ad=
dition, tHe anomalies are spread through different departments and dis-
ciplines, and each is viewed as the result of a novel technique or method
rather than as symptomatic of a competing paradigm. The following
chart demonstrateS that a body of anomalous information is emerging.
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Tridillonal Information

CHART 1. AN ANOMALOUS BODY OF INFORMATION

ATOMISM: Information is discovered: h referso:

-Entities

.nergy

ACADEMIC: Information is organized for the purpose of:

-Predicting

-Controlling

-Understanding what is happening

SCIENTIFIC: Information is used and iransmilied as 3

body of valid fact:

-To discover the via), things are

-Information is absohite

-Emphasis is on colitent

Anomalous Informallol

SYSTEMS: Information is constructed. It refers to:

-Symbols ,

-Relationships

MANAGER! %Inforrotion is organized for the purpoe

of making it Iapn by:

.Directing livity through nonsensory feedback loops.

(Management by Nectives)

-Improving by identifying what is not happening,

(Managemem by Exception)

-Managing and getting results (Management lnforma.

tion Systems) ;

TECHNOLOGIAL: Information is used to, make a

process explicit: 4

,Taget you from where you jure to where. you want to be

.-Knowkdge is relative

-Emphasis is: on process

I. Atomigic virsu, OMEN: Traditional information refers to entities with the unifying construct of "entrgy, An example of thulter-

native approach is General Systems Theory which deals with ,symbols ind relationships. The unifying construct'here is 'Information,"

AcsdamIc mut Minsgerld The academic approach is based on the a empt to underst nd and explain what is happening, In.orma.

° " It

tion and knowledge have been about sensory experiences of the world, and represent man's discoveries
of thi natural wOrld, In contra%

managerial inforMation is concerned with constructing information to direct activities and to enabk people to KO; resultslhey desire,

&: .
.

.

g What is NOT 'happening, what is MISNO, represents essentiarinforrnation:

0 3 StiOntlila vtigui 1schnologla: Stientiric method 'is aimed at discovering natural laws and explaining what IS happening. WorOs rlod

symbareprisent reality: Criteria ate for' hoW well opt's explanations fit his sensory experiencts,.The lethnolOgieal method dots:with

the relaiionship between initial conditions and outcomes: Information is constructed to direct activity, Criteria ate for desired OytCQMCSi

objativo, and actual results, and symbols refer to these,



How i$ a possible to produce a different kind of information? An-
tithetical bodies of knowledge cannot come about through elaborations
of old paradigms nor can they be combined into .a single unity. When
new information cannot be integrated into the old framcWorlt and when
this same information nevertheless gains general recognition and accep-
tance because it works, this 'indicates that. a new framework for
knowledge is emerging to challenge the old.

One significance of the-alternative approach is that-it represents the
way purposeful people actually function, while the traditional approach
represents explanations about man's inner-nature, The differences are,
not merely technical or methodological, are not just differences between
practice and theory, or the application of academic knowledge to a par-,
ticular field, but-represent a different method of inquiry.

These are controversial statements, but it is important to make the
distinctions, Evidence of two informational frameworks - one represent-
ing the framework for all Western knowledge and the other represeniiiii
an entirely new approach to man, society, and reality as we now know
them - offer a potential for comprehensive and fundamental chamge in
higher education and in all other institutions fashioned by the preva ing
epistemological mode_ t

We arc not the only people who recognize that the current bod of
information is inadequate and that the entire framework for knowledge
itself is no longer-effective. Again we, refer to Kuhn, who finds the un-

'derlying epistemological paradigm askew in psychology and other dis-
ciplines, but says that he is unable himself to relinquish it as he cannot
conceptualize a possible alternatives The old paradigm, he says, is carried
along in the very structure of language, and hesees no hope of there ever
being a way of communicating verbally without communicatmg and con-
tinuing the old paradigm at the same time. (Kuhn, 1962)

We do not- believe that this is true, and contend that a new
framework is not only conceptually possible, tiut that a competing
framework of.knowledge is emerging today. The ainpetingiframework i$
not emerging from the classroom, laboratory, or library, but from .a
result-oriented field which has historically made a different kind of de-
mand on inf&mation. The implication is a knowledge revolution which
will reshape every edueaiional institution molded by the old framework.

Up to this point, w&have discussed frameworks in general terms and
gave considered them in relation 19 change - the kind of change possible
within a framework and the kind which comes about through changing
the framework or meta-model Which no longer unifies, coordinates and
provides direction. What is this Framework which no longer provides
model problems and solutions for mcn, for the academic world, and for
knowledge itself? It is time to he more specific about the framework, its
nature and components, and the role it plays in personal, disciplinary
and institutional functioning. We shall confine the discussion to a
framework for knowledge, but our definition is a general one applicable
to all frameworks.
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The framework for knowledge consists of (a) the comprehensive
assumption, which determines how information is produced: fbi ihe inclusive
purpose. whicli determines how information is organized: (c) the implicit
criteria. ,which determine how information can be used_ ,

The prevailing framework is seldom questioned, especially in the in,
stit.utions of higher education which both promote and perpetuate it.
Usually it is unrecognized and implicit. The following chart will make ex-
plicit both the traditional framewtiek and the anomalous ne tt! one which
has emerged as a challenger.
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CHART 2:. COMPETING FRAMEWORK$ OF INFORMATION. AND KNOWLEDGE

THE TRADITIONAL FRAMEWORK AN ALTERNATIVE FRAMEWORK DEMONSTRATING THE DIFFERENCE
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If the alternative framework .becornes dominant and is chosen by al)
institution or di,seipline, there will be-a difference in the way that person
or organization functions. Institutions of higherlearning can shed the old
model. Should they choose _to operate in the alternative framework,
change would be total and comprehensive. The new intstitutions wOuld

operate from the alternative premise that information determines what
happens and that it is possible to c-hange information and.lcnowledge by
starting with different assumptions, purposes and criteria.

.The framework for knowledge functions as a meta-model whieh es-
tablishes.... boundaries for subsidiary paradigrria.'; To illustrate the
differena, consider llow subsidiary framework& affect the selection and
functioning of leaders, There is ;fp framework which shapes leaders and
from which leaders shape institutions. We shall make explicit the current.
framework for leadership, note some of the Consequences, and 'bake
comparisons with an alternative.

Today's framework Can 'be stated. as .follows:-.(I) Comprehensive
Assumption: Individuals have properties and qualities which determine
their actions. (2) IndUsive purpose: to identify evideriee that desirable
properties and qualities exist within the person chosen for a position.of
leadership. (3) Criter: these refer to the properties and qualitie&-linder
consideration. EXaniples are honeky, intelligence, and sincerity.

Let us examine how this framework is employed and the im-
plications it has for leaders in higher education. To be specific, a selection
committee is established and immediately lists its criteria for selecting the
new president. Some of the criteria .will- certainly be scholarship, ad-
vanced degrees,. publications. The committee will also look for evidence
'of intelligence, wisdom,- and other-worthy personal traits. It may also be
concerned with the candidate's-appearance, his,use of language, his corn-
mand over group situations, and administrative ability as displayed in
previous administrative posts..

-Next, for example, look at the young man who wishes someday to be
president of a college or university. Aware of the;criteria which.seleetion
cornmiitaes are using throughout the country, this persbn would
endeavor to eak a doctoral degree, write a book arid publish an article.
He Would.becom'r Trticulate, learn to handle group discussions well, etc.

These criteria will become the critical indicators or objectives which
direct his activities and by which he evaluates his progress. He will
develop skill in scholarly pursuit, writing, articulate speech, and group
discussion. If selected, these are the skills and techniques he brings to the
educational institution, What takes place within that institutidn or
organization will he a finction of the skills the person has brought to the
job,

In contrast, let us.put forth an alternative framework- and See what
difference, it makes: (I) The Comprehensive Assumption: Leaders 'are
responsible for constructing and organizing information in order to get.
results. (2) Inclusive purpose ... to look for leaders who give evidence that
they know how to construet and organize information focused on results.
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(3) The committee selecting the new university president would establish
.critrria.based on the outcomes or results it expects from his leadership.
Because it wishes to sec the university totally preocCupied with results,

.outcomes and actOmplishments, it would ask: What are.the evidences-of
'student growth and development?- What difference, does:the university,
make? If it did not exist, would anything be different?-

in terms of specific internaFrdsults, the committee would want
evidence that the candidate knows how to construct systems rettilting

Constant .improvement - each personin the organization- is .fed
th'eiiiforMation he needs to max,imiZe:Creativity and, innovation.
Integrated but decentralized prohlem-solving and deeision-
making_

Fair and equitable reatM'ent of all members of the organization.
ContinuOus and open evaluation of the methods used to get
results.

If these were the criteria, the person interested in becoming a leader
would develop related skills and techniques. Personal skills' and tech-
niques are not so much a function of one's personal properties and
qualities as they are.of the specific targets he has set for himself; and the
experiences he has gained in achieVing these targets.. The organization led
by a man possessing these skills and techniques.would become a diffe'rent
kind of org'anization or institution- from those guided by Other leaders,

In the traditional framework- for leaders, what is happening is
viewed as due to the inherent nature of-ow:pie or the results of conditions
in the environment. The leader endeavors to understand, order, and con-
trol what is happening, and consecitiently he focuses on developing gq.od
explanadons. In contrast, leaders within an alternatiVe frameworaccept
responsibility for outcomes and results because it is they who c6nstruct
the framework for the organization. If there is ineffectiveness in the in-
stitution, it is .att,Abuted ti4the framework which leadership has con-.

structed.
In summary, it is possible to have a different framework for leaders;

these frameworks will affect the selective process and determine the kind
of people who are chosen. They will affect the kind of skills and tech-
niques leaders develop and bring to the job, Finally, because of their
different skills and techniques, there will be a different kind of prganiza-
tion. What is happening today within our institutions is not due to the
unfolding of natural forces or the evolution of time, but is theelabota-
lion and culfillment of the governing. framework.

Some Implications
We have presented and briefly developed two meta-mOdels, the

traditional and alternative, both generalized-frameworks *Mich are not
specific to a single discipline or institution. The traditional model is .thc
controlling paradigm' or framework which presently shapes science,
education, and other institutions as we know them today. The alternative
modd represents a fundamental choice, making significant and com-
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prehensive change.possible within these same institutions.
!Colleges and iiniversities are perpetuatinriald'fraineworks and,-

presently, have no gener9I method, for challenging ihem or testing their
limits. The new framewic is not ari absolute but it can function as a
guide for constant re-iatation of the assurdntions, purposes, and
criteria -which establish the boundary conditions for all public and
privateaspects of human life. Thinking in this 'alternative way suggests
vast 'implications tor higher education. A 'few brief comments will il-

-ludtrate.
*new method ofMquity. Scientific andJechnical research, inquiry in

dicifilines such as history and* philoSophy share a common
nieThodology,-All deal wkth`givens and emphasize analysis and differen-
tiation. The ;ittqnirer separates into classes, and identifies differences,
nategorizei andlabels. This proces& keeps the focus on the specific in-

-stance, the isolated event, or the discrete fact. In bontrast, the focus,for
inquiry within the alternative framework is 9n synthesis and similarities
in the-form of common underlyintassumptjons, purposes, and criteria.
Implieit in the approach is a recognition that meaning and interfiretation
of any faFt 'or event are functions of the context in which that !act or
event is embedded. Inquiry, therefore, is a process of identifying the_
larger context in this case the controlling paradigm ,. model, or.'

Awork.
'Genpral Systems Theory is .an application of this approach. It is

ed on a recognition of the Significance of they/hole in determining the
batacteriStics of the 'parts, and of the significance of the paradigm as a

superordinating consttuct. The,systems theorist knoya that he cannot in-
%instigate parts and pieces independent of the larger context within wind
they occur. Each system is brit a small system within a larger one. To
follow the general systems apProach to its logical conclusion is to ask the
question: What is the system Which includes both the inquirer and that
into which he is inquirinW Cebbrchman, 1968)

In the alternative we Dresent,there is no separation between knower
-and known, the knower (or inquirer) asks all his questions within the
boundaries of a particular framework. What-is-known are the answers to
these questions, and these also come under the umbrella of the same
framework. In a similar Way, no separation exists here between theory
ann practice. In the alternative model, theory refers to the constructing of
new frameworks and the observation of outcomes. Practice .involves
choosing the framework which produces the consequentes one desires
and, subsequently, functioning within that framework. The frameWbrk is
both, the explanation for what is happening and also the guide for making
sornetbing different happen .

method far change. In the past, people have assumed that
small changes add up tO an impact on the whole. Tfic new model or
framework assures that change will not bc of bits and pieces, but will be
of the whole itself. ComprehensiVe change brings about coordinated and
apprOpriate changes in all the parts.



. For 2500 years, inquiry has been directed at the givens or at what is
assu'med to be-permanent. Only a fe* people have made a study of how
change takes'-place. Those Vho did focus here soon recognized that
change does not happen as they had alwayS believed. Philosophers of

. science and histOrians of sciende study how scientific knowledge changes.
Psychotherapists kre concerned with how people_ change. 'Both,groups_
recognize thaffis -not- the-Spetiareintirdreffilikedifitail-Cvfirch-briligi
about the sign ficant change. All events and details are given meaning
and interpreta I.On by the superordinating constructs or paradigms 'in
whichlhey- occur. People who'study change recogniie that fundamental
change occurs when the simerordinating construct or paradigm is chang-
ed. Change at this level changes everything else.

There can be no change without choice and no fundamental change
-_,--,-- - -- without fundamental choices.- Our-thesis-is that-this-- can-- occur.on if-.t,-. . . .there are-alternative frameworks, for all other change is reactive n4

. piecemeal. Colleges and universities...hm;e- been asking questions and
providing answers, within,the. boundaries of assumptions, purposes,. and

_ criteria which areno longer adequate. The task of today's educational in-
stitution is to construct the alternatives which will make comprehensive
change possible.

A new focus for colleges and univothies. The university functions to-
day as the critie of society and the guardian of a monolithic structure of
validated knowledge. Us task has been to actd tO this body, and to
perpettiate and elaborme th_rough_publishingand_teachingThere-islittle.
recognition that a direct relationship exists between the kind of informa-
tion the university espouses and what is happening in the world today.

"The institution remains aloof% and accepts no responsibility for what
takes place outside its vialls. It has been locked into a closed system
which focuses dn cansal explanations and not on result. In such a
systein, limitations and difficulties can be explained awaY a. due to the
nature of man, or the inherent nature of social, economic po itical, and
physical processes.

Should institutions of higher education chooseAo operate'swithin the
alternntive paradigm, education, inquiry, and research could not be
regarded sinvly as an adding on process. There would be a new recogni-
tion that 'proliferation or refinement of a framework, no matter how ex-
tensive, can never overcomethe limitations inherent in its initial assump-
tionN ,and piirpbses. Education would become an ongoing challenging
process, focusing on the construction of alternatives.

In conclusion, two kinds of change are possible - piecemeal change
within the framework, or comprehensive cliange of the framework itself..
Frameworks do break down and general indications signify' when a
framework is in trouble. We see apd experience many of these signs today
in all areas of our lives. The most inclusive framework is that for
knowledge add information, and this, too, is in trouble-. There are signk
that an alternative framework of information is emerging- If-the alter
native is chosen, significant change will occur in all areas, but espcciajly
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in higher education. There will be particular implications for the way in-
. qiiiry will be conducted, and for the way change -will be made in the

rei.te.wed institutions. Consequently, our current beliefs about
epistemology, inquiry, and change can no longer be seen ai absolutes.
Another framework _has emerged to coapete with the old. This isnot the
ort or competition which can be:rdolved by objective validation 5ut.by__ .

. comparing their relative advantagesAnd disadvantages.
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